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 SECTION 1:  INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1.1 Introduction 

In the spring of 2009, Logan City began the work of developing a new moderate income housing plan as 

required by Utah State Code Section 10-9a-401.  Residents of the City were involved through a series of 

focus groups and key stakeholder interviews.    Business leaders, service providers, local government 

agencies, housing industry and real estate professionals, and representatives of neighborhood councils 

were all included in the focus groups and interviews.   Research was conducted, economic and housing 

data was analyzed to establish baseline assumptions which support the creation and adoption of the 

housing plan as set forth herein. 

The demographic and economic trends that effect housing needs and issues have remained steady since 

the last housing plan adopted by Logan City in 2004.  The percentage of homeowners is lower in Logan 

City than other comparable cities in Utah and the bulk of affordable and rental housing in Cache County 

is within the City limits.    These issues as well as the overall economy continue to be greatly affected by 

the largest employer:  Utah State University.  The data and statistics that are most commonly used for 

planning within a community are distorted in Logan.  For instance, jobs per household are .9 in Logan 

based on the current data, however, if the student body numbers are withdrawn from the calculation, 

that number jumps to 1.2.  Therefore, doing any form of planning for moderate-income housing needs is 

more accurate if assumptions on an analysis of several sets of data.   The typical sources are the U.S. 

Census Bureau, Utah Governor’s Office of Planning & Budget, City of Logan, the Official population 

estimates generated by the Utah Population Estimates Committee and Housing Modeling Analysis done 

with the Utah Work Force Housing Initiative.   With that in mind, data sources and explanations of key 

differences are provided in the footnotes throughout.    

1.1.1 Why is it Important for the State to Address the Issue of Affordable Housing? 

Healthy communities are dependent on the availability of housing at a variety of price points so that 

critical members of the area’s workforce are able to live near their jobs.  Insufficient affordable housing 

can lead to a number of issues detrimental to a sustainable, healthy community.  Transportation issues 

such as traffic congestion (and the resulting pollution), heavy use of area roads requiring expensive 

repairs and a loss of a sense of well-being on the part of community members (long commuting time) 

can all lead to the destabilization of a community.  In addition, when families are living in substandard 

housing, there tends to be a higher usage rate of emergency services – from medical care to shelters 

and social services also*.  Use of these services results in much higher costs to a community than the 

cost to provide subsidies to make permanent housing affordable to households at 60 – 80% of the area 

median income (AMI).    

 

Recognizing that the provision of affordable housing is essential to the stability of healthy communities, 

the State Legislature enacted HB295 in 1996 requiring that all counties and municipalities develop 

housing plans to meet workforce and special needs market demand.  

1.1.2 What is Moderate Income Housing? 

Moderate income or workforce housing means housing that is affordable to households that have 

incomes at or below 80% AMI.  In 2009, the AMI for a family of three (average family size in Logan City is 

3.21) is $50,000.  The average annual wage was calculated at $31,344.002 for the second quarter of 2008 
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which is the most recent data available.  Based on these sources, the 2010 Housing Plan will focus on 

housing that is affordable to households earning $40,000.002 or less.   

1.1.3 Who is Served by Moderate Income Housing in Logan City? 

In Logan City, close to 10,000 households are moderate-income or less; this represents 65% of Logan’s 

total households – a significant number.  In addition, the average annual wage for Logan City’s essential 

workers such as police, firefighters, heath care workers and teachers is between $25,000 and $35,000 

which is 60% and less of the AMI.  Therefore, providing low- and moderate-income housing is serving 

the needs of 65% of Logan City’s population and essential workforce sectors.   

1.2 Executive Summary 

Over the past thirteen years, in accordance with State Law as well as HUD guidelines, Logan City has 

consistently assessed and planned for the low and moderate-income housing needs of its citizens – 

often referred to as Workforce Housing.   The 2010 Housing Plan will build on prior plans – 1998 and 

2004 – while taking into consideration future economic trends along with accompanying housing gaps 

analysis and demand modeling.   

The 2010 Housing Plan begins in Section 2 with current demographics such as population and household 

size.  Section 2 also covers employment trends, income and annual wage averages.  Section 3 provides 

data and analysis of housing building types, current stock and affordability.  Based on this data, a 

statement of housing needs is formulated.  Section 4 provides an analysis of regulatory conditions and 

suggestions for changes to expedite recommended Workforce Housing and Special Needs development.  

Section 5 includes goals and accompanying policies to implement the 2010 Housing Plan.  Section 5 

includes achievable and measurable program goals, budgetary considerations, implementation steps, 

and a timeline for achieving success in meeting Logan City’s Workforce Housing needs.  Section 6 

provides an implementation chart with projected timelines and benchmarks.  Section 7 provides an 

evaluation of financial resources available from a variety of sources for affordable housing programs.  

These resources will be key to successfully meeting Logan's housing goals as stated in this plan.  

Appendices are all located in Section 8 and include:  results of key stakeholder interviews and focus 

groups, the housing assessment analysis modeling results and economic baseline study completed by 

James Wood of the University of Utah Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR); Logan City 

maps; and footnotes. 

 A number of key findings in the current plan are very consistent with past plans.  For instance, as 

mentioned earlier although the percentage has decreased slightly – from 85 percent in 1990 to 75 today 

– a large majority of the rental units in the county continue to be located in Logan City proper.  Logan 

City continues to trail most other cities in Utah as well as the state-wide average in homeownership 

levels.   At the time of the 1998 Housing Plan homeowners made up 44% of households and today the 

average has increased to 50%.   Logan City also continues to provide the greatest number of rental units 

for the region as well as the highest portion of affordable housing.   The 1998 Housing Plan reported 

that in 1990, Logan had 46.7% of the total population in the County while it had 85% of the multi-family 

dwelling units and nearly 80% of all the rental units.  The housing inventory in 2008 revealed that 75% of 

the rental units in the County were still in Logan City.  It is worth noting, that the educational attainment 

level of Logan City’s population is higher than a majority of Utah communities yet incomes are low 

relative to those of other regions.   

Logan’s demographics, economy and housing stock continue to be greatly affected by the largest 

employer:  Utah State University.  With the student population projected to grow to 20,000, this market 

sector positively increases the overall educational attainment level of the City, while placing higher 
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demands on the community for affordable rental housing and reducing the average wage in the 

community.  This is resulting from a disproportionately high number of part-time minimum wage 

seasonal jobs held by students.    

The existing inventory of homes, condominiums and townhouses does provide a number of affordable 

units for low and moderate-income households – or those earning between 50 and 80 percent of AMI.  

In fact among existing homes, there are also a number available that are affordable to households 

earning even less.  Logan’s rental market presently provides affordable housing to household incomes as 

low as 30 percent or less of AMI.   

New construction on the other hand is not continuing this trend.  In most recent years, new homes 

affordable to households earning 80 of AMI have declined dramatically.  For low and very low income 

groups virtually no newly constructed homes are affordable.  

In summary, the Logan City housing market has met the affordable housing needs of most income 

groups, whether owners or renters. The data and analysis do not show a serious affordable housing 

gap in the city. Over the next five years additional affordable units will be needed but for the most 

part, the level of need should be satisfied by traditional market forces of supply and demand. Low and 

very-low -income non-student renters and special needs populations are most vulnerable and will 

require rental assisted units and/or project based development subsidies to achieve the necessary 

targeted rental levels.   

 

Based on these findings, the recommendations made in the 2010 Housing Plan expand on goals set out 

in earlier plans.  They include:  increasing the number of homeownership opportunities especially for 

households with incomes between 50 and 80 percent of AMI; continuing to ensure that adequate 

numbers of housing units are available for special needs populations and working with outlying areas in 

the County to share the burden for providing affordable rental units; and ensuring that low-, very- low, 

special needs and minority populations have an adequate understanding of the housing resources 

available to them as well as an understanding of their rights and privileges as tenants, as denoted in the 

federal Fair Housing Act. 

 

The goals, objectives and policies found in Section 5 include the following: 

1. Stabilization of target neighborhoods such as Adams, Ellis, Wilson and Woodruff through such 

methods as:  code enforcement, rehabilitation assistance, targeted infill projects, and low-

income homebuyer assistance. 

2. New development of both single- and multi-family units to ensure that they are affordable to 

low-income individuals and that special needs households continue to be served. 

3. Provision of rehabilitation assistance and development incentives to help homeowners to 

adapt their homes for visitability and aging-in-place as well as to ensure that new multi-family 

developments continue to provide enough set-aside units for future special needs populations. 

4. Establishment of new and adaptation of existing educational resources to promote financial 

literacy, bi-lingual homebuyer education, rehabilitation and visitability principles and 

accessing cost effective financial tools. 

 

In the next section, existing community demographics, household size, age distribution, ethnic status, 

educational attainment and employment are discussed.
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SECTION 2:  EXISTING CONDITIONS 
  

2.1 Demographic Characteristics 

Logan City is characterized as having a mix of eclectic neighborhoods, being the center of a thriving 

industrial County, and a university segment.  Cache County experienced the economic downturn later 

than other areas of Utah.   Over the years, Logan City has been and continues to remain the largest 

source of rental housing in the region.  Logan City has a homeownership rate of 50% which has 

increased slightly since the last housing plan adopted in 2004 (44%), but remains significantly lower than 

the State-wide average of 73%.   Because of the high demand for low-cost rental housing by the 

students of the Utah State University, there are added concerns over the large number of residential 

properties that have been converted to group housing.  Parking and substandard housing issues abound 

in neighborhoods adjacent to the University’s campuses.     

In 2008, Logan City was home to between 47,000 and 49,000 people – depending on the data source – 

residing in roughly 15,000 households.  Since 2000, Logan has experienced relatively slow population 

growth.  The average annual population growth has been 1.61% well below the rate of 2.49% and 

2.59% for Cache County and the State respectively.  Migration estimates for the county have been 

very volatile swinging from 100 in 2006 to 1,300 net in-migration in 2007.   

Table 1, below, provides population estimates from the Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget.  It is 

of particular note that current population estimates already exceed the projections for 2014 and are 

close to 2019 projected totals. 

Table 1: Cache County Population Projections  

Current Population 2010 2014 2019 2020 

47,158 35,819 41,732 47,822 49,168 

Source:  Utah Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget1
 

Table 2: Population Changes  

Year Logan City Absolute 

Change 

Percent 

Change 

1990 32,922   

2000 42,700 9,778 29.7% 

2001 43,074 374 .8% 

2002 44,701 1627 3.7% 

2003 44,949 293 .6% 

2004 45,795 801 1.7% 

2005 47,074 1279 2.7% 

2006 47,359 285 .6% 

2007 47,965 606 1.2% 

2008    

Source:  Utah Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget1 
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Table 2, above, also provides actual population numbers which indicate that Logan’s current population 

is likely closer to 49,000 than 47,000.  Understanding the range of possibilities in order to plan for future 

housing needs is important for this 2010 Housing Plan, as working with the higher of these numbers in 

order to ensure adequate planning measures, as each already utilizes conservative modeling 

methodology. 

Chart 1:   Household Size (2008) 

 

 
Source:  U.S. Census Bureau

1 

 

The average household size in Logan City today is just over 3.21 persons per household.  This number is 

also important in planning for the type and size of housing that will meet the needs of Logan’s 

population over the next five (5) years as well as further into the future.  Like other areas of Utah, 

household size is expected to trend downwards so that in future years, smaller homes will likely meet an 

average family’s needs, both physically and economically. 

The median age of Logan City’s population is 23.5 years and they have a relatively high educational 

attainment.  In fact, 93% of residents have high school degrees and 35% have bachelor’s degrees.  Most 

studies attribute this to the presence of Utah State University.   Logan is very similar to other University 

communities in that the median age remains fairly young as compared to its aging population.   

Table 3:  Age Distribution for Logan City (2006-2008) 

Age Range Percent of Total 

0-9 Years 16.1 

10-19 Years 15.7 

20-29 Years 35.5 

30-39 Years 10.9 

40-49 Years 7.2 

50-59 Years 6.7 

60-69 Years 3.1 

70-79 Years 2.7 

80+    Years 2.1 

Total 100.00% 

Source:  U.S. Census Bureau 
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The current supply of housing – both affordable and market level – is diverse enough to meet the needs 

of a variety of age cohorts.  There are even sufficient numbers of Senior Housing available.  Logan need 

not catch up as much as to plan for future community housing needs.  

Chart 2:  Ethnic Status (2008)  

 
Source:  U.S. Census Bureau

1 

 

The ethnic make-up of Logan City’s population has remained primarily white with the largest minority 

populations being Asian and Hispanic – three and six percent, respectively.    Many minority families live 

in large family groups sharing a single family home owned by one of the family members.  In other 

cases, due to fear and language barriers, minority families are often more susceptible to being taken 

advantage of in rental property settings.  One of the key findings that came out of the stakeholder 

interviews and focus groups was that bilingual educational classes and materials need to be further 

promoted with minority populations.  Topics that need to be covered include: tenants rights; fair 

housing law; available resources for low-income renter households; and for those more financially 

independent homebuyer options, down payment and closing cost assistance, as well as general home 

maintenance and cost effective rehabilitation options. 

2.2 Employment 

The percent of population in Logan City that reached graduate or professional degree level is higher 

than the national average.  However, the number of qualified applicants and students in the workforce 

holds down local wages, while driving up part-time employment patterns. See Table 4 below: 
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Table 4: Educational Attainment 

Percent of Population that reached each educational level 

  Logan Utah USA 

Did not finish High School 8.80% 9.70% 15.50% 

High School Graduate (includes GED) 21.60% 25.60% 29.60% 

Some College (no degree) 25.40% 26.60% 20.10% 

Associate's Degree 8.60% 9.30% 7.40% 

Bachelor's Degree 21.10% 19.50% 17.30% 

Graduate or Professional Degree 14.50% 9.30% 10.10% 

Source:  U.S. Census Bureau (2006-2008 3 year projections) 

Logan has an employment base of 39,000 with a history of strong job growth for many years.  There are 

2,087 employers with the governmental sector employing the highest number of employees – 9,917.  

Utah State University (USU) is one of these government employers and is in fact the largest employer 

with 7,000 employees.  The next largest remaining employment sectors in Logan City are manufacturing 

which employs 6,857 and retail which employs 4,700.     

The City has had strong job growth over the past several years.  Since 2000 the average annual growth in 

employment has been 3.92% nearly double the statewide rate of 1.94%.  Employment has been growing 

by nearly 1,300 jobs annually.   However recent employment estimates show that Cache County has 

been hit by the recession.  Over the past twelve plus months employment has declined by nearly 1,400 

jobs for the entire Logan MSA which includes Cache and Franklin Counties. 

While employment has remained stronger than in other parts of the state, overall, average wages 

remain relatively low.  One factor effecting this is the high percentage of USU employees who are 

students working part-time.   In 2008 the average household in Logan City earned $50,2392  annually 

(2009 figures not yet available).    When compared to the average annual wage earner in the City – 

$30,157 – it becomes clear that most households have more than one wage-earner.   The average 

annual wage is derived from the data in Figure 2 on page 12:  total of all average monthly wages, 

multiplied by average number of jobs, divided by total jobs in the sample, and multiplied by 12 months 

to arrive at an annual average. 

Construction and manufacturing have seen the greatest job losses: 400 and 900, respectively.  The 

manufacturing sector accounts for 25 percent of the earnings in Cache County.  Statewide 

manufacturing captures 12% of earnings.  The three largest manufacturers in the region are:  ICON 

(sports equipment), Swift Meat Packing and Schreiber Foods.   

Manufacturing employment is typically more vulnerable to recession, raising the risk of economic slow-

down for Logan City and Cache County in 2010 and 2011.  However, the importance of state 

government (USU) with 14 percent of earnings in Cache County will provide a stable countervailing force 

to manufacturing.  The role of state government is nearly three times higher in Cache County than it is in 

the statewide economy.   
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Figure 1:  Average Earnings for Some of Logan City’s Essential Workers (2009) 

 Avg. Earnings 
(per year) 

Local Government & Emergency Response workers     

Police Officer       $30,000  

Fire Fighter or EMT       $31,000  

Public Works (wastewater worker)     $38,000  

Local Government Staff – 
Administrator 

    $49,000  

Local Government Staff - Executive     $51,000  

Local Government Staff - Clerical     $25,000  

Basic Local Employment         

Teacher (public school, entry level)     $33,000  

Social Worker       $30,000  

Nurse (LPN)       $22,000  

Retail (general merchandise)     $15,080  

Housekeeping       $13,000  

Food Service 
(restaurant) 

      $19,000  

Mid-Level Manager (private sector)     $44,000  

Agricultural Worker (farming)     $27,000  

Construction Worker       $37,668  

Source:  Logan City Utah Workforce Housing Estimating Model 
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Figure 2:  Average Monthly Incomes for top 50 Jobs in Logan City 

 

 

Classification Number & Name # Primary 
Jobs 

Avg. Earnings  
(per month) 

1  311 Food Management       3,660  $3,192  

2  339 Miscellaneous Manufacturing       2,711  $3,376  

3  561 Administrative and Support Services     2,566  $1,724  

4  722 Food Services and Drinking Places     2,528  $1,045  

5  541 Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services   2,031  $3,193  

6  238 Specialty Trade Contractors       1,808  $2,463  

7  621 Ambulatory Health Care Services     1,594  $2,619  

8  623 Nursing and Residential Care Facilities     1,276  $1,488  

9  334 Computer and Electronic Product Manufacturing   1,207  $3,599  

10  452 General Merchandise Stores       1,145  $1,876  

11  323 Printing and Related Support Activities     859  $2,852  

12  445 Food and Beverage Stores       841  $1,646  

13  236 Construction of Buildings       833  $2,699  

14  522 Credit Intermediation and Related Activities     790  $3,067  

15  325 Chemical Manufacturing       745  $4,300  

16  624 Social Assistance       616  $1,460  

17  444 Building Material and Garden Equipment and Supplies Dealers 559  $2,546  

18  811 Repair and Maintenance       553  $2,391  

19  484 Truck Transportation       550  $3,033  

20  441 Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers     519  $3,115  

21  423 Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods     460  $3,024  

22  326 Plastics and Rubber Products Manufacturing   445  $2,546  

23  447 Gasoline Stations       436  $1,826  

24  713 Amusement, Gambling, and Recreation Industries   417  $981  

25  448 Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores   403  $1,451  

26  321 Wood Product Manufacturing     391  $2,109  

27  332 Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing     371  $3,042  

28  451 Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, and Music Stores   367  $1,331  

29  611 Educational Services       364  $1,611  

30  551 Management of Companies and Enterprises   324  $8,398  

31  721 Accommodation       294  $1,233  

32  524 Insurance Carriers and Related Activities   288  $2,670  

33  424 Merchant Wholesalers, Nondurable Goods   286  $2,590  

34  812 Personal and Laundry Services     278  $1,051  

35  531 Real Estate       263  $1,767  

36  337 Furniture and Related Product Manufacturing   252  $2,125  

37  443 Electronics and Appliance Stores     246  $1,748  

38  511 Publishing Industries (except Internet)     242  $2,465  

39  336 Transportation Equipment Manufacturing     236  $2,809  

40  453 Miscellaneous Store Retailers     214  $1,359  

41  442 Furniture and Home Furnishings Stores     171  $1,643  

42  493 Warehousing and Storage       170  $2,919  

43  333 Machinery Manufacturing       167  $3,127  

44  711 Performing Arts, Spectator Sports, and Related Industries 156  $1,445  

45  454 Nonstore Retailers       145  $1,828  

46  237 Heavy and Civil Engineering Construction   140  $2,202  

47  112 Animal Production       113  $2,242  

48  446 Health and Personal Care Stores     113  $1,894  

49  512 Motion Picture and Sound Recording Industries   112  $645  

50  425 Wholesale Electronic Markets and Agents and Brokers 104  $4,128  

Source:  Provided by the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) 
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Figures 1 and 2 above clearly illustrate that the large majority of jobs in and around Logan offer 

moderate rather than high income earning potential.  It is therefore important for Logan City to 

continue to ensure that sufficient job and housing diversity is created and maintained.  The figures 

above also indicate that emphasis on housing planning should continue to focus on housing stock for 

wage earners between 50 and 80 percent of AMI. 

The next section provides information on the housing inventory and market affordability in Logan.
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SECTION 3:  HOUSING AFFORDABILITY AND TYPE 
 

3.1 Overview 

There are 17,212 housing units in Logan City which accounts for 47 percent of housing units in Cache 

County.  Of the 16,176 occupied housing units in Logan (1,033 are vacant), 51 percent are rental units 

reflecting the role of USU’s student housing in the local housing market.  The rental inventory in Logan is 

8,111 which accounts for 74.8 percent of rental units in the county.   Owner occupied units in Logan 

total 8,068. 

Table 5:  Housing Inventory for Logan City and Cache County - 2008 

 

 

Table 6:  Existing Tax Credit and HUD Assisted Units 

Tax Credit and HUD Rent Assisted Apartment Communities 

          

Financing Name Address # 

Units 

Year Built 

Tax Credit Aspen Court  550 West 1800 North  72 2007 

Tax Credit Hanbury Manor  251 West 1600 North  108 2001 

Tax Credit Logan Pointe  1320 North 200 East  105 1999 

Tax Credit Riverwalk  781 South Riverwalk Drive  88 1995 

Tax Credit Spring Hollow Senior  1300 North 200 East  50 1985 

Tax Credit The Springs  800 South 1100 West  64 2007 

Tax Credit North Pointe  1580 North 200 East  80 1994 

Tax Credit River Park Senior  Golf and Riverwalk Parkway  40 Approved 

Tax Credit Willowood  300 South 400 West  77 2007 

HUD 202 Carl Inoway  780 South Riverwalk Parkway 40 1998 

Tax Credit River Park Senior 784 Riverwalk Drive 40 2009 

 Total Units   764  

Source:  James Wood, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah 

Since 2000, residential construction permits in Logan have averaged nearly 300 units annually.  This rate 

is consistent with a two percent increase in households annually for Logan City and is the expected rate 

of new construction during the next five years.   In recent years, single family homes have captured a 
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larger share of new residential construction, accounting for 41 percent of all new units since 2000.  

Rental units have accounted for 22 percent of all new residential construction since 2000.   New 

residential construction dropped by 33.6 percent in 2008 and would have been lower if the townhome 

and condo markets hadn’t been so active.  Prices for these homes didn’t increase as much as in prior 

years – only two percent in 2008.  Trending projections should be tracked closely as both residential and 

commercial permits through August of 2008 have shown signs of slowing as noted in Table 7 below.   

Table 7: Number of Permits Issued by City of Logan 

Source:  Logan City 

The median price for existing homes in Logan City has increased 4.24 percent annually since 2000.   Price 

acceleration peaked in 2007 with a 9.4 percent increase, along with average days on the market hitting a 

low of 55.  All indicators in 2008 showed a slow-down in the real estate market.  The median price for a 

single family home in Logan City jumped around remarkably in 2009; November 2009’s median price 

was $172,000.  This reflects a decrease of approximately 6% for the year.  The average number of days 

on the market has escalated from 55 to 105. 

3.2 Housing Affordability Analysis 

The existing housing inventory in Logan provides a significant number of affordable homes.  In 2008, of 

the 383 homes sold, 300 or 78 percent were affordable to the median income households (AMI), 45 

percent were affordable to households earning less than 80 percent of AMI and 13 percent were 

affordable to households earning less than 60 percent of AMI.  The local condominium market also 
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provides affordable housing units.  All condominiums sold in 2008 were affordable to households 

earning 100 percent of AMI or $55,500.  As noted in Table 8, the median price for a home in 2008 was 

$160,000 and the median price for a condominium was $113,000.   

Table 8:  Existing Home and Condominium Sales according to the Regional MLS 

Existing Homes Condominium Units 
Year 

Median Price Number of 

Sales 
Median Price Number of 

Sales 

2000 $114,750 233 $71,125 37 

2001 $114000 258 $70,000 34 

2002 $116,500 331 $71,500 32 

2003 $121,125 351 $73,500 46 

2004 $129,900 357 $78,000 63 

2005 $137,100 409 $88,000 79 

2006 $143,500 490 $89,900 122 

2007 $157,000 458 $103,500 115 

2008 $160,000 383 $113,000 90 

2009 $155,000 297 $107,500 83 

Source:  James Wood, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah 

 

On the other hand, for low- to moderate-income households, the affordability of new homes has 

declined dramatically since 2005 at which time 35 percent of new homes built were affordable to 

households with incomes of 80 percent of AMI or less.  By 2008, only 2.3 percent of new homes were 

affordable to these households, as illustrated by Chart 3, below.   For the low and very-low income 

groups virtually no new homes are affordable today.  However, the existing inventory of homes and 

condominiums in Logan provide a large number of affordable units to households at 80 percent of AMI.  

There are also home ownership opportunities for households at 50 percent of AMI.  According to the 

BEBR report, in 2008, 60.9 percent or 288 homes and condominiums sold in Logan were affordable to 

moderate income households and 11.4 percent or 54 homes were sold to households earning 50 

percent of AMI.  Sale prices affordable to households in the 80% AMI bracket were found to be 

concentrated in the Blackhawk subdivision. 

Logan’s rental market remains very affordable.  It is estimated in 2009 that 1,350 rental units were 

affordable to households at 30 percent of AMI and another 3,075 were affordable to households at 30 

to 50 percent of AMI.  Almost exactly half of the estimated inventory of 8,767 was affordable to 

households at 50 percent of AMI or less and 44 percent of the inventory was affordable to households 

between 50 and 80 percent of AMI. 
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Chart 3:  Median Sales Price of New Homes Built in Logan according to Construction Monitor 

 
Source:  James Wood, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah 

    

The typical rent for the 1,000 traditional apartment units in large apartment communities was $550-

$600 for one bedroom units, $625-$675 for two bedroom units and $700-$750 for three bedroom units.  

Tax credit rents at 60 percent of AMI were above current market rents.  The rents for tax credit units at 

50 percent AMI are very close to market rate rents.  The third tier rents in the small, older rental 

properties were $350 to $450 for one bedroom units, $400 to $500 for a two bedroom unit and $600-

$700 for a three bedroom unit.  These are very affordable rental rates and the vacancy rates in each tier 

have remained reflective of that fact:  (1) traditional apartments 4.2 percent, (2) tax credit units less 

than 4 percent, and (3) third tier units less than 5 percent. 

Table 9 below is a listing of income limits followed by maximum housing sales prices that are 

affordable to those household incomes in Table 10.  The inventory of existing homes at the various 

income levels indicated is sufficient for the current population.  The projections of population increase 

in each income category found in Table 11 provide a picture of where housing production will need to 

focus over the next five to ten years.    

Table 9:  2009 HUD AMI Limits   

% of AMI 1 Person 2 Persons 3 Persons 4 Persons 5 Persons 6 Persons 7 Persons 8 Persons 

30% $11,650 $13,300 $15,000 $16,650 $18,000 $19,300 $20,650 $22,000 

50% $19,450 $22,200 $25,000 $27,750 $29,950 $32,200 $34,400 $36,650 

80% $31,100 $35,500 $39,950 $44,400 $47,950 $51,500 $55,500 $58,600 

Source:   www.novoco.com  
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Table 10:  Maximum Affordable Housing Price Thresholds in Cache County 

 
Source:  James Wood, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah 

 

Although existing units cover much of the current affordable housing demand, new construction will 

need to begin addressing affordable housing needs again.  Logan City will need to ensure that up to five 

percent of the new homes being built will be affordable to households with incomes between 50 and 80 

percent of AMI.   The rental market will continue meeting the needs of households below 50 percent of 

AMI if a minimum of 40 new units is built annually, or if every few years approximately 80 units give or 

take are built every couple of years.  Logan City might also work with Cache County and other local 

municipalities to strike partnerships in order to have some of these units built in contiguous areas 

throughout the County in order to increase the surrounding area’s share of the affordable rental market. 

Table 11:  Household Projections by Income Group 

 
Source:  James Wood, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah 

 

3.2.1 Housing Affordability Status 

Logan City has enjoyed a more stable economy than many areas of Utah.  Incomes have increased 

although very slowly and unemployment had historically remained stable at around 5%. The income of 

households in the area drives the affordability of housing.  The legal definition of moderate income in 

the Utah State code is 80% of the area median income as reflected in Table 12, below.  The table also 

shows incomes of 50% and 30% of the area median, the poverty level benchmarks. 
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Table 12:  Cache County Annual Income Limits for 2009 (in dollars) 

 1 
Person 

2 
Persons 

3 
Persons 

4 
Persons 

5 
Persons 

6 
Persons 

7 
Persons 

8 Persons 

30% of 
Median 

11,650 13,300 15,000 16,650 16800 18,000 19,300 20,650 

50% of 
Median 

19,450 22,200 25,000 27,750 29,950 32,250 34,400 36,650 

80% of 
Median 

31,120 35,520 40,000 44,400 47,920 51,520 55,040 58,640 

Source:  www.novoco.com  
 

Affordability means that housing costs, either rent or mortgage payments including taxes and insurance 

costs (PITI), needs to be no more than 30% of income graduated by family size. 

Table 13:  Affordability Income Classifications by Household Size (in dollars) 

 
Source:  www.novoco.com  

 
 

3.2.1.1 Affordability at 120% of AMI 

Although not covered by state statute this plan also projects housing needs for households over the 

Logan median up to 120% of the area median income.  Often forgotten in planning efforts, households 

with this income level are a critical component of the area workforce and are often disadvantaged in the 

housing market.  The median income in Logan for a family of three is $46,625.  The 120% of AMI income 

figure for this average family size is $55,950.  Housing costs for this income level using 30% of income is 

$1398 per month.  Rental costs for two bedroom apartments are reasonable and units are available to 

some extent in the Logan area.  This plan should address the need for affordable three and four 

bedroom apartments in this price range.  With this income a household could support a mortgage of 

about $230,000 including principal, taxes, interest and insurance costs at today’s interest rate of 5%.   

 

3.2.1.2 Affordability at 100% of AMI 

Housing that is affordable to the vital workforce members (service, retail and public employees) will be 

critical in maintaining a vibrant and diversified Logan City economy.  Using 100% of the area median 

income (no longer “affordable” under the current definition listed above) as a typical benchmark for a 

significant portion of the workforce, the income for a three-person household would be just $46,625.  

Again, using 30% of that income for housing purposes that income could support rent at $1,165/month 

or a mortgage payment excluding taxes and insurance of about $993/month on a mortgage of $185,000.  

This would leave $173 for taxes and insurance per month.  The properties accessible by those making 

100% of the local AMI in the community today include town-homes, condominiums, twin homes or 

older, smaller homes needing rehabilitation.  Due to the current recession the sales prices of new homes 

has stabilized.  Where new homes have been built to sell closer to $250,000 or more over the last few 

 1 
Person 

2 
Persons 

3 
Persons 

4 
 Persons 

5  
Persons 

6  
Persons 

7 
Persons 

8 
Persons 

30% of 
Median 

273/mo 311/mo 350/mo 389/mo 420/mo. 451/mo 483/mo 514/mo 

50% of 
Median 

454/mo 518/mo 583/mo 648/mo 699/mo 751/mo 803/mo 855/mo 

80% of 
Median 

725/mo 829/mo 933/mo 1036/mo 1119/mo 1203/mo 1285/mo 1368/mo 
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years, homes are now essentially being built and targeted closer to $200,000 with greater densities 

enabling developer financial feasibility and buyer borrowing capacity in today’s market.  Rental housing 

targeted toward students is affordable, yet non-student rental properties at this level of affordability are 

rare.  Rental housing vacancies are abnormally low, while many potential for-sale products continue to 

be rented out by absentee owners.   

 

3.2.1.3 Affordability at 80% of AMI 

The current average family size in Cache County is about 3.24, when rounded to a three-person 

household equates to an 80% of AMI income of $37,300 per year or $933 per month. Rents in the Logan 

area are somewhat higher for non-student housing.  This type of income would allow a monthly 

payment in support of a mortgage of about $155,000 based on 5% interest on a 30 year fixed term with 

about $100 per month for taxes and insurance.  In the current market there are a limited number of 

condominiums, twin homes or older, smaller homes at this price point.  Many of the existing homes at 

this level need substantial rehabilitation that would not be economical due to the need to keep the 

combined first and potential second rehabilitation mortgages to a total of $933/month.  Rehabilitation 

of existing homes however, is an important priority of this plan but would likely require additional public 

inducements if it is to occur at this affordability level. 

 

3.2.1.4 Affordability at the Poverty Level of 50% of AMI  

HUD defines the group of persons/households with incomes between the poverty level and the 

moderate-income level as “low income” or those making half of the area median income.  In Cache 

County those in the 50% of AMI level are also not able to find housing consistently and are not all 

students.  Persons working in retail and service jobs are often in this income category.  This income for a 

family of three is $23,300 and will only allow housing costs up to $583 a month.  Very few non-student 

housing units are available with rents at this level.  This income will only allow the purchase of a 

property that is near $100,000 in value based on a fixed interest rate of 5% for 30 years and allowing for 

interest and insurance.  In the Logan market there are very few twin homes or small condominium units 

available at this price point.  There are some properties subsidized through the USDA Rural 

Development programs that may be available at this level, however mostly located in other parts of the 

county.  Logan City could prioritize assisting in the production of additional rental and for-sale housing 

opportunities for households with incomes in this range.  These families are important in the long term 

stability of the economy of Logan City.  

 

3.2.1.5 Affordability at the Poverty Level of 30% of AMI  

The disadvantaged population living at or below 30% of AMI includes elderly citizens with fixed incomes; 

disabled persons living on Social Security Disability Income (SSDI); some single-female heads of 

households; or underemployed, unemployed, and homeless households in the community (5%).  A three 

person household would need housing that is available at $350 per month or less based on 30% of their 

household income.  There are some state and/or federally subsidized multi-family properties in Logan 

and in surrounding communities nearby.   The subsidies referred to in this plan include both federal and 

state tax low income housing tax credit, HUD funded/subsidized, USDA Rural Development 

funded/subsidized, and the State of Utah’s Olene Walker Housing Loan Fund programs.   
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3.2.2 Utah State University Student Housing 

Utah State University currently provides on-campus housing for both individual and married students.  

USU is experienced about a 2% enrollment increase for 2009, taking its student population to about 

15,400 this year.  USU has 3,500 beds available for individual students at this time with approximately 

3,325 (95%) of them occupied.  The remainder of the student population resides off-campus in 

apartments and single family homes.  This is not a commuter campus.  There are also 535 married 

student apartments on campus that are full most every year, 2009 was no exception.  USU is planning to 

redevelop a significant block of married student mobile homes in 2009.  Logan City will have an 

opportunity to provide input into the 5 acre site as it is developed to further student housing purposes.6 

 

3.2.3 Bear River Association of Government Housing Authority 

The Bear River AOG Housing Authority (BRAGHA) currently administers 566 Housing Choice Vouchers 

(122 Bear River Regional Housing Authority, 396 Logan City Housing Authority, and 75 Logan City 

mainstream) in the Section 8 Program.  A majority of these vouchers are being utilized in Logan City, 

although some are being used in Cache and Box Elder Counties.  There is a very significant waiting list for 

these vouchers in that they are all currently utilized.  BRAGHA has approximately 800 eligible families or 

households on the waiting list presently and expects that figure to grow over time.  This is equivalent to 

about a 14-month waiting period, which varies slightly by family priority level.  Student households hold 

only about 20% of the vouchers; a clear need must be demonstrated.  Elderly persons, those with 

disabilities and victims of domestic abuse are still given local preference to receive these vouchers.   

Emergency rental assistance funding is also available through BRAGHA.  They receive Emergency Shelter 

Grand funding and they will soon manage some federal stimulus funding ($180K) through the “Homeless 

Prevention and Rapid Rehousing Grant” program to help renters pay their rent for two or three months 

while they resolve financial problems.  It is hoped this will prevent them from becoming homeless or 

relapsing into homelessness. 

BRAGHA does not currently own any public housing in Logan City and has no immediate plans to 

develop any.7 

 

3.3 Special Needs Housing 

There is not a significant shortage of special needs housing in Logan City at this time.  Current resource 

levels are meeting the existing need and if all future affordable rental development continues to provide 

a five percent set-aside for special needs populations, projected future needs will largely continue to be 

met.   

Although there is not a current pressing need, the demographic and tenure data provided by BEBR 

indicates that there will be an increasing demand for senior rental units over time.  This demand will be 

incremental and small since most seniors own their homes; only about 20 percent of all senior 

households are renting today.  This group generally needs low-income rental units which will increase 

the demand for HUD 202, Low Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) and other income subsidized unit 

types (Congregate Living, Assisted Living, and Long Term Care).  The demand for housing which offers 

supportive services (aid in daily living services) will continue to grow. 

According to the Bear River Homeless Coordinating Committee, there are approximately 160 homeless 

persons annually in the area, a majority of which are in Logan City.  Of that number, only 11 are 
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considered chronically homeless.  Temporary housing stock is considered sufficient at this time, it is 

provided through transitional rentals and hotel rooms; for the most part, no more than three units are 

needed at any one given time.  Emergent services are generally provided to these households up front 

and then they are moved into permanent rentals as quickly as possible.  In addition, the Community 

Abuse Prevention Services Agency (CAPSA) provides services to 220 persons fleeing domestic violence 

(this number includes children) per year.   Over the next 18 to 24 months, CAPSA will be developing 

approximately 27 additional units of permanent rental housing for homeless families who have survived 

domestic violence.   

Visitability features should be encouraged in all new multi- and single-family developments to keep pace 

with both the aging and the disabled demographic over time. 

 

3.3.1 Homeless and Domestic Violence Victims 

The Bear River Homeless Coordinating Committee carries out planning for the needs of the local 

homeless population.  It has prepared and is carrying out a homeless plan (in conjunction with the 

State’s 10 Year Plan to End Chronic Homelessness) for the elimination of homelessness especially the 

chronically homeless population.  There are approximately eleven chronically homeless persons in the 

Bear River area, most of whom are located in Logan.   

A significant number of the homeless persons in the Logan area are temporarily homeless due to 

episodes of domestic violence.  Thus, there are only two to four unsheltered homeless persons present 

in the community at any one time mostly in the summer months.  At the latest homeless count there 

were 160 homeless persons and 158 of them were sheltered and nine were considered to be chronically 

homeless.  The homeless population is primarily made up of families with children; the tri-county report 

which came out in early 2010 indicated that the numbers had fallen from 45 in 2009 to 32 over the 

previous twelve month period.  There were eleven homeless individuals and three of them were young 

adults.  A limited number of these homeless persons have some disabilities.  The Bear River Health 

Department does provide some housing options for the persons in their care. 

The homeless populations are housed temporarily in transitional housing and then permanent housing 

is found in dispersed rental properties throughout the Logan City.  CAPSA, the primary provider of 

housing and counseling for victims of domestic abuse, served 220 unduplicated persons in the fiscal year 

of July 2008 through June 2009, all of whom were temporarily homeless. Most of these victims were 

families with dependent children. 

While there is a need to develop some dedicated rental housing for victims of domestic abuse, there is 

adequate housing for the chronically homeless for the next 5 years.  CAPSA is now in the process of 

developing a nine-unit subdivision in Logan City for families leaving transitional housing.  Homeless 

families can affordably rent these homes and live in the units for extended periods of time.  The 

financing for the construction of all units is projected to be $700,000 short at this time.  It is hoped that 

the development of this housing will not have to be phased and can be built economically now to meet 

present needs.  In 2010, CAPSA will seek to develop another 18-unit twin home development or some 

higher density housing on property being purchased in Hyrum City. 

Temporary housing is generally available for the limited unsheltered homeless population.  These 

persons are temporarily housed in shelters or in motels until their cases can be resolved and then 

transitional housing is found in dispersed locations throughout the area.  It is projected that at least 2% 
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of all new subsidized rental housing will need to be set-aside for the homeless to keep pace with local 

long term demand.8 

 

3.3.2 Housing for the Disabled 

There are 5,810 persons living with physical disabilities in Logan City currently.  Per federal law, 5% of all 

newly constructed subsidized housing units must be accessible.  The number of accessible units 

presently available in the Logan area is not known.  There is clear consensus that a common tracking 

method would be helpful.  All new multi-family developments will provide accessible housing features in 

the future.  According to local providers, current waiting lists show an immediate need for 40-50 units of 

affordable accessible rental apartments.  Turn Community Services is planning to develop eight units of 

congregate housing for the disabled in 2011 based on their own internal waiting lists and client housing 

needs assessments.  Logan City will likely be requested to assist them in developing this needed housing 

as part of the new plan. 

Persons with mental disabilities are housed by the Bear River Mental Health Department.  There were 

only one or two homeless persons with mental illness in 2009’s count.  Bear River Mental Health has and 

indicates it will continue to have the capacity to provide housing and health services for these persons 

well into the future. 

 

3.3.3 Elderly Housing 

There are currently 3,395 persons living in Logan City over the age of 65.  Of those it is assumed that 

about 30% are living on fixed incomes (social security).  This translates to about 1,000 persons in need of 

affordable housing.  There are presently just 175 units of affordable housing for seniors in Logan City in 

the following developments:  Carl Inoway, River Park, and Spring Hollow.  In October of 2009, total 

persons on the waiting list for units in these HUD 202 and LIHTC subsidized projects have been averaging 

around 19 households, with a maximum waiting period of nearly two years.   Again, the incremental 

increase is expected to be small, just 24 units over the next five years.9  

 

3.3.4 Persons Being Released from Incarceration 

It is estimated that approximately 150 persons leave incarceration quarterly. This typically would 

translate to 600 persons annually; however, some individuals are repeat offenders and may be counted 

more than once.  Most persons leaving incarceration have housing available to them.  The Corrections 

Department estimates that fifteen persons (or 10%) would have housing needs upon leaving 

incarceration.  It should be noted that staff report many of these persons leave the area, most indicating 

they do not want to stay in the Logan area.10 

 

3.3.5 Youth Aging Out of Foster Care 

There are approximately two to three youth aging out of foster care annually in the Bear River Area.  

Only about one or two are from the Logan City area and decide to stay in the area for family support or 

educational purposes.  Housing can generally be found for them when they are employed and able to 

pay their own rent.  However, there is a need to provide one or two apartments that can house youth 

while they receive counseling, education and/or training which makes them self-sufficient and 
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financially independent.  Rental subsidies must be provided and rates need to be flexible for these 

persons as they seek long term stabilization.  Apartments can be set aside in new subsidized multi-family 

rental housing development projects for these purposes.  

Table 14:  Special Needs Populations in Logan City 

Special Needs & Disadvantaged Populations: Annual totals 

Physically Disabled Undetermined 

Chronic Homeless 11 

Homeless Persons (temporary) 160 

Victims of Domestic Violence (including children) 220 

Youth Aging out of Foster Care 2 

Source:  Interviews conducted by LCDI 

Table 15: Existing Housing for the Developmentally Disabled 

Project Type Location # Units 

    

There are currently no specific developmentally disabled set aside units reported. 

    

Source:  Interviews conducted by LCDI 

 

Table 16: Logan City Projects to Aid Homeless and Transitional Housing Populations 

Property # of Units 

Community Abuse Prevention Services 32 

Bear River Mental Health 12 

YCU 22 

Bear River Continuum of Care 15 

Snow Park Village 14 

Source:  Interviews conducted by LCDI 

 

Table 17:  Incarceration Capacity Figures for Logan City 

Facility Capacity 

Cache County Jail (Cache County Sheriff) 370 

Other None reported. 

Source:  Interviews conducted by LCDI 

 

3.3.6 Veterans 

A study was conducted by James Wood in late 2006 to evaluate the need for low- and moderate-income 

housing in Cache County for military veterans.  The Veteran’s Rental Housing Report did indicate at that 

time there were about 4,700 veterans living in Cache County and of those nearly one in six is a renter 

(750) and one in three is a low-income renter (250) with earnings reaching just 50% of the Area Median 
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Income or less.  It was recommended that a small 12-18 unit rental project targeting veterans be 

considered in the overall fair share housing plan Cache County.  The project would need to focus on 

targeted rents at or below 40% AMI to be successful in meeting veteran’s needs and in competing for 

limited tax credits, subsidized financing and grants.  Additional housing assistance program funding will 

also need to be found.  Such housing would be best cited in Logan City proper as it provides reasonable 

access to commercial, health, public and employment services.  Neighborhood Nonprofit has applied for 

and was awarded funds to develop a project in 2010.  A proforma was developed and is included in the 

appendices. 

3.4 Housing Needs Statement 

The primary demographic and economic trends affecting the housing plan as adopted in 2004 by Logan 

City have remained consistent over the past several years.  Logan’s overall homeownership rate remains 

lower than other comparable cities in Utah, as it houses a disproportionate amount of the affordable 

rental housing stock in Cache County.  The economic and housing environments are greatly impacted by 

the presence of Utah State University.  The data and statistics used for planning processes must 

therefore be carefully scrutinized as they are readily distorted if not seen from several perspectives, sub-

markets and tested first hand by housing providers and the direct experience of employers in the 

immediate area.  For instance, jobs per household change from .9 to 1.2 when the student body is 

withdrawn from the calculation.  Therefore, the moderate income housing plan recommendations were 

drawn from an analysis of several data sets.  Sources utilized herein include the U.S. Census Bureau, 

Utah Governor’s Office of Planning & Budget, City of Logan, Utah Population Estimates Committee, 

University of Utah’s Bureau of Economic & Business Research, and the Utah Work Force Housing 

Initiative Modeling tool amongst others.  Key stakeholder meetings were also held to gather additional 

real time information regarding the local housing and economic environment. 

 

The housing gaps analysis specifically included a housing and economic baseline study, housing analysis 

modeling for a ten year period, key stakeholder feedback as well as lending and investment 

organizational interviews.  The goals, objectives and policies that will follow reflect housing production 

projections needed to meet the identified gaps in relation to typical market place constraints, such as:   

(1) zoning, (2) land prices, (3) non-profit development capacity, as well as (4) grants, subsidized and 

market rate lending and investment availability and use guidelines.   

Table 18:  Affordable Housing Analysis 

University of Utah Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR) Study Appendices 8.1 

Utah Workforce Housing Initiative (UWFHI) Housing  Model  Appendices 8.2 
 

The James Wood, University of Utah BEBR report is an estimate, based on statistical analysis, the 

underlying assumption being that generalized statistical analysis is a useful and more time efficient 

alternative to case specific, and detailed market analysis.  In this analysis methodology the number of 

households at each income level is quantified based on the definition of "median"( i.e. by definition, 

40% of the total number of households will always fall at or below 80% of median income and similarly 

so for all other income categories).  With respect to housing units, the value of the housing stock as a 

whole is estimated based on the trend in sales prices.  

The UWFHI analysis methodology is based on a comparison of the number count of households and 

affordable housing units, for the population and entire local housing stock, at a given point in time.  In 
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this way it defines the “economic mismatch” in the housing stock as a whole.  Total households are 

calculated based on current household size and full-time population (excluding students) from the 

GOPB.  Number of households by income category is defined by income tax reports, provided by the 

Utah State Tax Commission.  Total housing units and the number of units at each price point, are based 

on a count, reported by the County assessor.  Thus the analysis is based on actual counts of housing 

units in relation to number of households.  Here the housing units are not based on the price profile of 

sold units but the value profile, which typically is more indicative of housing stock as a whole. 

Here's a comparison that may help to further illustrate differences in the two approaches.  The left side 

shows the number of households at a percentage of the HUD AMI, as defined by the Utah State Tax 

Commission.  The right side shows the same analysis, based on statistical analysis. 

Table 19:  Household AMI Information 

 # of Households – 2006 # of Households – 2008 

% of AMI       

Up to 30% 3,799 Up to 30% 3,799 25% 2,482 15% 

30%  to 50% 2,997 Up to 50% 6,796 45% 4,136 25% 

50% to 60% 1,165 Up to 80% 9,804 65% 6,618 40% 

60% to 80% 1,843 Up to 100% 11,069 73% 8,273 50% 

80% to 100% 1,265 Over 100% 4,086 27% 8272 50% 
100% to 120% 941      

More than 120% 3,145      

Total: 15,155    16,545  

Source:  James Wood, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah 

 

Thus the two methodologies present a broader and more in depth review of the market, enabling a 

more refined move from statistical modeling to aggregating gaps in housing type by income, and then 

into housing types, into development proforma feasibility, and finally to cite identification within a local 

municipal market place.  Thus the housing plan clearly unfolds as it identifies the gap, directs likely 

development scenarios and ties project expenditures back to locally-prioritized housing stock 

production. 

According to the U of U BEBR research, the number of households in Logan is projected to increase from 

16,545 in 2010 to 18,250 in 20141.  Therefore, the housing inventory will need to increase by 1,705 units 

to accommodate growth during this period.   In the past, the local housing market has been able to 

supply affordable homeownership opportunities for most income groups.  For those households 

between 30 and 80 percent of AMI, cost considerations will be paramount and homeownership 

opportunities will therefore of necessity need to be provided through the development of higher density 

attached housing, townhomes and condominiums.   

The demographic growth projected for Logan City will generate demand for an additional 830 rental 

units.  The highest risk and most vulnerable households will continue to be low- and very-low income 

renters (30 to 50 percent of AMI).  Over the next five years the demand for affordable rental units for 

these households will grow by 320 units. 

The research provided by the U of U BEBR and UWFHI was presented to key stakeholder groups in order 

to gather additional information about the reality of housing needs in Logan City.   Interviews and focus 
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groups included  City, County and Bear River Association of Government planning and program staff, 

business leaders, school district representatives – especially Title I school administrators, community 

service entities such as those serving the elderly, disabled populations and other sectors such as  

immigrant populations,  realtors, housing developers – both those serving the regular and up-scale 

markets as well as those serving low-income markets, as well as representatives of Utah State 

University.   The key stakeholder issues raised through this feedback were as follows:   

1. The need to establish a Good Landlord program. 

Stakeholders have overwhelmingly stated a desire for the development of a licensing or 

certification program to encourage improvements in rental housing facilities and their 

operations, as well for implementation of more vigilant code enforcement of such properties.  It 

should be noted that the Good Landlord Program was reviewed and adopted while the plan was 

under development.  Licensure is now required as well as an education component that must be 

met every other year. 

2. The need to rehab existing housing stock. 

This is an issue that can assist in meeting a number of needs:  convert “chopped up” houses to 

bring them back to code and sell as single family homes;  stabilize downtown neighborhoods 

through rehab of existing homes – also increase code enforcement (focus on Adams, Wilson, 

Woodruff, and Ellis neighborhoods;  motivate students to move back to campus (fill in the 20% 

vacancy in student housing));  convert existing housing to add adaptability where needed or 

possible – establish “visitability” standards – modifications for aging in place, weatherization, 

etc. 

3. The need to free-up land and provide financial assistance for in-fill new construction projects, 

while simultaneously reducing costs for affordable rehabilitation that increases homeownership 

opportunities. 

Current prices are out-of-reach and there is little land available for new construction within 

Logan’s city limits.  Provide reduction or waiver of impact fees, infrastructure costs, and changes 

in code to assist in reducing costs.  Also, provide means for nonprofits to be able to add 

administrative and program fees to provide essential services. 

 

4. The need to improve informational services for Hispanic (or other minority/refugee) 

communities. 

While resources in both English and Spanish are available through Nonprofit Neighborhood 

Housing Corporation, Utah State University’s Family Life Center, and from local financial 

institutions, there remains a need for bilingual materials regarding homeownership classes and 

purchase assistance programs – such materials on renter rights and overcrowding issues – and 

perhaps development of a dial 211 program that is bilingual. 

Business leaders responded to the question of affordable housing needs that employees of all wage 

levels were able to find housing and that management was not aware of situations where employees 

could not accept a job due to the lack of affordable housing.  This position was further substantiated by 

several human resource representatives of large Logan City employers.     

Interviewees stated that “aging in place” options were needed for Logan City’s aging population.  This 

seems to have been preferable to the construction of additional licensed assisted living facilities; whose 

occupancies have been slowly declining according to recent market watch reports by Lancaster Pollard.  

A limited number of Medicaid waiver vouchers are available in the market enabling seniors to seek 
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housing with supportive services; most of these placements are not financially feasible for low- or 

moderate-income seniors without them.  It is worth noting that there are a total of 19 people on the 

waiting list for the 175 affordable independent senior housing units that are located in Logan City.   

While senior housing need does not seem to be the most pressing issue at the moment, it should be 

emphasized that the aging population overall in Utah is increasing rather dramatically and that by 2014 

the senior population in Logan City is projected to increase by 25 percent.   Additional market-level and 

affordable senior housing options will need to be developed over the next five to ten years.  

The Bear River Association of Governments sponsored independent public opinion surveys in 2002 and 

2007.  In both cases the general public responded that the availability of adequate housing was no 

problem.  In 2002, 75% of respondents felt that there was a slight or no problem in Logan City and 79% 

responded the same for Cache County.  In 2007, these percentages increased quite a bit as 87% 

indicated that there was a slight or no problem in both Logan City and Cache County. 

Finally, housing professionals and developers indicated that they supported energy efficiency as a vital 

tool to reduce long-term housing costs and policy development by local government to assist in 

promoting better overall air quality in Cache Valley. 

The following section ties together the identified gaps analysis with the regulatory environment of 

Logan City and makes implementation recommendations in regards to the development of the missing 

housing stock discussed throughout this plan. 
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SECTION 4:  REGULATORY REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

Part of preparing for the development of appropriate housing is an evaluation of the regulatory base 

that guides development.  This section of the plan provides an ordinance review and suggests changes 

to facilitate the development of moderate and low-income housing options.   

 

4.2 Regulatory Conditions 

The Logan City regulatory environment does not have significant barriers to the development of 

moderate-income housing options.  It does create incentives or flexibility in the regulation base to 

support improvements in workforce or special needs housing.   Logan has significant economic 

development plans; in order to accomplish these plans, housing options will need to be part of the 

comprehensive support element.  

Logan City has a strong rental housing base for student housing, and has significant single-family 

housing.  The non-student rental market needs some enhancement especially for the elderly.  One of 

Logan’s primary housing goals is to increase the local rate of homeownership through the creation of 

additional affordable homeownership opportunities with housing units of various types and prices.    

With this in mind, the current housing stock will need to be diversified so that all persons regardless of 

age, disability, sex, income, ethnicity or employment, can find housing that is within their incomes.     

Our review of the regulatory environment in Logan City has come to the same conclusions that an 

Analysis of Impediments completed in 2004 did.  That study states:  “After an extensive look at housing 

and economic data for the City of Logan it does not appear that housing choice is affected by race, color, 

religion, sex, disability, familial status, or national origin.  Housing opportunities exist for both renters 

and buyers throughout Logan.  For those looking to purchase housing, Logan has a wide diversity of 

homes in many price ranges.” 

The following regulatory barriers analysis is conducted with identified issues and housing needs in mind. 

Table 20:  Regulatory Barriers Analysis 

Barriers Questionnaire         No        Yes   

#1. Active and Adopted Moderate Income Housing Plan?  If the answer is no go 

to question #4 
          X 

Response: Current plan was adopted in 2004 and is currently being rewritten and will be adopted in late 

early 2010. 

#2. Has your community updated your moderate income housing plan within 

the last two years? (See number 1 above) In process. X  

#3. Does your housing plan provide estimates of the projected housing needs 

for a 5 year period or longer? (See number 1 above)  In process. X 
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Barriers Questionnaire         No        Yes   

#4 Do your housing needs projections specify the type and density of housing 

needed as well as recommended locations based on zoning?  In process. 
X  

Response: The new 2010 housing plan will provide updated analysis and projections for a ten year period and 

will further specify needs by housing type, and probable location(s).    Density issues will be dealt with as 

needed to achieve effective implementation of the plan through newly adopted goals, objectives and 

policies.  Upon final plan adoption, the answers to numbers two through four will be YES. 

#5. Have you prepared a comparison of zoning ordinances as compared to 

development and subdivision regulations? 
X  

Response: A comparison review will be conducted of density allowances in MFH and MFV zones that have a 

maximum of 32 units/acre and no height restriction.  Some additional density may be needed in MFV zones 

to effectively implement the plan recommendations.           

#6. Do your current ordinances set minimum building size stipulations? X  

Response:  These minimum building size stipulations now in the ordinances are being reviewed in the 

context of the moderate-income housing plan recommendations.         

#7. Are impact fees calculated based on actual capital investment directly 

related to the type of project proposed, especially moderate-income housing 

projects?  

X  

Response: An evaluation based upon project type will be applied in the review process and fees will be 

evaluated based on their effect on the actual implementation of the housing plan.  There are presently 

impact fees associated with recreation, police, fire, water and sewer.          

#8. Do you provide waivers of impact fees and/or other fees for projects that 

provide moderate-income housing consistent with this plan? 
X  

Response:   Language may need to be added to the statute to enable waivers where justified.           

#9. Rehabilitation Projects – does the application of building codes make 

allowances to encourage different levels of rehabilitation to be performed on a 

voluntary basis?  

 X 

Response: Logan City currently allows for various levels of residential rehabilitation, but does need additional 

technical assistance in the application of these principals with citizens and other community organizations.          

#10.  Is manufactured housing allowed in residential zones and is it subject to 

the same standards as other housing types? 
 X 

Response:  Manufactured housing is not specified.         

#11.  Has a review been conducted in the past two years of the regulatory 

barriers currently existing? 
X  

Response:  Logan City encourages the development of affordable housing but has not evaluated regulatory 

barriers recently; it is being conducted presently as part of the updated plan process.        
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Barriers Questionnaire         No        Yes   

#12.  Do you provide allowances for the modification of infrastructure standards 

or new technologies to decrease the costs for moderate-income housing 

projects? 

X  

Response: Allowances and modifications for parking and the width of streets are two of the primary 

infrastructure requirements that will be reviewed for new flexibilities built into them.           

#13.  Has the city adopted an expedited application and approval process for 

moderate-income housing projects?    
X  

Response:  There is limited need to expedite application processes in that most housing projects now only 

take about 30 to 60 days for approvals.  This could be part of the district combining amendments.          

#14.  Have you adopted a time limit for the review and approval of moderate-

income housing?  Is there a penalty attached? 
X  

Response:  (See # 13 above)   A time study is suggested to assist in further validating and future changes.           

#15.  Have modified parking requirements been adopted for moderate housing 

projects? 
X  

Response:  Modified parking requirements will be considered based on housing type and cost. 

#16.  Have special public hearing requirements been adopted to educate the 

public and to expedite the approval process for moderate housing 

developments. 

X  

Response:  Hearings are likely not a burden at this time.   

 

Logan City has a number of options to improve its regulatory environment in order that it might more 

successfully address future housing needs.  The City is already addressing its first regulatory need and 

that is to prepare and adopt a new comprehensive moderate income housing plan.  The plan will contain 

a detailed ten-year needs statement tied to an implementation strategy that identifies outcomes, 

timeframes and costs.  The plan will further identify locations for higher density housing, creating a 

launching pad from which the city can begin to (a) proactively ensure that the zoning for such desired 

locations is appropriate to attract development partners, and (b) prioritize limited local resources to 

help leverage other governmental and private market lending and investment funds to make them 

economically feasible 

 

In Table 20 above, an analysis is presented of the barriers created in the regulations as currently 

constituted.  Responses are also shown identifying what action is or can be taken to address these 

barriers.  In summary, the regulatory review determined that the barriers are primarily due to a lack of 

flexibility in the regulation of affordability itself.  Higher density zones have some flexibility based on 

ultimate approval through the design review process performed by the planning commission.  However, 

it is necessary to build provisions into the regulation process when affordability is the design of the 

development.   There have been a limited number of truly affordable housing projects proposed and 

built that are not student based and therefore the regulation base has not been modified to assist in 

providing incentives for affordability.  Logan City is moving toward a form based code, which, along with 
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this evaluation, lays much of the groundwork for future regulatory modifications.  The regulations could 

be modified according to the following recommendations: 

• Regulation reform should be adopted for the housing needs identified in this plan along with zoning 

changes where necessary to accommodate the density needed for the targeted housing. 

• Additional density is suggested in the MFV zone allowing for the development of more than 32 units 

per acre while allowing the design review process to determine appropriate densities.   Logan City 

could also enable the approval of increased height allowances in MFV zones with some restrictions 

(to be determined) while designating design parameters in appropriate locations where affordability 

is the objective.  This approval would take into account structure sighting on the property, adjoining 

property uses, view-scapes and compatibility.  Location analysis is critical for this zone; however, 

Logan City should decide where this zone is appropriate to encourage the development of needed 

housing as identified in this plan.   

• It is suggested that Logan City maintain its no minimum unit size, enabling greater income 

accessibility and design flexibility over time for changing demographics.  

• An allowance for the reduction in general fees as well as impact fees could be made based on the 

affordability of a project. 

• Flexibility in Infrastructure and open space requirements may be allowed on a case by case basis 

when cost savings can be verified and the integrity of systems can be maintained particularly 

parking allowances, street widths, open space and landscaping requirements, etc. 

• The city could further allow for the creation of a workforce housing “combining district” ordinance 

that allows overlays of special requirements or allowances without overriding the under-laying zone.  

Expedited review of moderate income projects including the processing of conditional use permits 

will continue to be a useful tool.  The zone would allow for built in flexibility within the zone, density 

allowances, and other requirements when the housing is targeted to families with incomes at or 

below 60% of the area median income. 

• Logan City should consider adoption of an inclusionary zoning ordinance that will require all 

developers with subdivisions of more than 5 units to develop 5% of all units that are affordable for 

families with incomes between 50 and 80 percent of AMI.  A sample ordinance is included in the 

appendices in Section 8.   

• Create an in-fill allowance for the development of existing irregularly shaped lots that are non-

conforming.  The allowance in the ordinances should be stated giving flexibility on such things as lot 

size, setback requirements, minimum frontage requirements, and building size.    

 

4.3 Current Zoning Requirements 

Logan City’s zoning does not generally inhibit affordability.  There is some flexibility built into the 

ordinances especially in the higher density zones (MFV and MFM zones).  The ordinances create three 

single-family zones from low density to traditional smaller lot single-family housing (SFL, SFR and SFT).  

The single-family zones are predominately traditional (340 acres currently zoned SFT) and basic 

residential (378 acres).  Primarily these two zones SFT (SFT 11 units per acre) and SFR (SFR 7 units per 

acre) will allow moderate-income housing development such as “Urban Self- Help Housing”11 and Crown 

Rent to Own Homes12, some of which already exist in the city.  Logan will identify appropriate locations 

for new moderate-income housing developments.  There may be a future need for annexation of 

additional property for single family homeownership projects.   

 

The current development code establishes three multiple family zones of increasing density including 

Multi-family median density (MFM), and high (MFH) and Very High density (MFV) zones.  There are 
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almost equal amounts of properties currently zoned for high density or very high density, most of which 

is already developed (see below).   

 

 Multiple Family High Density Development:                 87 Acres 

Multiple Family Very High Density Development:      94 Acres  

        (Some of which is on USU campus)    

 

The current general plan for Logan City defines built out and vacant properties available in current 

zoning classifications.  The plan identifies that there are only three acres of undeveloped land zoned for 

MFV (very high density housing).  There are 4 acres zoned MFH for high-density housing.  Part of the 

planning process is to determine if additional housing is needed of the type likely to be sited in the 

higher density zones.   Although this plan does not identify a pressing need for additional higher density 

housing, with so little available property for new projects, decisions will need to be made regarding 

optimal locations.  With infill lots identified for higher density workforce and special needs housing, the 

City will be ready to identify potential development partners to participate in building the housing that is 

needed.  There is also a specific zone established for the development of mobile home parks (MH) that 

will require certain improvements when this use is proposed.  This plan suggests that Logan perform an 

infill study to determine the availability of vacant lots and lots that have dilapidated, vacant housing that 

could be reclaimed and new moderate-income housing built.  Current zoning may not allow 

redevelopment unless language is built into the code to allow some flexibility when these properties are 

identified.   

 

Logan enables planned developments with a separate set of requirements and has “combining district” 

ordinances that allow overlays of special requirements without overriding the under-laying zone.  A 

moderate-income or housing affordability overlay district could be added to this combining district 

ordinance.    

 

4.4 Regional Housing Plan Coordination 

This plan takes into account the need to coordinate land uses with contiguous municipalities and Cache 

County as a whole.  Logan will encourage and participate in regional planning efforts to address existing 

and future housing issues.  Since Logan City has historically born the burden of rental housing 

development for the region, working in coordination with other population centers and with the County 

as a whole, can help share the burden to build low-cost rental properties with other jurisdictions in the 

future.  Thus, the coordination will help to assure financial feasibility through design, unit mix, location 

and maximization of locally leveraged resources in an extremely competitive and highly regulated 

housing development funding environment. 

Discussions with the County on regional fair share housing should also include Bear River Association of 

Governments.  Each community needs to share in the provision of housing options for persons with 

lower incomes and persons with special needs.  Transportation planning accomplished by BRAG requires 

coordination so that specialized housing can have access to public transportation being provided.  

Logan City should invite routine housing needs discussions with non-profit housing and service 

providers, Bear River Health Department and Bear River Mental Health, senior, disability and 

independent living centers in the area and key employment sector stakeholders.  Other state agencies 
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like the Utah Department of Human Services offices and the Utah Department of Community and 

Culture (housing and homeless programs, etc.) is also encouraged. 

As seen in the following Chart, outside of Logan City and Cache County moderate housing plan updates 

have been sporadic and are now out dated.  Given regional demographic and economic conditions it 

seems evident that a coordinated effort would be timely if local communities are to remain competitive 

in capturing a fair share of local, county, state, and federal housing financial resources.  Inconsistencies 

in funding allocations are imminent under the present filing circumstances, as are future incompatible 

land uses between jurisdictions if left unaddressed.  Coordinated planning would likely assist in bringing 

more resources to Logan City and Cache County, particularly in light of changes to offer incentives 

through the Olene Walker Housing Loan Fund to high scoring plan submissions. 

Table 21:  Housing Plan Filings for Cache County Cities and Towns 

Community Date of Last Housing Plan Filed 

Hyde Park 2002 

Hyrum 1998 

Lewiston 1998 

Millville 2002 

Nibley 2002 

North Logan 1998 

Providence 2002 

Richmond 1999 

River Heights 2001 

Smithfield 2002 

Wellsville 1998 

 

It should be noted that the filing update is mandated every two years.  Educational resources and TA are 

available through the Utah Work Force Housing Initiative to assist in future planning endeavors.  More 

information can be found at www.lotuscdi.org or by inviting them. 

 

Section 5 will present goals, objectives and policy recommendations to meet the two year update 

requirement. 
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SECTION 5:  GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES 
 

5.1 Introduction 

Over the past twelve years, in accordance with State Law as well as HUD guidelines, Logan City has 

consistently assessed and planned for the low- and moderate-income housing needs.  The following 

discussion highlights achievable goals, objectives and policies; building upon prior plans while taking into 

account future economic trends with accompanying housing gaps analysis and demand modeling.   

5.2 Goals, Objectives and Policy Recommendations  

 

5.2.1 Neighborhood Stabilization 

There has been a general decline of certain neighborhoods in Logan City due to the deterioration of the 

physical condition of housing and the surrounding appearance of the road right of way improvements 

including curb/gutter and sidewalk in the area.  The cause of the destabilization is due to the lack of 

maintenance of absentee owners, the infiltration of student use of previously single family housing, 

often that is illegal, and the appearance and under utilization of vacant lots.  Logan City will target 

certain neighborhoods for code enforcement, rehabilitation, infill and the reestablishment of residential 

use through homebuyer down-payment assistance and homebuyer education. 

 

5.2.2 Development of New Housing Options  

Logan City recognizes the need for the creation of new housing opportunities in the city to diversify the 

housing options for lower income households.  Logan will identify the type and potential locations for 

the development of new single family and multi-family housing both for purchase and for rent according 

to the needs analysis specified in this plan.  Single family housing for sale will be located primarily within 

the targeted neighborhoods and on infill lots throughout the city.  Logan will assist Neighborhood Non-

profit Housing to identify and acquire subdivision property for special urban self-help housing.  The city 

will also identify deteriorated properties for acquisition and rehabilitation and grow the program impact 

over the ten year planning window.  Logan City will participate in the development of 40 to 70 new 

multi-family rental-housing units during the initial two-year period of this plan with available partners.   

 

5.2.3 Housing for persons with Special Needs      

This Logan Housing Plan recognizes the need to plan for the housing needs of persons with special 

circumstances.  This housing plan specifically addresses the needs of the elderly, victims of domestic 

violence, persons with mental illness, persons with physical disabilities, veterans and the homeless or 

persons at risk of becoming homeless.  The goal of this plan is to specify priorities based on need and 

funding availability.  Logan will assist Neighborhood Non-profit Housing in developing 12 units of 

specialized housing for veterans with mental as well as physical disabilities and 15-22 units of housing 

for people with disabilities under the HUD811 program.  All multi-family rental housing will have some 

accessible units for disabled residents and most will be visitable according to the plan.  Logan will assist 

CAPSA to create additional transitional housing units for victims of domestic abuse and Turn Community 

Services in creating 8 units of congregate housing for persons with disabilities. 
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5.2.4 Housing Education Opportunities  

Citizens of Logan City need to be able to access important housing related education opportunities 

whether they are renters or home-buyers.  As a goal of this plan, Logan City will facilitate the creation of 

increased access to education and training on a variety of different relevant topics.  These topics will 

include homebuyer education, foreclosure prevention, home care and maintenance, financial literacy, 

credit counseling and home rehabilitation and accessibility.  The creation of partnerships with qualified 

training providers including Utah State University, Neighborhood Non-profit Housing and Assist Inc. will 

be the key to providing these educational opportunities.   

 

5.2.5 Creation and Implementation of New Housing Based Policies and Ordinances             

Logan City has determined that there is a need to create, evaluate and adopt new ordinances and 

policies and procedures, as applicable, related to housing.  This plan provides draft policies and 

ordinances for the consideration of the planning commission and the Logan City Council as part of this 

evaluation.  Logan City will evaluate the adoption of an Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance, a draft of which 

is part of this plan.  Logan City planning staff will also review and recommend for adoption a 

“Visitability” Ordinance, a “Good Landlord Program”, a modified code enforcement ordinance and a 

USU/Logan City student housing policy. 

 

5.2.6 Zoning Information 

5.2.6.1 Residential Structure Types Allowed in Residential Districts 
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5.2.6.2 City of Logan Development Codes 

The following land development codes would apply to the projects mentioned above. 

 
 

Section 6 will set forth a ten-year implementation plan, adjoining budget, mapping tools for ongoing 

monitoring and provides a list of potential development and service delivery partners. 
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SECTION 6:  TEN-YEAR IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE AND BUDGETARY 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Table 22:  Housing Plan Development Timeline Projections 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Assist 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

Congregate 

Living (TURN) 

X 8 X X X 8 X X X 

VA (NNHC) 12 - - - - - - - - 

Acq/Rehab 3 4 5 6 10 10 10 10 10 

Urban Self 

Help (NNHC) 

6-10 6-10 6-10 6-10 6-10 6-10 6-10 6-10 6-10 

HUD 202 X X X 30 X X X 30 X 

HUD 811 X X 15-22 X X X X X 15-22 

LIHTC Family X 50 

40 

30 

40 

X 40 40 X 40 40 

LIHTC Senior 30 X X X X X 30 X X 

Shelter 

(CAPSA) 

6 X 10 X X X 10 X X 

Mixed Use #TBD - - - - - - - - 

Half-way 

Houses 

NA - - - #TBD - - - - 

Habitat for 

Humanity  % 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Rehabilitation 

Home Loans 

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

Financial 

Education 

#TBD - - - - - - - - 

DPA/CC 11 21-31 22-32 23-323 27-37 27-37 27-37 27-37 27-37 

Source:  Projections created by LCDI 

The chart above sites the number of households to be built and/or served by programmatic area.  The 

timelines depicted above were established based on the housing analysis modeling.  The projections 

take community needs, application cycles, budgetary factors and market place constraints into 

consideration.  Below is a two year budget which reflects the matched municipal funding needed for 

actual housing development or educational functions.  Financial proformas were created for each and 

are presented in the appendices for further reference.  It should be noted the budget items all reflect 

current delivery costs and may fluctuate over time based on changes in lender underwriting criteria; 

federal, state, local, community development and philanthropic funding allocations; as well as economic 

trends and provider capacity.  The primary municipal funding sources including Community 

Development Block Grants, HOME Funds, and RDA Funds are all itemized in the budget 

recommendations below. 
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Table 22.1:  RDA Affordable Housing Allocation Summary  

Project 

Area 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

600 W EDA 392,464 530,400 673,164 820,935 973,857 1,132,142 1,295,967 1,465,526    

Downtown 69,712 110,953 153,638 197,816 243,541 290,866 339,847 390,543 443,013 497,319 553,527 

Logan 

River 

           

N. Main    50,501 117,557 186,961 258,793 333,140    

N. Retail     55,818 506,449 972,853 1,455,580 1,955,203   

1. Figures for each project area are cumulative. 
2. Figures are based upon existing tax increment receipts and estimated increases based on new growth and rate 

increases.  Obviously the allocations could significantly increase with more development. 
3. Unused allocations within each project area will be returned to the taxing entities upon the termination of the 

project area. 
4. Total combined projected allocations at the present time total $4,488,099. 
5. There are no allocations in the Logan River, Northwest, and South Main RDAs. 
6. Allocations are back loaded in the North Main and North Retail RDAs. 
7. To date, $209,556 has been spent, with another $4,847 committed. 
8. Currently there is a projected $4,273,696 in future uncommitted housing set-asides. 
9. Assumes a 3.5% year-over-year increase from 2009 on. No growth is estimated in the North Main RDA for year 

2010. 

Source:  Logan City 

 

Interviews conducted with the City in early 2010 show that currently there is $105,728 available in the 

RDA affordable housing fund, with an estimated $157,000 of new housing dollars being allocated this 

year.  It is anticipated that allocations will increase year over year due to new growth, tax rate increases, 

and interest earnings on reserved balances.  Currently two of the seven Logan Redevelopment Agency 

project areas generate housing monies, and a third that will do so in 2013 and a fourth in 2014.  Based 

on annual housing allocation growth of 3.5%, the RDA project areas will generate approximately $4.5 

million in affordable housing monies during the time the project areas remain operative.  Of course, this 

estimate is influenced by the timing and scope of development, as well as changes to interest rates.  To 

date, the Logan RDA has expended $210,000 and committed an additional $5,000 by participating in 

various housing projects within the City. 
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Table 22.2:  Sample Budget Recommendations:   

2010 2011 Pipeline: 

CDBG HOME RDA Funds CDBG HOME RDA Funds 

Annual Budget $100,000-

150,000 

 462,176 $100,000-

150,000 

 641,353 

Supervised 

Congregate Living 

for Disabled 

      

Veteran’s Housing $80,00 
(from 2008) 

     

Single Family 

Acquisition/Rehab 

Conversions 

      

Urban Self-Help       

HUD 202 for 

Seniors 

      

HUD 811 for 

Independent  

Disabled 

      

LIHTC for Families       

LIHTC for Seniors 

(Rehab) 

$10,000      

Shelter Beds       

SRO Transitional 

Housing 

      

Mixed Use 

Housing Projects 

      

Correctional 

Facility Half-Way 

Houses 

      

Habitat for 

Humanity 

      

Single Family 

Rehabilitation 

$15,000      

Single Family 

Accessibility 

      

Single Family 

Weatherization 

      

Financial Literacy 

& Homebuyer 

Education 

      

Down Payment & 

Closing Cost 

Assistance 

$75,000      

Source:  Logan City will complete 
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6.1 Mapping Tools 

There are several maps included in this report in Section 8 for the ease of use and information of the 

user.  Table 23 below lists the maps and their use. 

Table 23:  Mapping Tools 

Map Page Use 

Median Income 126 Shows households by income distribution. 

Poverty 128 Shows concentration of families at or below poverty 

level in Logan City. 

Rentals 132 Shows concentrations of licensed rental properties. 

Single Family Residences 131 Shows areas in Logan City with high concentration of 

single family residential dwellings. 

Households With Persons Over 

65 Years of Age 

137 Shows senior housing dispersion and licensed senior 

housing properties. 

Home Ownership Rate 133 Shows homeownership concentrations throughout 

the Logan City. 

QCT Map 129 Shows Logan City’s qualified census tracts. 

Zoning 135 Indicates areas zoned for potential project uses. 

Residential Structures 130 Shows the distribution of housing by type. 

Vacant and Undeveloped Land 134 Indicates possible development sites. 

 

The maps referenced above and presented in the appendices, are useful in studying current land use 

patterns and demographic trending.  They also present information which facilitates development and 

proper placement of future single-, multi- or mixed-use housing projects. 

Table 24:  Potential Governmental and Non-Profit Partner Listing 

POTENTIAL PARTNERS LISTING 

Assist 

Bear River Association of Governments 

Bear River Regional Housing Authority 

Cache County Senior Center 

Community Abuse Protection Service Agency (CAPSA) 

Community Development Corporation of Utah 

Cache Valley Habitat for Humanity 

Neighborhood Nonprofit Housing Corporation 

TURN Community Services 

Utah State University - Family Life Center 

Utah State University -  Housing 

Utah Department of Community and Culture 

Utah Department of Human Services 

Utah Independent Living Center 

Options For Independence 

Utah Nonprofit Housing Corporation 

Source:  Partnership list provided by LCDI 
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Table 24 above provides a list of existing and potential community partners with whom Logan City might 

work with to implement the housing plan once adopted.  Over time, the following partners could also 

assist in (1) tracking community impact and changing needs, (2) updating the model project and 

educational program proformas, and (3) seeking leverage external resources.   

Next, Section 7 provides a brief review of financial resources and evaluates them based on potential 

uses in driving forward the moderate income housing plan project pipeline and programming. 
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SECTION 7:  FINANCIAL RESOURCE EVALUATION 
 

Municipal Funding Sources 

General Fund Appropriation for Housing Projects: Through capital planning Logan City has the 

opportunity to allocate scarce but increasing general funds for implementation of this plan.  The priority 

will be: (1) the acquisition of existing properties in target neighborhoods for single family rehab and/or 

conversion from rental back to homeownership status, (2)   land banking of real  multi-family or mixed-

use property especially vacant undeveloped land which supports the housing plan development pipeline 

and other mixed use housing/economic development opportunities which may arise in the downtown 

corridor, and (3) foreclosed properties at lower than market prices which stabilize or specifically support 

the single and/or multi-family housing plan’s long term goals and objectives. 

CRA and EDA Funding: In the future, Logan City will evaluate the creation of Community Redevelopment 

Areas (CRA) or Economic Development Areas (EDA).  These designations will generate 20% of the 

expected tax increment for moderate-income housing.  Logan City should plan to begin generating the 

housing related increment in year one of the expected budget period.  A specific plan will be 

implemented for the expenditure of the revenues with established housing priorities.      

Community Impact Board Funding (CIB):  Logan City has accessed the Community Impact Fund for 

important capital investments projects according to its adopted Capital Investment Plan (CIP).  Although 

not a common practice, housing related infrastructure both on-site and off-site improvements are 

eligible CIB costs and can be accessed through this means to decrease the costs in targeted affordable 

and/or workforce housing development.  Only projects that are owned by public entities (Non-profit) 

are eligible.  The capital investment priority list will need to track housing project activities and then 

include housing infrastructure related costs from the housing plan as priorities in advance planning 

applications. 

Other Federal and State Funding Sources 

Community Development Block Grant Funding (CDBG): Logan City has successfully competed for and 

utilized CDBG funding to rehabilitate housing and to acquire real property on which to site workforce 

housing.  This trend could be maintained and expanded over time with Logan City as outlined in its 

housing plan. 

Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 202/811 Program Funding:  In addition to the 

CDBG and HOME program funds, additional specific HUD funds are available on a competitive “Super 

Notice of Funding Availability” (NOFA) basis.  Section 202 funds are available for housing projects 

targeted toward low-income senior citizens.  Section 811 funds are provided for accessible housing 

toward disabled persons. Both programs provide grants and low interest loans to maximize affordability.  

Rural Development (USDA): RD provides low interest loans and a limited amount of grant funds for both 

housing and infrastructure support projects. Logan City will encourage contiguous areas to explore the 

use of these funds on a case-by-case basis mostly for infrastructure support loans as part of a broader 

county wide housing plan implementation model. 
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Cache Basin Revitalization Funding:  In partnership with Cache County, Logan City will explore potential 

housing investment opportunities in Logan City and in unincorporated areas to help implement both the 

county and city housing plans.  

Low Income Housing Tax Credit Program (LIHTC):  The primary federal subsidy that will make a 

profound difference in implementing Logan City’s workforce housing initiative is the tax credit program 

administered by the Utah Housing Corporation (UHC).  Project funding is provided from this fund; 

private syndicators provide the funds and in turn receive tax benefits for their investments.  The funds 

are not calculated in the debt service to projects but rather act as direct equity.  Applications are 

presently received only once per year by UHC.  The competition for funds is arduous but it is suggested 

that Logan City through its many development partners plan for the application of  tax credits for 

specific housing plan projects as identified in the ten year pipeline and continue to assess the market for 

needs thereafter to determine future feasibility patterns  Logan City should support all efforts to include 

rural communities including itself to be part of the qualified 130% basis boost process making additional 

funding available to cover actual increased costs to build projects in northern Utah. 

Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco: The Federal Home Loan bank is a potential funding partner 

for rental workforce housing projects, especially to drive further affordability in the form of project 

based subsidies.  It is expected that funding applications will be made as appropriate to annual FHLB 

criteria for rental housing projects in Logan City over the ten year planning horizon.      

Olene Walker Housing Loan Fund (OWHLF):  Funds from both the Utah State Legislature and the HOME 

Program from the U.S.  Department of Housing and Urban Development are administered by the staff of 

the OWHLF.  These funds, especially when matched with LIHTC funding, can make it financially feasible 

to create housing available to low-income residents in Logan.  The OWHLF has four application cycles in 

which funds can be obtained.  These funds are primarily low interest loans that can be deferred or can 

be repaid in a variety of different ways.  Funds are not available for first position large long-term debt; 

however, these funds are often the key gap-financing tool to make projects affordable for targeting 

incomes below 40% of AMI in a shared second position.  There will need to be applications for OWHLF 

projects in Logan or in Cache County as appropriate to viable projects over the next ten years for typical 

project costs including predevelopment, acquisition, construction financing and limited gap financing of 

long term debt.  It should be noted that program guidelines are re-established on an annual basis and 

must therefore be tracked closely for impacts on priority projects in the housing plan.        

Private Activity Bond Program: This program is administered by the State of Utah Division of Housing 

and Community Development and annually has some funding available for housing.  Private Activity 

Bond (PAB) funds have not typically been used for affordability projects due primarily to underwriting 

requirement differences.  However, in certain instances when rents can target the 80% of AMI level or 

for home purchase properties, PAB funding could become a viable alternative for Logan City and its 

development community. 

Private Funding Partnerships: The primary source of private funding for workforce housing includes 

funds from local financial institutions under the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA), with the exception 

of credit unions that are not mandated to do so under this set of federal guidelines.  Institutions set 

forth their own plans annually – there is no prescribed funding level mandated but rather institutions 

conduct needs analysis and establish internal goals/objectives.   These plans include lending, 

investments, and services within their regulatory footprint.  Typical activities include affordable housing, 

small business lending and financial educational services for consumers.  The Utah Community 

Reinvestment Corporation (UCRC) is the primary agency through which many of these multi-family funds 
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flow.  Funds for single family and educational activities are most often obtained directly from local 

community banks.   

As noted, there are different kinds of financial institutions available to communities for housing related 

funding.   

• Limited purpose banks are not physically found in most communities.  They do not offer retail 

branching for checking or savings accounts, but do have significant CRA funding resources to 

loan to municipalities and nonprofits for projects with obvious community benefits. 

• Community banks are also available for partnerships and most often play a lead role in providing 

CRA funds for projects of high community priority.  Creating partnerships with all local banks 

with offices or service footprints in the community is an important component of every housing 

plan and its success over time. 

• Regional and National Banks can also be partners in developing housing projects.  Most banks of 

this type are interested in loaning funds for real property acquisition, predevelopment costs 

(market studies, architectural and engineering designs, etc.) and traditional construction 

financing.    Some even act as multi-family delegated underwriters. 

Credit Unions: Credit Unions with offices in the community should also be invited to participate in 

helping to fund housing projects.  While not subject to the federal CRA requirements they are often 

willing to participate with loan funds to help communities create housing opportunities and are 

excellent partners in consumer education initiatives.  Logan City has several well established credit 

unions that could be educated in advance about its housing plan and later be contacted, as project 

financing or consumer education programming is expanded. 

Foundations:  Foundations, many of which but not all are located along the Wasatch Front, post specific 

areas of interest and application requirements annually.  They generally must be consulted directly, 

therefore understanding key leadership roles and building relationships which support their 

understanding of the housing plan are critical as these are often the leveraged matched funding 

essential to a successful project outcome.  Other regional and national foundations should be explored 

annually for changing criteria; your local nonprofit may have access to such data sources already.  The 

Utah Non-Profits Association produces a foundations guidebook which can be consulted for criteria 

applicable to local activities of all kinds.   

Small Businesses and Corporations:  The local housing plan will benefit greatly from the support of key 

stakeholders such as local businesses and professional service organizations which can play an 

important role in providing in-kind service or product donations and in making contributions of money 

and volunteer time to critical housing supportive services which assist citizens in their efforts to become 

financially more independent. 

A listing of local financial institutions, including banks and credit unions is located in the Appendices 

under 8.7. 
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SECTION 8:  APPENDICES 

 

 

Appendices: 

• 8.1 Housing Needs Assessment and Economic Baseline, BEBR Supplemental 

• 8.2 Utah Work Force Housing Model Data 

• 8.3 Stakeholder Feedback 

• 8.4 Housing Development Proformas 

• 8.6 Mapping Tools 

• 8.7 Resources:  Local Lenders, Banks, and Credit Unions 

• 8.8 Footnotes 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

This study was commissioned by Logan City in 2008.  Subsequently the study was included as one portion of 
a more comprehensive affordable housing needs and implementation study.  Lotus Community Development 
was engaged as the consultant for this study with James Wood as a subcontractor.  This housing assessment 
and economic baseline study by James Wood provides the housing and economic data and analysis for 
development of an affordable housing needs and implementation plan by Lotus Community Development.   

The objectives of this study are to provide: (1) an analysis of the trends, patterns and characteristics of the 
Logan City housing market since 2000 and (2) an assessment of past, present and future housing affordability 
in the city.  The study results give context and perspective to housing trends in Logan City as well as provide 
detailed housing affordability data for city planners to develop a Moderate Income Housing Plan.  
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 KEY FINDINGS  

 

Inventory and Residential Construction 
� The housing inventory for Logan City in 2008 totals 17,200 units of which 16,200 are occupied 
and 1,000 are vacant.  Half of the occupied units in the city are rental due to the presence of Utah 
State University.  Despite the size of the rental market in Logan City—75 percent of all rental 
units in the county are in Logan City—home ownership rates in Logan have increased since 
2000.  Home ownership has risen from 44 percent of all occupied units in 2000 to 50 percent in 
2008. 

� The increasing share of owner occupied units in Logan reflects the increased demand for home 
ownership during the recent housing boom plus slower enrollment growth at Utah State 
University, which has dampened demand for new apartment construction. 

� Since 2000 the housing inventory in Logan has increased by 2,400 units, an average of about 300 
new units a year.  Residential construction in Logan City has followed the general statewide trend 
of a significance increase in new residential construction between 2000 and 2005 followed by a 
substantial decline in new construction over the past two years.   

� Interviews with leading home builders, however did not reveal a dire situation for the local 
industry.  Most home builders have seen some softness but no signs of a collapse for the 
industry. Builders report that prices are steady for new homes and land prices have not changed 
much during the slowdown.  Currently a quarter to third acre developed lot in Logan sells for 
about $50,000. 

� Unlike most housing markets in the state, the recent housing cycle in Logan did not lead to 
record levels of new residential construction.  The peak year in the current cycle was 2004 with a 
total of 448 units, far below the record high set in 1994 of 619 units.  Another distinctive feature 
of Logan’s recent housing cycle is the high percentage of new residential units that were 
condominiums and town homes units.  Thirty percent of all new residential units built in Logan 
since 2000 have been condominiums or town homes compared only 15 percent statewide. 

Housing Prices for New and Existing Homes 
� During the recent housing boom the median sales price of an existing home in Logan increased 
from $114,750 in 2000 to $160,000 in 2008.  This 39 percent increase is 15-25 percent lower than 
the price trends in most other housing markets along the Wasatch Front.  The annual price 
increases in Logan from 2000 to 2008 never reached double digit levels. 

� The median sales price of an existing condominium rose from $71,125 in 2000 to $113,000 in 
2008.  Over the past three years the number of condos sales in Logan has been approximately 
100 units. 

Apartment Rents 
� The Logan rental market is a three tiered market consisting of approximately 1,000 traditional 
apartment units in large (50 units or greater) apartment communities, 725 tax credit and rent 
assisted units and the remaining 7,000 units comprised principally of older apartments units in 
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smaller structures; single-family homes, duplexes, four-plexes, etc.  These units are often rented 
by students at low rental rates.  

� The typical rent for the 1,000 traditional apartment units in large apartment communities is $550-
$600 for one bedroom units, $625-$675 for two bedroom units and $700-$750 for three 
bedroom units.  Tax credit rents at 60 percent AMI are above current market rents.  The rents 
for tax credit units at 50 percent AMI are very close to market rate rents.  The third tier rents in 
the small, older rental properties are $350 to $450 for a one bedroom unit, $400 to $500 for a two 
bedroom unit and $600 to $700 for a three bedroom unit. 

� The vacancy rates for each tier are: (1) traditional apartments 4.2 percent, (2) tax credit units less 
than 4 percent, and (3) third tier units less than 5 percent. 

Barriers and Opportunities to Affordable Housing 
� An interview with Glen Goins, Logan City Planning manager regarding zoning ordinances and 
affordable housing showed that Logan’s General Plan and zoning ordinances do not inhibit the 
development of affordable housing. 

� The city has ample residential land zoned and an estimated 25 percent of the undeveloped zoned 
residential land is zoned for high density housing.  High density zones outside the central city 
provide densities of 14 units/acre.  Densities can go considerably higher near USU campus. 

Demographic Determinants of Housing Demand 
� The demographic determinants of housing demand are the age structure of the population, the 
rate of new household formations and net migration.  The changes in the age structure of the 
population show that over the next five years the 30 to 39 year age group will increase at an 
average annual growth rate of 5 percent.  This age group is important to the move-up market as 
well as the first time home buyer market and will support solid demand for housing between 
2009 and 2014. 

� The demographic and tenure data show there will be an increasing demand for Senior rental 
units, however, incrementally this demand is small since most Seniors own their homes; only 
about 20 percent of all Senior households rent.  This group generally needs low income rental 
opportunities consequently the shifting age structure will result in increased demand for HUD 
202 and tax credit units targeted for the Senior population.  But again the incremental increase 
will be very small, only a few dozen units over the next five years. 

� The household forecast, which is fundamental to future housing demand, shows that the number 
of households in Logan City will increase from 16,545 in 2009 to 18,250 in 2014. The annual 
growth rate is expected to be just under 2.0 annually.  At this rate of growth the demand for 
housing units in Logan will grow at about 325 to 350 units annually over the next five years.  

� It is estimated that about 15,000 students or 85 percent of USU student body live off-campus in 
market rate rental units or at home with their families.  The off-campus student housing needs 
generates demand for 4,500 rental unit or about half the rental inventory of Logan City. 

� Since 2000, USU enrollment growth has been very modest registering only a 12 percent increase, 
an annual increase of only 1.4 percent, from 2000 to 2008.  However, the projections by the 
Commissioner’s Office of Higher Education are more optimistic for the next five years with a 
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forecast of an annual growth rate of 3.3 percent. Given recent trends these projections are 
probably too high nevertheless increasing enrollment  will likely contribute more to the demand 
for rental housing in the next five years than it did in the preceding five years. 

Economic Baseline and Determinants of Demand  
� Logan is the commercial center of the county with nearly 80 percent of countywide employment 
and 61 percent of retail sales.   

� The rate of employment growth in Logan is double the state average.  Between 2000 and 2007 
the average annual growth rate for employment in Logan was 3.92 percent compared to 1.94 
percent statewide.  Countywide employment has grown at slower pace, 2.56 percent annually.  
The rate of retail sales growth in Logan has been slower than the state and Cache County, 
growing at roughly 4 percent annually compared to 6 percent statewide and for the county. 

� The most distinctive features of the Logan and Cache County employment base are the relative 
importance of government and manufacturing.  Government accounts for 25 percent of the 
employment in Logan City and nearly 23 percent for the county. Sixty percent or 6,500 jobs in 
the government sector is state government employment comprised almost entirely of employees 
at Utah State University.   

� Manufacturing employment in Cache County totals 10,730 jobs; two-thirds are located in Logan.  
At the state level manufacturing accounts for 10.2 percent of all jobs but in Logan and Cache 
County manufacturing jobs comprise a much higher percentage of the workforce.  In Logan 17.6 
percent of all jobs are in manufacturing and countywide manufacturing employment accounts for 
21.5 percent of jobs.  Of Utah’s 29 counties only Box Elder County has a higher share of its 
employment base in manufacturing.   

� Nearly one-third of all manufacturing in Cache County is in food processing.  The two principal 
activities are meat packing and cheese production.  Two of the largest employers in the county 
are Swift Beef Company and Schreiber Foods.   

� Cache County is relatively low wage and low personal income county. The average wage in Cache 
County is only 76.2 percent of the state’s average wage.  The moderate income levels of Logan 
and Cache County produce a relatively high demand for affordable housing.   

Affordability of New Homes and Condominiums/Town Homes 
� Using a series of assumptions regarding income, interest rates, taxes, insurance and down 
payment the affordable price for each income group; median income, 80 percent area median 
income (AMI), 50 percent AMI and 30 percent AMI was determined for each year since 2000.  
Next the number of affordable new and exiting homes sold was calculated to determine the 
housing availability and opportunities for moderate, low and very low income households. 

� For the moderate to low income household affordability of new homes has declined rapidly in 
Logan.  In 2005, 35 percent of new homes were affordable to a household with an income at 80 
percent AMI.  By 2008 only 2.3 percent of new homes were affordable to the moderate income 
households.  For the low and very low income groups virtually no new homes are affordable.  

Affordability of Existing Homes and Condominiums/Town Homes 
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� The existing inventory of homes and condominiums in Logan provides a large number of 
affordable units for moderate income households (80 percent AMI).  There are also home 
ownership opportunities for households at 50 percent AMI.  

� In 2008,  60.9 percent or 288 homes and condominiums sold in Logan were affordable to the 
moderate income households.    Even for the low income households at 50 percent AMI, 54 
homes or 11.4 percent of all sales were affordable to these households 

Affordability of Rental Units 
� The Logan rental market is also a very affordable housing market.  It is estimated in 2009 that 
1,350 rental units are affordable to households at 30 percent or less AMI and another 3,075 are 
affordable to households at 30-50 percent AMI.  Almost exactly half of the estimated inventory 
of 8,767 rental units is affordable to households at 50 percent AMI or less.  Forty-four percent of 
the inventory is affordable to households between 50 and 80 percent AMI. 

 

� All market indicators point to a rental market that is near equilibrium with no meaningful 
shortfall or gap in affordable rental units. 

Projected Demand for Housing Units 2009-2014 
� The number of households in Logan is projected to increase from 16,545 in 2009 to 18,250 in 
2014.  Therefore, the housing inventory will need to increase by 1,705 units to accommodate this 
growth.  The projected increase in households by tenure and income is shown below.   

 

Change in Households by Tenure and Income in Logan 

 2000 2009 2014 
Increase 
2009-2014 

Total Households 13,930 16,545 18,250 1,705 

Owner Households 6,152 8,250 9,125 875 

   < 30% AMI 272 365 403 39 

   30-50% AMI 588 789 872 84 

   50-80% AMI 981 1,316 1,455 140 

   >80% AMI 4,311 5,781 6,394 613 

Renter Households 7,778 8,295 9,125 830 

   < 30% AMI 1,485 1,584 1,742 158 

   30-50% AMI 1,521 1,622 1,784 162 

   50-80% AMI 2,208 2,355 2,590 236 

   >80% AMI 2,564 2,734 3,008 274 

      Senior Renter HH 283 340 410 70 

        < 30% AMI 74 89 107 18 

        30-50% AMI 34 41 49 8 

        50-80% AMI 75 90 109 19 

        >80% AMI 100 120 145 25 

Source: James Wood 
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� In the past the local housing market has been able to supply affordable homeownership 
opportunities for most income groups.  For those households between 30 percent and 80 percent 
AMI the homeownership opportunities will most often be provided by attached, higher density 
housing; town homes and condominiums.  And while the number of homeowner households at 
=<30 percent is projected to increase by 39 the housing needs of these very low income 
households will not likely be met by the existing inventory.  These households will likely end-up 
as renters. 

� The demographic growth of Logan will generate demand for an additional 830 rental units. The 
highest risk and most vulnerable households are the low (50 percent AMI) and very low income 
(30 percent AMI) renters.  Over the next five years the demand for affordable rental units for low 
and very low income households will grow by 320 units.   An estimated 200 of these household 
will be non-student households.  Twenty-four of these low income non-student renter 
households will be Seniors.  

Affordable Housing for Special Needs Populations 
� Seniors - From the HUD Special Tabulations it was estimated that in 2000 there were 150 Senior 
(62 years and older) renters in Logan City with incomes =< 50 percent of the Area Median 
Income.  The Governor’s Office and Planning and Budget estimates that the Senior population 
will grow in Cache County and Logan City at an average annual growth rate of 3.2 percent 
between 2000 and 2010.  Assuming that the growth of low and very low income Senior renters is 
growing at the same rate as the overall Senior population there would be 200 Senior renter 
households in Logan City in 2010 with incomes =<50 percent AMI. 

� These 200 low and very low income Senior renters currently have two rental projects which 
provide deep subsidy rental units: Carl Inouye (40 units) and Spring Hollow (50 units).  In 
addition, Neighborhood Nonprofit Housing is developing River Park Senior Apartments, which 
will add another 42 units for low and very low income Senior renters.  Once River Park is 
completed in 2010 the inventory of tax credit and HUD 202 rental units for low and very low 
income Seniors in Logan City will total 132 units.   Consequently, about 70 Senior renters in 
Logan City with incomes =<50 percent AMI will live in market rate units.  Given the relatively 
low rental rates in the city the rent burdens for these Senior households are probably manageable 
in most cases.  The data do suggest however, that after the completion and absorption of River 
Park there should be sufficient demand for another new, affordable Senior rental housing 
targeted for rental households with incomes less that 50 percent AMI.  

� Other Special Needs Populations (homeless, transitional housing, victims of domestic violence, youth aging out of 
foster care, those with HIV/AIDS, inmates released from incarceration and disabled) – The housing demand 
for these special needs populations is extremely difficult to quantify.  The only category with a 
“rule of thumb” ratio is the chronically homeless, which for urban areas is about 1/1000th of the 
population or 1,000 chronically homeless individuals for every one million in population.  Using 
this ratio against the 50,000 population of Logan City yields a chronically homeless population of 
50 individuals.  However, given the non-urban setting of Logan and the harsh winters it is likely 
that the chronically homeless population is significantly less than 50 individuals. 

� The demand for affordable housing generated by the remaining special needs categories, with the 
exception of the disabled, is very small.  For most special needs individuals housing requirements 
are met by family, friends, tax credit units and other subsidized rental housing.  Therefore, 
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developing housing projects targeted specifically for one of these special needs categories would 
not be recommended in a city the size of Logan.  Close contact with key stakeholders and service 
providers to develop housing solutions on an individual or small group basis would be a more 
cost effective approach. 

� Affordable housing needs for the disabled have been addressed through the state building code, 
which requires 2 percent of all units in any new apartment community (over 20 units) to be 
“accessible units”.  The number of disabled individuals is sizeable but for the great majority 
housing needs are met by family or low priced market rate units.  

 

In summary, the Logan City housing market has met the affordable housing needs of most income groups, whether 
owners or renters.  The data and analysis do not show a serious affordable housing gap in the city.  Over the next five 
years additional affordable units will be needed but for the most part, the level of need should be satisfied by traditional 
market forces of supply and demand.  Low and very low income non-student renters are most vulnerable and will 
require rent assisted units. 
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I. SUPPLY CONDITIONS: 

HOUSING MARKET CHARACTERISTICS AND TRENDS 

 

Housing Inventory 

The number of housing units in Logan City has increased by nearly 2,400 units since 2000, an 
average of 300 new units annually.   Consequently Logan City’s housing inventory totals 17,200 units 
in 2008 Table 1.  The housing inventory is comprised of two broad categories, (1) total units, which 
includes occupied and vacant units and (2) occupied units, which includes owner and renter 
occupied units.   

Table 1 
Housing Inventory by Tenure in Logan 

 

 

Total 
Dwelling 
Units 

Vacant 
Units 

Occupied 
Units 

Owner 
Occupied 
Units 

Renter 
Occupied 
Units 

2000 14,832 890 13,942 6,252 7,690 

2001 15,202 988 14,214 6,382 7,832 

2002 15,392 1,077 14,315 6,568 7,747 

2003 15,693 1,099 14,594 6,793 7,801 

2004 16,141 1,049 15,092 7,126 7,966 

2005 16,498 990 15,508 7,411 8,097 

2006 16,703 835 15,868 7,610 8,258 

2007 17,009 765 16,244 7,905 8,339 

2008 17,212 1,033 16,179 8,068 8,111 

Source: Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah 
and James Wood. 

 

Of the 17,200 units in the housing inventory an estimated 16,176 are occupied while just over 1,000 
are vacant.  Vacant units may be “for rent” or “for sale” units.  The occupied units are nearly evenly 
divided between owners and renters.  Owner occupied units account for 49.8 percent of all occupied 
units. Renter occupied units represent the remaining 50.2 percent.  Since 2000, the homeownership 
in Logan City has increased from 45 percent of all occupied units to nearly 50 percent.  
Nevertheless, Logan City has one of the lowest homeownership rates of any city in Utah, due of 
course to the large presence of student housing in the local market.  In contrast Cache County’s 
homeownership rate in 2008 is 69 percent and statewide the homeownership in Utah has reached a 
record high of nearly 76 percent.  Forty-seven percent of 36,600 housing units in Cache County are 
located in Logan City.  The 8,100 rental units in the Logan account for 75 percent of the 10,850 
rental units in the county, Table 2. 

Table 2 
Housing Inventory of Logan City and Cache County - 2008 

 

 Logan Cache Logan Share 

Total Units 17,212 36,600 47.0% 

Vacant 1,033 1,600 64.5% 
Total Occupied 
Units 16,176 35,100 46.1% 

Owner Occupied 8,068 24,250 33.3% 

Renter Occupied 8,111 10,850 74.8% 

Source: James Wood, Bureau of Economic and Business 
Research, University of Utah and U.S. Census Bureau. 
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New Residential Construction 
New residential construction in Logan City since 2000 has followed the general pattern of residential 
development experienced by many Utah housing markets.  New single family permits increased by 
nearly 50 percent between 2000 and the peak year of 2005.  Statewide the single family run-up over 
the same period was 55 percent.   

In Logan much of the recent increase in owner occupied units has been due to new town home and 
condominium units.  This differs from the statewide experience.  Since 2000, 30 percent of 
residential building permits issued by Logan City have been for either condominium or town home 
units.  By comparison condominium and town homes accounted for 15 percent of new residential 
activity statewide since 2000.   

It is interesting that since 2000 the number of permits issued for apartment units is much lower than 
the level of the 1990s.  This reflects a shift in the rental market to locations just outside the Logan 
City borders; North Logan and Providence as well as slower enrollment growth at Utah State 
University.  The years, 1993-1996, represent peak apartment construction in Logan City. 

Table 3 
Residential Building Permits Issued in Logan 

by Type of Housing Unit 
 

 

Single 
Family 
Units 

Town 
Home 
Units 

Condominium 
Units 

Apartments 
Units 

Manufactured 
Units 

Total 
Units 

1990 51 12 0 64 0 127 

1991 84 2 0 123 0 209 

1992 98 8 0 214 4 324 

1993 99 10 0 284 4 397 

1994 97 16 32 437 37 619 

1995 136 16 54 190 60 456 

1996 143 8 140 194 45 530 

1997 102 8 103 47 35 295 

1998 121 8 125 108 21 383 

1999 144 10 0 8 13 175 

2000 98 0 0 0 42 140 

2001 107 4 10 240 9 370 

2002 130 4 28 4 24 190 

2003 129 42 29 76 25 301 

2004 131 38 143 115 21 448 

2005 147 4 124 72 10 357 

2006 139 2 57 6 1 205 

2007 109 64 120 11 2 306 

2008 49 66 46 40 2 203 

Source: Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah. 

The pattern of residential construction in Logan City also differs from the typical Utah housing 
market in one other aspect, the current cycle was not record breaking.  In this cycle residential 
permits peaked in 2004 at 448 in Logan City, well below the 619 in 1994.  The 1994-1996 residential 
construction expansion in Logan was considerably stronger than the 2003-2005 expansion Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 
Residential Construction Activity by Type of Ownership 
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  Source: Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah. 

Due to the relatively small size of the Logan housing market, new residential construction does have 
more volatility than the statewide market.  A large new subdivision or apartment project can 
significantly skew the percent change numbers Figure 2.  Nevertheless, indications (anecdotal and 
permit data) are that the single family market in Logan has not been as badly overbuilt as it has been 
statewide. 

Figure 2 

Percent Change in Permits Issued for  
New Residential Units in Logan and Utah 
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Source: Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah. 
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Several of the top ten home builders were interviewed regarding the current housing market Table 4.  
Kartchner Homes is far and way the biggest home builder in the market with 181 homes in the past 
five years.   Most agreed that the market has softened some in the past year but has not collapsed as 
it has statewide.  Although in relative terms the single family permits dropped 55 percent in Logan 
from 109 to 49 units last year—about the same as the statewide decline of 59 percent—builders did 
not report a dire situation.  Some had moved to the town home or condominium market or in one 
case to opportunities in the commercial market.     

Table 4 
Top Home Builders in Cache County 

2004-2008 

 

 
Number 
of Units 

Kartchner Homes  181 

Horizon Dev & Mgt. 122 

Immaculate Construction 116 

Horizons Construction 91 

Wapiti Development  73 

Brookhaven Development  59 

Champlin Development  38 

Landmark Companies  37 

Kier Construction 37 

Mt Sterling Construction  36 

Source: Construction Monitor. 

 

Major active subdivisions in Logan City since 2005 are listed in Table 5.  The largest subdivision is 
Green Meadows with a total of 52 homes followed by Logan River Trails at 34 homes. 

Table 5 

Major Subdivision in Logan City 
2005-2008 

(Over 10 Homes) 

 

 Address 
Number of 
Homes 

Green Meadows 1528 West 800 South 52 

Logan River Trails 686 South 1680 West  34 

Nibley Gardens 3131 South 1000 West  24 

Rose Hill 1357 West 1845 South 22 

Spring Street 920 East 2650 North  21 

Countryside Village 1331 West 1900 South  16 

Henry's Point 719 South 1360 West  16 

South Gardens 833 West 535 South  15 

Cottonwood Cove 721 Riverwalk Pkwy  14 

Park Avenue 834 South 670 West  14 

Source: Construction Monitor. 
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Price Characteristics of Existing and New Residential Units 

 Existing Homes - The Logan City housing market is not a high priced housing market that 
experienced a rapid increase in housing prices over a very short period of time.  The performance of 
prices has been much more orderly in Logan City.  During the recent housing boom the median 
sales price of an existing home increased from $114,750 in 2000 to $160,000 in 2008 Table 6.  The 
39.4 percent increase is well below price increases for many cities in the Wasatch Front Counties, 
with the exception of Ogden.  Currently the median sales price of an existing home in Logan is 
$160,000, which is about 10 percent below the median price of homes sold countywide of $178,950 
Table 7. 

Countywide housing prices in Cache County are comparable to Box Elder, Weber and Tooele 
Counties.  The median sales price for an existing home in these counties is typically 20-30 percent 
below Salt Lake, Davis or Utah Counties. 

Table 6 
Comparison of Median Sale Price of Existing  

Single Family Homes in Selected Cities 
 

 

Median 
Sales Price 
2000 

Median 
Sale Price 
2008 

Percent 
Change 

Lehi $150,650 $249,900 65.9% 

Salt Lake City $142,100 $235,000 65.4% 

South Jordan $215,000 $349,900 62.7% 

West Jordan $147,635 $232,500 57.5% 

Orem $147,900 $220,000 48.7% 

Layton $144,900 $209,000 44.2% 

Brigham City $106,900 $150,000 40.3% 

Logan $114,750 $160,000 39.4% 

Ogden $99,000 $129,500 30.8% 

Source: Wasatch Front Regional Multiple Listing Service. 

 
 

Table 7 
Comparison of Median Sale Price of Existing  
Single Family Homes in Selected Counties 

 

 

Median 
Sales 
Price 
2000 

Median 
Sale 
Price 
2008 

Percent 
Change 

Salt Lake $149,900 $245,000 63.4% 

Utah $148,900 $230,000 54.5% 

Davis $145,750 $222,900 52.9% 

Tooele $122,535 $186,000 51.8% 

Cache $118,650 $178,950 50.8% 

Box Elder $109,900 $160,000 45.6% 

Weber $117,000 $167,325 43.0% 

Source: Wasatch Front Regional Multiple Listing 
Service. 
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Real estate sales activity in Logan City increased by over 30 percent in 2006 and 2007 Table 8.  These 
two years represent the period of high volume sales, declining “days on market” and strong price 
increases, particularly in 2007 with a 9.4 percent increase in the median price of home sold.  Logan 
City has not had any years of double-digit housing price increases during the current cycle.  
 

Table 8 
Price and Sales Characteristics for Existing Homes  

in Logan City 
 

 
Median 
Price 

Number 
of 
Sales 

Days on 
Market 

2000 $114,750 233 80 

2001 $114,000 258 96 

2002 $116,500 331 86 

2003 $121,125 351 69 

2004 $129,900 357 72 

2005 $137,100 409 68 

2006 $143,500 490 66 

2007 $157,000 458 55 

2008 $160,000 383 72 

Source: Wasatch Front Regional Multiple 
Listing Service. 

 
 

The photograph below shows a home that sold at the median price of $160,000 in 2008 in Logan 
City. 

 
Median Priced Home in 2008 

Sales Price $160,000 
2 Bedroom One Bath 
1,804 Square Feet 

Built 2003 
Lot Size .1 
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High density owner occupied units—condominiums and town homes—have provided an important 
affordable housing alternative in the local market.  As mentioned above, there has been an increase 
in the development of new condominium and town home units in the past few years.  Most of these 
new town homes and condominiums have been priced at less than $160,000.  Likewise there has 
been a pickup in sales of existing condominiums.   The median sales price of an existing 
condominium unit in Logan City in 2000 was $71,125.  In that year 37 units were sold.  By 2008 the 
median price had increased to $113,000, still very affordable despite a 59 percent price increase.  
Last year there were 90 condominiums sold in the market, down from the peak of 122 units sold in 
2006. 

Table 10 
Price and Sales Characteristics for Condominium Units 

in Logan City 
 

 
Median 
Price 

Number 
of 
Sales 

Days on 
Market 

2000 $71,125 37 103 

2001 $70,000 34 71 

2002 $71,500 32 87 

2003 $73,500 46 44 

2004 $78,000 63 52 

2005 $88,000 79 51 

2006 $89,900 122 88 

2007 $103,500 115 48 

2008 $113,000 90 50 

Source: Wasatch Front Regional Multiple 
Listing Service. 

 

The photograph below shows a condominium that was sold in 2008 at the median price of 
$113,000. 

Median Priced Condo in 2008 
Sales Price $113,000 
2 Bedroom Two Bath 
1,212 Square Feet 

Built 2000 
Lot Size .02 
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New Homes - There is no formal source of price data on newly constructed homes but a 
close approximation to median price can be produced from the Construction Monitor data base.  
Construction Monitor is a subscription service that provides specific data on the value of building 
permits issued by city.  Using a rough ratio, established from previous studies and analysis that used 
the Construction Monitor data base, the building permit value was assumed to represent 65 percent 
of the market price of a new home.  This ratio was applied to the permit value data for Logan City.  
Construction Monitor has gathered permit value data on Logan for the past four years.  In 2005 the 
median price of a new home was $184,615.  By 2008 the median value had climbed by 17 percent, to 
$215,384 Table 9. 

 
Table 9 

Median Sales Price of New Homes Built  

in Logan 

 

 
Median 
Price 

2005 $184,615 

2006 $208,900 

2007 $200,000 

2008 $215,384 

Source: Construction 
Monitor. 

 

New residential construction since 2000 has resulted in an increase in the median year housing was 
built in Logan. The 2000 Census reported the median year for construction of owner occupied was 
1974 and for renter occupied units 1973.  Residential construction since 2000 has pushed the 
median age structure built to 1977 for owner occupied units and 1975 for renter occupied units. 
 

Table 10 
Median Year Structure Built in Logan City 

 

 
2000 
Census 

2009 
Estimate 

Total 1973 1976 

Owner occupied 1974 1977 

Renter occupied 1973 1975 

Source: U.S. Census and James Wood. 
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Supply Characteristics of the Apartment Market 
Logan City has historically been a low rent market.  The 2000 Census reported that the “median rent 
asked” in Logan City was only $444, which was below median rents in major Wasatch Front cities, 
see Table 11. 
 Table 11 
 Median Rent Asked – 2000 

 

 

Median 
Rent 
Asked 

Bountiful $628 

Clearfield $570 

Draper $894 

Layton $589 

Logan $444 

Ogden $445 

Orem $656 

Provo  $573 

Salt Lake City $524 

Sandy $721 

West Jordan $569 

West Valley $522 

Source: U.S. Census 
Bureau. 

 

Additional data from the 2000 Census allow for the derivation of the median gross rent by type of 
unit.  These data are further verification of the low rents in Cache County.  The estimated median 
gross rents for a one-bedroom unit was $410 and for a two-bedroom unit $545 and for a three or 
more bedroom unit the median was $605.  These are gross rents, which includes utilities.  Therefore, 
the median one-bedroom rent excluding utilities in Cache County in 2000 was probably about $375 
and the median two-bedroom rent excluding utilities was probably about $495 and a three or more 
bedroom units $545.  Given that in the intervening eight years, with the exception of 2006-2007, the 
rental market statewide has been weak and rental rates sluggish it is doubtful that median rents in 
Logan in 2008 are anymore than 20 percent higher than in 2000.  Therefore, the estimated median 
rents (excluding utilities) in 2008 for Logan City would be: $492 for a one bedroom units and $654 
for a two bedroom unit and $725 for a three bedroom unit. 

A second measure of rental rates was derived from a survey of 10 apartment communities in Cache 
County.  These 10 projects have all been built in the past ten years and represent the major market 
projects in the area.  There are about 900 units in the 10 projects which account for nearly 10 
percent of the rental inventory of in Logan.  The two and three bedroom rents are given in Table 12. 
None of the communities has one bedroom units.  The average two bedroom rent is $637 and the 
average three bedroom rent $737.   The year built and number of units for each project is given in 
Table 13. 

The spring vacancy rate for the 10 family apartment communities was 4.2 percent.  The vacancy rate 
is currently higher than typical due to students leaving for summer break.  Some managers noted 
that the summer market is weaker than usual but they expect an improved market once school 
begins in the fall at USU.   
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The Cache County rental market has experienced periods of overbuilding.  During the mid-1990s 
the market had several years of excess units and again from 2004-2006. Historically (1991 to present) 
the number of new rental units has averaged about 175.   A demand forecast by HUD’s 
Comprehensive Market Analysis, Analysis of the Logan Housing Market, in 2005 anticipated an annual 
demand of 112 units over the 2005-2007 period.  “Demand for additional rental housing during the 
3-year forecast period is expected to total 340 units.  Much of the demand is expected to occur in 
the second half of the forecast period”.  The HUD noted surge in apartment construction in the 
2005-2007 period appears to have been absorbed by the market.  Some of the new units mentioned 
by HUD were located outside of Logan in the nearby cities of Providence and North Logan.  These 
projects were included in Table 12 because of their close proximity to Logan City.  Despite being 
physically located outside of Logan City, the projects in North Logan and Providence reflect and 
impact rental market conditions in Logan City therefore is was deemed appropriate to include them 
in the determination of rental and vacancy rates.  These four projects plus six in Logan City were 
surveyed regarding vacancy and rental rates. Overall the market appears to be close to equilibrium 
with neither a serious shortage or over supply units. 

Table 12 
Major Market Rate Projects In/Near Logan City 

 Address 
Two Bedroom  

Rents 
Three  

Bedroom Rents 

Bridger Pointe 1585 North 400 East, North Logan $685 $765 

Colonial Village 1260 North 200 East, Logan $520 na 

Deer Creek 358 Gateway Drive, Providence $700 $800 

Devonshire 1530 North 200 East, Logan $640 $740 

Hanbury 251 West 1600 North, North Logan $600 $725 

Legacy Village 1651 North 400 East, North Logan $650 $750 

Logan Landing 1767 North 500 West, Logan $750 na 

Logan Pointe 1320 North 200 East, Logan $550 $648 

Maple Valley 1693 North 400 West, Logan $630 $725 

Oak Meadows 351 West 1600 North, Logan $645 $745 

Average  $637 $737 

Source: Local Projects. 

 
Table 13 

Major Market Rate Projects In/Near Logan City 

 
Year  
Built 

Number 
of Units 

Vacancy 
Units 

Bridger Pointe 2006 113 5 

Colonial Village 2001 80 0 

Deer Creek 2004 96 2 

Devonshire 1989 64 2 

Hanbury* 2001 15 1 

Legacy Village 2007 120 4 

Logan Landing 2006 88 0 

Logan Pointe* 1999 15 1 

Maple Valley 2004 180 12 

Oak Meadows 2001 132 11 

Total Units --- 903 38 

Vacancy Rate --- --- 4.2% 

*Tax credit projects with some market rate units. 
Source: Survey of Projects. 
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Photographs of four selected large market rate projects are below: 
 

SELECTED MARKET RATE APARTMENT COMMUNITIES 
 

Bridger Point 
1585 North 200 East 

North Logan 

       Deer Creek 
358 Gateway Drive 

Providence 

 
 
 
 

Maple Valley 
1693 North 400 West 

Logan 

       Oak Meadows 
351 West 1600 North 

Logan 
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An important component of the Logan rental market is the rent assisted sector.  There are ten 
apartment communities that provide some level of rent assistance.  These ten projects have a total of 
724 units or nearly 9 percent of the rental inventory Table 14.  Nine of the ten are tax credit projects.  
These rent assisted units provide and promote affordable rental housing in Logan.  The River Park 
and Carl Inouye are Senior projects of 40-unit each.  Carl Inouye Senior Housing is a HUD 202 
project.  River Park is a recently approved Senior tax credit project.  Overall the vacancy rate for the 
724 units is less than 4 percent. 

 
Table 14 

Tax Credit and HUD Rent Assisted Apartment Communities  
 

  Units Year Built 

Aspen Court  550 West 1800 North 72 2007 

Hanbury Manor 251 West 1600 North 108 2001 

Logan Pointe 1320 North 200 East 105 1999 

Riverwalk 781 South Riverwalk Drive 88 1995 

Spring Hollow Senior 1300 North 200 East 50 1985 

The Springs 800 South 1100 West 64 2007 

North Pointe 1580 North 200 East 80 1994 

River Park Senior Golf Course Golf and Riverwalk Parkway 40 Approved 

Willowood 300 South 400 West 77 2007 

Carl Inouye 780 South Riverwalk Parkway 40 1998 

Total Units  724  

Source: Local Apartment Projects. 

 

A majority of the tax credit units in these assisted units are targeted for renters with incomes below 
50 percent AMI.  The 2009 income limits for Cache County are shown in Table 15.  The 35 percent 
AMI target has 159 units, the target rent with the largest number of units.  There are 291 units for 
families or Seniors with incomes above 50 percent AMI and 315 units targeted at =< 50 percent 
AMI Table 16.   
 

Table 15 

Income Limits for Tax Credit Units  
in Cache County - 2009 

 
Family 
Size 

50% AMI 
Incomes 

1 $19,450 

2 $22,200 

3 $25,000 

4 $27,750 

5 $29,950 

6 $32,200 

7 $34,400 

8 $36,650 

Source: HUD. 
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Table 16 
AMI Targets for Tax Credit Projects in Logan 

 

Project 
25 
AMI 

35 
AMI 

40 
AMI 

42 
AMI 

43 
AMI 

44 
AMI 

45 
AMI 

46 
AMI 

47 
AMI 

48 
AMI 

50 
AMI 

57 
AMI 

58 
AMI 

60 
AMI 

North Point               

   Two Bdrm  10          40   

   Three Bdrm  5          25   

Logan Point               

   Two Bdrm  16            53 

   Three Bdrm  10            14 

Hanbury Manor               

   One Bdrm          4     

   Two Bdrm    12  2  32  4     

   Three Bdrm     15    23      

Aspen Court               

   Two Bdrm  24 14            

   Three Bdrm  12 4            

   Four Bdrm  4 2    1    1    

Riverwalk               

   Three Bdrm  7           81  

Willowwood               

   One Bdrm             4  

   Two Bdrm            15   

   Three Bdrm            58   

Springs               

   Three Bdrm 5 37 7    6    2    

   Four Bdrm  2 5            

Spring Hollow               

   One Bedroom 5 32 8        4   1 

Total 10 159 40 12 15 2 7 32 23 8 7 138 85 68 

Source: Utah Housing Corporation. 
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SELECTED TAX CREDIT APARTMENT COMMUNITIES 
  

Logan Pointe 
1320 North 200 East 

Logan 

       Logan Pointe 
1580 North 200 East 

North Logan 
 
 

 
 
  

Hanbury 
1600 North 251 West 

Logan 

       Riverwalk 
781 South Riverwalk 

Logan 
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Barriers and Opportunities to Affordable Housing -(Glen Goins, Logan Planning Manager) 

1. Does Logan have enough land zoned residential to accommodate the next five years of growth? 

Absolutely.  The General Plan is uniquely forward looking and considers a 20-50 year time horizon.  
Consequently, considerable undeveloped land is zoned residential, sufficient to accommodate many years of 
residential growth. 

2. For most new subdivisions developed last year was rezoning required? 

No.  Rezoning was generally not required because of the supply of zoned residential land.  Rezoning was 
required only in a few cases where developer or property owner wanted changes such as higher density.  But 
typically new subdivisions do no go through the rezone process. 

3. Were many subdivision that needed rezone turned down last year? 

No.  First, not many new subdivision need rezone.  Second, the city tries hard to evaluate intended use early 
in the process in order to avoid surprises.  The city works closely with developers to make certain all parties 
are “on the same page”.  Consequently very few denials of rezones and importantly most rezones are 
approved. 

4. Of land zoned residential  what percent is for high density housing; condos and apartments? 

About 25 percent of land zoned residential is zoned for high density multifamily.  However, a substantial 
portion low density residential—older residential neighborhoods near campus—has evolved to high density 
residential use, some legally and some illegally.  The phenomenon is particularly prevalent around Utah State 
University.  Consequently the residential land use in Logan is relatively high density due to the General Plan 
and land use practices.  The planning office estimates that perhaps as much of 10 percent of low density 
residential structures have been converted to higher density use.  

5. Can developers have higher density if building low or moderate income housing?  Any other incentives for 
low income housing? 

No there are no incentives for moderate income housing. 

6. Are there procedural or permitting exceptions for affordable housing?  

No 

7.  Do zoning ordinances encourage zero-lot line, clustering PUD etc.? 

Yes.  Planned development ordinance allows consider flexibility including zero-lot line, minimum lot size, 
private streets, etc. 

8. Does high density use require special use permit or conditional use permit? 

No, high density use does not require special or conditions use permit. 
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II. DETERMINANTS OF HOUSING DEMAND 

The demand for housing is driven by demographic and economic factors.  These factors are generally 
referred to as the determinants of housing demand.  The most important demographic determinants include 
age structure of the population, household formations and net migration.  The major economic determinants 
include employment, income and housing prices (discussed in Section I).  This section discusses the trends in 
the determinants of demand since 2000 in Logan and Cache County. 

Demographic Determinants 

 Age Structure – Age structure measures the percent of the population in selected age groups.  The 
U.S. Census Bureau publishes data on population by age every ten years.  The annual intercensal estimates are 
made by the Utah Governor’s Office and Planning and Budget.  Unfortunately, there are no age group 
estimates at the city level.  Therefore, it is necessary to infer that the changes in the age structure of the Logan 
population will be similar to changes in the county.  Since Logan comprises 45 percent of the population of 
the county Cache demographic trends will certainly be driven by the demographics of Logan.  The 
demographic dominance of Logan is shown in Figure 3. 

As shown in Table 17 the population of Cache County will increase from 112,141 in 2008 to 130,177 in 2014, 
a 16.1 percent increase.  The age groups with the greatest change over the next five years are the 0-17 year age 
group 30 to 39 year age group.  For housing demand this second age group is important.  The growing 
population will create additional demand for housing; however, the fact that the 18 to 29 year age group 
shows little growth could dampen the possibilities for the 30 to 39 year age group to move-up in the housing 
market.  This age group needs to be able to sell their homes to move-up and prime buyers are those in the 18 
to 29 year age group.  Nevertheless the growing number of people in the 30-39 year age group as well as 
those in their late twenties will provide a boost to housing demand over the next five years. 

The most important conclusions to be drawn from the projected age structure of the Cache County 
population is that demographic growth will support the first-time homebuyer and move-up market.  The 
average annual growth rate for the 30 to 39 year age group of 5.0 percent represents solid demand for 
housing. 

Another age group which will increase substantially is the 65 years and over age group.  The number of 
individuals 65 and over will grow from 7,589 in 2008 to 9,467 in 2014, a 24 percent increase.    This change in 
the age structure will result in a shift in demand for types of housing units.  Households with individuals in 
their sixties and older have greater preferences for higher density, low maintenance living; town home and 
condominium communities and apartment units.   

As noted there will be an increasing demand for Senior rental units, however, incrementally this demand is 
small since most Seniors own their homes; only about 20 percent of all senior households rent.  This group 
generally needs low income rental opportunities consequently the shifting age structure will result in increased 
demand for HUD 202 and tax credit units targeted for the Senior population but again the incremental 
increase will be small. 
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Table 17 

Population Estimates and Projections for Cache County 

 

 0 to 17 

18 to 
29 
years 

30 to 
39 
years 

40 to 
64 
years 

65 
years 
and 
over Total 

2003 30,632 30,919 10,616 19,257 6,752 98,176 
2004 31,521 31,363 10,785 19,652 6,861 100,182 
2005 32,883 31,805 11,341 20,515 7,020 103,564 
2006 33,900 31,641 11,924 21,047 7,159 105,671 
2007 35,253 31,588 12,860 22,001 7,320 109,022 
2008 36,439 31,754 13,714 22,645 7,589 112,141 
Increase 
2002-2008 6,697 1,703 3,320 4,052 909 16,681 

Percent Chg. 22.5% 5.7% 31.9% 21.8% 13.6% 17.4% 

2009 37,473 31,829 14,467 23,283 7,868 114,920 
2010 38,577 31,835 15,237 24,020 8,089 117,758 
2011 39,733 31,753 16,082 24,878 8,340 120,786 
2012 40,858 31,650 17,073 25,573 8,693 123,847 
2013 41,959 31,816 17,832 26,309 9,070 126,986 
2014 42,973 32,149 18,473 27,115 9,467 130,177 
Increase 
2008-2014 6,534 395 4,759 4,470 1,878 18,036 

Percent Chg. 14.7% 1.2% 34.7% 19.7% 24.7% 16.1% 

Source: Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget. 

 

Figure 3 

Population for Selected Cities in Cache County – 2007 
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 Demographic Diversity - Demographically Cache County is becoming more diverse.  The number 
of Hispanics in Cache County has increased from 5,786 in 2000 to 9,506 in 2007.  The Hispanic population 
accounts for 21.1 percent of the population increase in the county since 2000.  White alone accounted for 
seventy percent of the increase in population in Cache County between 2000 and 2007.  The minority 
population in Cache County in 2007 was 13.4 percent of the population, up from 10.3 percent in 2000.  No 
other minority category has increased its relative share of the population between 2000 and 2007.  The shift 
to more diversity has been driven solely by increases in the Hispanic population. 

 

 Household Formations - The age structure of the population does impact the number of 
household formations in any given year.  The prime household formation age group is the 20 to 30 years age 
group.  Households can be formed in a number of ways: marriages, divorces, net in-migration and decoupling 
(unmarried children leaving home to form households).  The increase in households drives the demand for 
new dwelling units. 

As is the case with age structure no intercensal household estimates or projections are published at the city 
level.  But using Census annual estimates for the total population of Logan City household estimates were 
developed for Logan Table 18.   Census estimates are often too low because of a number of methodological 
factors.  In Table 19 the number of households in Logan City was estimated using two methodologies.  The 
first is based on the Census population estimates for Logan City and the second is based on new housing 
construction with adjustments for lags and vacancies.  The housing methodology shows a difference in 2007 
of 1,000 in population and about 300 households, both higher than the Census produced estimates.  The 
housing methodology yields a population estimate in 2007 of 48,933 and a household estimate of 16,000.  
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Since Census estimates have been consistently low the estimates produced by the housing methodology are 
used throughout this study.  

The household forecast, which is fundamental to future housing demand, shows that the number of 
households in Logan City will increase from 16,545 in 2009 to 18,250 in 2014 Table 20.  The annual growth 
rate is expected to be just under 2.0 annually.  At this rate of growth the demand for housing units in Logan 
will grow at about 325 to 350 units annually over the next five years.  

 

Table 18 

Population Estimates and Projections for Cities in Cache County 

 

 2000 2006 2010 2020 

Amalga town 427 468 509 538 

Clarkston town 688 737 772 809 

Cornish town 259 276 289 308 

Hyde Park city 2,955 3,579 3,992 5,421 

Hyrum city 6,316 7,471 8,342 10,917 

Lewiston city 1,877 1,999 2,228 2,824 

Logan city 42,670 47,359 52,776 67,122 

Mendon city 898 1,175 1,030 1,305 

Millville city 1,507 1,786 2,027 2,915 

Newton town 699 793 817 859 

Nibley city 2,045 3,773 4,224 5,923 

North Logan city 6,163 7,545 8,432 11,001 

Paradise town 759 881 982 1,247 

Providence city 4,377 6,076 6,795 8,885 

Richmond city 2,051 2,312 2,576 3,268 

River Heights city 1,496 1,670 1,705 1,742 

Smithfield city 7,261 8,774 9,808 12,511 

Trenton town 449 495 522 565 

Wellsville city 2,728 3,187 3,575 4,558 

Balance of Cache County 5,766 5,315 6,357 6,604 

Total County 91,391 105,671 117,758 149,322 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. 
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Table 19 

Comparison of Population and Household Forecasts: 
Census versus Housing Based Forecast 

 

 
Census 

Population 

Housing Based 
Forecast for 
Population 

Census 
Households 

Housing 
Based Forecast 
for Households 

2000 42,670 42,670 13,902 13,902 

2001 43,074 43,098 14,041 14,049 

2002 44,701 44,240 14,595 14,437 

2003 44,994 44,843 14,688 14,636 

2004 45,795 45,770 14,961 14,952 

2005 47,074 47,172 15,388 15,422 

2006 47,359 48,274 15,483 15,796 

2007 47,965 48,933 15,680 16,011 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau and James Wood. 

 

Table 20 

Population and Household Estimates in Logan City 
(Housing Based Methodology) 

 

 

Household 

Population 
Group 

Quarters* 

Total 

Population 
Total 

Households 

2000 40,550 2,120 42,670 13,902 

2001 40,978 2,120 43,098 14,049 

2002 42,110 2,130 44,240 14,437 

2003 42,691 2,152 44,843 14,636 

2004 43,612 2,158 45,770 14,952 

2005 44,982 2,190 47,172 15,422 

2006 46,075 2,199 48,274 15,796 

2007 46,702 2,231 48,933 16,011 

2008 47,638 2,118 49,756 16,332 

2009 48,259 2,027 50,286 16,545 

AAGR** 

2000-2008 1.95% -0.5% 1.86% 1.95% 

2014 53,150 2,016 55,150 18,250 

*Group quarter estimates from GOPB. 

**average annual growth rate. 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget 
and James Wood. 
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An important component of Cache Count’s economic growth has been a 50 percent increase in enrollment at 
Utah State University during the 1990s.  Enrollment has increased from 10,000 in 1990 to 15,000 by 2000, 
Table 21.  This jump in enrollment resulted in a significant increase in demand for student housing, which was 
met almost entirely by off-campus rental units.  During the 1990s there were only two small on-campus 
additions: a married student housing project for 76 families and 39 single-student units, which can 
accommodate about 215 single students.  The remainder of the increased housing demand was met by a 
number of new off-campus rental projects which, in turn, led to higher levels of apartment construction.  It is 
estimated that about 15,000 students or 85 percent of USU students  live off-campus in the market rate rental 
inventory or in their family homes.  The off campus student housing needs probably generates demand for 
4,500 rental unit or about half the rental inventory of Logan City. 

Recently, USU finished construction of a new on-campus housing facility accommodates 512 students.  
However, it is estimated that this new facility will only add capacity of about 20 beds to the on-campus 
inventory.  The new facility replaced some older on-campus housing and allow for lower densities in existing 
on campus housing.  The facility rather than adding new units to the inventory replaced and upgraded on-
campus housing. 

Since 2000, enrollment growth has been very modest registering only a 12 percent increase, an annual increase 
of only 1.4 percent, from 2000 to 2008.  However, the projections by the Commission of Higher Education’s 
office are more optimistic for the next five years with a forecast of an annual growth rate of 3.3 percent. 
Given recent trends these projections are probably too high nevertheless a growing student body will likely 
contribute more to the demand for rental housing in the next five years than it did in the preceding five years. 

 

Table 21 

USU FTE Enrollment Projections 

 

 Enrollment 

1989 10,086 

1990 10,561 

1995 14,911 

2000 15,274 

2001 15,851 

2002 16,889 

2003 17,110 

2004 17,227 

2005 17,213 

2006 16,584 

2007 16,634 

2008 17,129 

2009 17,690 

2010 18,370 

2011 19,000 

2012 19,610 

2013 20,180 

2014 20,780 

Source: Commissioner’s Office. 
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 Net Migration – There are no net migration numbers at the city level.  Net migration for Cache 
County has been very volatile, probably reflecting in part, the difficulty of county level estimates Table 22 and 
Figure 4.  The extreme volatility of the migration numbers does make it difficult to generalize or draw any 
conclusions other than in most years net in-migration has contributed to the demographic growth of both 
Cache County and Logan City. 

  

Table 22 

Net Migration in Cache County 

 

 
Net 

Migration  
Net 

Migration 

1980 1,433 1996 154 

1985 -478 1997 449 

1986 -260 1998 622 

1987 -45 1999 -147 

1988 -301 2000 287 

1989 -644 2001 -286 

1990 26 2002 238 

1991 708 2003 808 

1992 1,481 2004 -32 

1993 535 2005 1,316 

1994 744 2006 128 

1995 1,136 2007 1,385 

Source: Governor’s Office Planning and Budget. 

 

Figure 4 

Net Migration in Cache County 
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   Source: Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget. 
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Economic Determinants of Housing Demand 

The economic determinants of housing demand for Cache County confirm that the county is a relatively low 
wage, low income county with modest levels of employment growth.  The income and wage numbers are of 
course influenced by the number of low wage, part-time workers generally found in university towns.  A 
university with 18,000 students generates demand for retail and entertainment services to meet the needs of 
the students.  In turn, students take these part-time low wage jobs to help pay for their expenses.  The net 
effect is to pull average wage rates and per capita income numbers lower.  Cache County ranked 20th among 
29 states in average monthly income of $27,000.  The county is ranked 22 in per capita personal income. 

In terms of employment growth Cache County has been in the “middle of the pack” over the past several 
years.  The county ranks 14th in employment growth with nonagricultural employment increasing from 41,800 
in 2000 to 50,000 in 2008.  The percent increase in employment in the county has been 19.3 percent or an 
average annual growth rate of 2.6 percent. 

Table 23 

Ranking of Counties by Average Monthly Wage - 2007 

Rank County 

Average 
Annual 
Wage 

1 Uintah $42,372 

2 Salt Lake $40,872 

3 Box Elder $40,500 

4 Emery $39,684 

5 Duchesne $39,624 

6 Tooele $37,068 

7 Davis $35,400 

8 Juab $34,380 

9 Carbon $33,708 

10 Summit $33,180 

11 Weber $32,628 

12 Utah $32,616 

13 Millard $32,004 

14 Wasatch $31,320 

15 Daggett $30,096 

16 Morgan $29,928 

17 Washington $28,800 

18 San Juan $28,080 

19 Sevier $27,912 

20 Cache $27,000 

21 Grand $25,740 

22 Iron $25,572 

23 Kane $25,056 

24 Wayne $24,840 

25 Beaver $24,636 

26 Garfield $24,084 

27 Sanpete $23,712 

28 Rich $22,824 

29 Piute $21,420 

Source: Utah Department of 
Workforce Services. 
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Table 24 

Ranking of Counties by Per Capita Personal Income - 2006 

  

Per 
Capita 

Income 

1 Summit $57,725 

2 Salt Lake $34,951 

3 Davis $30,455 

4 Duchesne $29,707 

--- State $29,406 

5 Carbon $29,159 

6 Weber $28,697 

7 Kane $28,213 

8 Uintah $27,920 

9 Morgan $27,438 

10 Grand $26,983 

11 Rich $26,457 

12 Wasatch $25,676 

13 Beaver $25,017 

14 Garfield $24,836 

15 Box Elder $24,813 

16 Emery $24,559 

17 Millard $24,359 

18 Washington $24,248 

19 Tooele $23,734 

20 Piute $23,460 

21 Sevier $22,699 

22 Cache $22,624 

23 Juab $22,371 

24 Utah $22,184 

25 Wayne $21,722 

26 Iron $21,402 

27 Daggett $19,500 

28 Sanpete $18,705 

29 San Juan $16,569 

Source: U.S. Bureau of 
Economic Analysis. 
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Table 25 

Ranking of Counties by Employment Growth 

 
 2000 2007 

Percent  
Change 

1 Washington 33,579 53,512 59.4% 

2 Duchesne 4,764 7,380 54.9% 

3 Uintah 9,261 14,260 54.0% 

4 Wasatch 4,695 7,105 51.3% 

5 Piute 242 356 47.1% 

6 Juab 2,508 3,664 46.1% 

7 Summit 15,228 21,897 43.8% 

8 Tooele 11,130 15,502 39.3% 

9 Rich 559 753 34.7% 

10 Morgan 1,565 1,986 26.9% 

11 Davis 84,846 103,573 22.1% 

12 Utah 152,699 186,050 21.8% 

13 Iron 14,070 16,993 20.8% 

14 Cache 41,840 49,936 19.3% 

-- State of Utah 1,074,879 1,251,421 16.4% 

15 Box Elder 17,747 20,318 14.5% 

16 Kane 2,808 3,192 13.7% 

17 Millard 3,515 3,987 13.4% 

18 Sevier 7,187 8,057 12.1% 

19 Grand 4,165 4,659 11.9% 

20 Salt Lake 545,153 601,244 10.3% 

21 Beaver 1,866 2,052 10.0% 

22 Sanpete 6,846 7,518 9.8% 

23 Weber 88,346 96,145 8.8% 

24 Emery 3,606 3,905 8.3% 

25 Garfield 2,175 2,341 7.6% 

26 San Juan 4,029 4,244 5.3% 

27 Carbon 8,871 9,250 4.3% 

28 Daggett 468 487 4.1% 

29 Wayne 1,091 1,075 -1.5% 

Source: Utah Department of Workforce Services. 
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III. HOUSING AFFORDABILITY IN LOGAN 

 

This section examines housing affordability in Logan.  Affordability is defined as that threshold housing price 
which represents the maximum price a specific income group can pay for housing.  For example, what is the 
maximum price a median income family of four can pay for a home in Cache County in 2008?  In 2008 that 
maximum price was $207,916 Table 26. 

Affordability of New Homes and Condominiums/Town Homes 

Using a series of assumptions regarding income, interest rates, taxes, insurance and down payment the 
affordable price for each income group; median income, 80 percent area median income (AMI), 50 percent 
AMI and 30 percent AMI was determined for each year since 2000.  (See Appendix Table 1 for the affordable 
housing prices by year for each income group.)  Once the affordable price thresholds were established the 
number of new homes and existing homes sold at or below the threshold was calculated.  For example in 
2005, 202 new homes were built in Logan City.  The home price data from the Construction Monitor shows 
that 106 of these homes were affordable to the median income household in 2005 Table 27.  Therefore, in 
2005, 52 percent of the new homes built in Logan were affordable for the median income households.  This 
percentage drops to 34 percent by 2008 Table 28. 

Table 26 

Maximum Affordable Housing Price  
Thresholds in Cache County 

 

 

Median 
Income  

Household 

80% AMI 
Household 

50% AMI 
Household 

30% AMI 
Household 

2000 $141,890 $113,568 $71,015 $42,553 

2001 $160,241 $128,319 $80,121 $48,041 

2002 $169,748 $135,059 $84,432 $50,940 

2003 $183,569 $146,749 $91,785 $55,140 

2004 $183,569 $146,749 $91,785 $55,140 

2005 $190,092 $152,108 $95,045 $57,062 

2006 $178,031 $142,425 $89,015 $53,409 

2007 $178,787 $142,964 $89,393 $53,570 

2008 $207,916 $166,402 $104,044 $62,358 

Source: James Wood. 

Table 27 

Number of New Homes Affordable to  
Selected Income Groups in Logan 

 

Income Group 2005 2006 2007 2008 

= >Median 96 125 54 28 

= <Median 106 56 30 15 

= <80% AMI 71 16 7 1 

= <50% AMI 14 0 0 0 

= <30% AMI 0 0 0 0 
Total New 
Homes Built 202 179 84 43 

Source: Construction Monitor. 
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Table 28 

Percent of New Homes Affordable to  

Selected Income Groups in Logan 

 

Income Group 2005 2006 2007 2008 

= <Median 52.5% 33.1% 35.7% 34.9% 

= <80% AMI 35.1% 8.9% 8.3% 2.3% 

= <50% AMI 6.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

= <30% AMI 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Source: Construction Monitor. 

 

For the moderate to low income household affordability of new homes declines rapidly.  In 2005 35 percent 
of new homes were affordable to a household with an income at 80 percent AMI.  By 2008 only 2.3 percent 
of new homes were affordable to the moderate income households.  For the low and very low income groups 
virtually no new homes are affordable.  This is typical of every housing market.  

Conclusion: New single family detached homes are not affordable to households in Logan City with income 
levels at 80 percent, 50 percent and 30 percent of AMI. 

Affordability of Existing Homes and Condominiums 

Using the same methodology the number of existing homes and condominiums sold in Logan that were 
affordable to each income group was calculated from sales data of the multiple listing service.  The data show 
that in 2008, 407 homes or 86.0 percent of homes sold in Logan were affordable to the median income 
household Tables 29 and 30.  For the moderate income households, 288 or 60.9 percent of the homes sold in 
Logan were affordable.  Even for the low income households at 50 percent AMI, 54 homes or 11.4 percent 
of all homes sold were affordable in 2008. 

Conclusion: The existing inventory of homes and condominiums in Logan provides a large number of 
affordable units for moderate income households (80 percent AMI).  There are also home ownership 
opportunities for households at 50 percent AMI. The existing homes and condominiums inventory in Logan 
provides a high degree of housing affordability. 

Table 29 

Number of Homes and Condominiums Sold in Logan City 

Affordable for Selected Income Groups 

 

 =<Median 
=<80% 
AMI 

=<50% 
AMI 

=<30% 
AMI 

2000 222 120 27 2 

2001 253 202 39 3 

2002 318 266 76 7 

2003 356 307 90 6 

2004 367 307 93 5 

2005 438 358 94 5 

2006 504 345 87 4 

2007 442 256 54 2 

2008 407 288 54 3 

Source: Wasatch Front Regional Council and James Wood. 
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Table 30 

Percent of Homes and Condominiums Sold in Logan City 
Affordable for Selected Income Groups 

 

 =<Median 
=<80% 
AMI 

=<50% 
AMI 

=<30% 
AMI 

2000 82.2% 44.4% 10.0% 0.7% 

2001 86.6% 69.2% 13.4% 1.0% 

2002 87.6% 73.3% 20.9% 1.9% 

2003 89.7% 77.3% 22.7% 1.5% 

2004 87.4% 73.1% 22.1% 1.2% 

2005 89.8% 73.4% 19.3% 1.0% 

2006 82.4% 56.4% 14.2% 0.7% 

2007 77.1% 44.7% 9.4% 0.3% 

2008 86.0% 60.9% 11.4% 0.6% 

Source: Wasatch Front Regional Council and James Wood. 

Affordability of Rental Units 

The Logan rental market is also a very affordable housing market.  In 2000 HUD estimated in the 
Comprehensive Housing Affordability Strategy (CHAS) that 51 percent of all rental units in Logan City were 
affordable to households with incomes at 50 percent or less AMI Table 31.  Since 2000 additional affordable 
units have been added to the inventory.  These additional units are tax credit units with income targets at or 
below 50 percent AMI.  It is estimated in 2009 that 1,355 rental units are affordable to households at 30 
percent or less AMI and another 3,074 are affordable to households at 30-50 percent AMI.  Almost exactly 
half of the estimated inventory of 8,767 rental units is affordable to households at 50 percent AMI or less.  
And 44 percent of the inventory is affordable to households between 50 and 80 percent AMI. 

The earlier discussion of showed that about 10 percent of the rental inventory is in new traditional market 
rate apartments communities.  Another 7 percent is in relatively new tax credit properties.  The remaining 
80+ percent or 7,000 rental units are in basement apartments, duplexes, four-plexes, etc. These structures 
have a small number of rental units and the units are very affordable.  Logan Preferred Properties which 
manages over 600 units in two, three and four unit structures provided some insight on this lower tier of the 
rental market.  Currently the vacancy rate is less than 5 percent, the market is doing reasonably well and rental 
rates are affordable: one bedroom units between $350 and $450, two bedroom units between $400 and $500 
and three bedroom units between $600 and $700.  All indications are that the rental market is near 
equilibrium and there is not a significant shortfall or gap in affordable rental units. 

Table 31 

Apartment Units Affordable to Income Group in Logan 

 2000 2009 
Change 

2000-2009 

<30% 1,355 1,355 0 

30-50 2,830 3,074 368 

50-80 3,465 3,833 243 

>80 505 505 0 

Total 8,155 8,767  

Source: HUD CHAS Affordability Mismatch.  
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Projected Increase in Households by Income Group 

To determine the projected need for affordable housing, household projections by income group were 
calculated.  By 2014 the number of households in Logan City is projected to total 18,250.  The number of 
households at 80 percent AMI, by definition equals 40 percent of all households.  Therefore in 2014 the 
number of households with incomes =< 80 percent AMI is 7,300 Table 32. 

Table 32 

Household Projections by Income Group for Logan City 
 

 
Total 

Households 
Households 
at <Median 

Households 
at <80% 

Households 
at <50% 

Households 
at <30% 

2000 13,902 6,951 5,561 3,476 2,085 

2005 15,422 7,711 6,169 3,855 2,313 

2009 16,545 8,273 6,618 4,136 2,482 

2010 16,867 8,434 6,747 4,217 2,530 

2011 17,200 8,600 6,880 4,300 2,580 

2012 17,531 8,766 7,012 4,383 2,630 

2013 17,875 8,938 7,150 4,469 2,681 

2014 18,250 9,125 7,300 4,563 2,738 

Source: James Wood. 

Assuming that by 2014 half of all households in Logan City will be renters and half owners the increase in 
increase in household by income group is shown in Table 33.  It is important to note that the increase in home 
owners does not translate automatically into increased need.  For example the projected increase of 39 
homeowners in the <30 percent AMI group could represent just an increase in those households in that 
income group due to aging of the population, i.e. increased number of low income Seniors.  A significant 
number of Seniors are low income, homeowners without a mortgage. 

Table 33 

Change in Households by Tenure and Income in Logan 

 2000 2009 2014 
Increase 
2009-2014 

Total Households 13,930 16,545 18,250 1,705 

Owner Households 6,152 8,250 9125 875 

   < 30% AMI 272 365 403 39 

   30-50% AMI 588 789 872 84 

   50-80% AMI 981 1,316 1,455 140 

   >80% AMI 4,311 5,781 6,394 613 

Renter Households 7,778 8,295 9125 830 

   < 30% AMI 1,485 1,584 1,742 158 

   30-50% AMI 1,521 1,622 1,784 162 

   50-80% AMI 2,208 2,355 2,590 236 

   >80% AMI 2,564 2,734 3,008 274 

      Senior Renter HH 283 340 410 70 

        < 30% AMI 74 89 107 18 

        30-50% AMI 34 41 49 8 

        50-80% AMI 75 90 109 19 

        >80% AMI 100 120 145 25 

Source: James Wood 
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The data show that the number of moderate income home owning households will increase by 140 
household.  Home ownership opportunities for moderate income households over the next five years will be 
provided by the existing detached and attached inventory in Logan City. 

Over the next five years demographic growth will generate the demand for an additional 830 renters in 
Logan.  It should be mentioned that the increase in rental inventory to meet the growing demand could be 
pushed to other nearby communities e.g. Providence and North Logan if new apartments were not built in 
Logan.  And reverse is also true.  If Logan had more than 830 units built in the next five years the excess 
could possibly be absorbed by pulling potential renters from outlying communities.  Housing markets are 
dynamic and do not have fixed boundaries nevertheless the anticipated demographic growth in Logan will be 
sufficient to absorb 830 rental units by 2014 Table 34.  The highest risk and most vulnerable households are 
the low and very low income renters.  Over the next five years the demand for rental units affordable to low 
and very low income households will grow by 320 units.  Twenty-four of these low income renter households 
will be Seniors.  

Table 34 

Projected Change for Renters 
2009-2014 

 

 Renters 

Increase in Renters 830 
Increase in Renters with 
Incomes <50% AMI 320 
Increase in Renters with 
Incomes >50% AMI 510 

Senior Renters 70 
   Increase in Low Income 

Seniors <50% 26 

Source: James Wood. 

For background the HUD CHAS for Logan in 2000 appears in Table 35.  The CHAS was used in some of the 
calculations on tenure, income and age. 
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Table 35 

SOCDS CHAS Data: Housing Problems Output for All Households 

Name of Jurisdiction: 

Logan city, Utah 
Source of Data: 

CHAS Data Book 
Data Current as of: 

2000 

  Renters Owners   

Elderly 

(1 & 2 

members) 

Small Related 

(2 to 4 

members) 

Large Related 

(5 or more 

members) 

All 

Other 
Total 

Renters 

Elderly 

(1 & 2 

members) 

Small 

Related 

(2 to 4 

members) 

Large Related 

(5 or more 

members) 

All 

Other 
Total 

Owners 
Total 

Households 
Household by Type, 

Income, & Housing 

Problem 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) (J) (K) 

1. Household Income 

<= 50% MFI 
108 1,356 214 1,328 3,006 363 281 108 108 860 3,866 

2. Household Income 

<=30% MFI 
74 552 100 759 1,485 120 93 20 39 272 1,757 

3. % with any housing 

problems 
52.7 93.7 85.0 74.3 81.1 66.7 95.7 100.0 64.1 78.7 80.8 

4. % Cost Burden 

>30% 
52.7 92.2 85.0 72.5 79.7 66.7 95.7 100.0 64.1 78.7 79.5 

5. % Cost Burden 

>50%  
27.0 80.6 75.0 61.9 68.0 41.7 75.3 100.0 64.1 60.7 66.9 

6. Household Income 

>30 to <=50% MFI 
34 804 114 569 1,521 243 188 88 69 588 2,109 

7. % with any housing 

problems 
41.2 78.2 73.7 71.0 74.4 22.2 60.1 83.0 49.3 46.6 66.6 

8. % Cost Burden 

>30% 
41.2 73.3 57.0 61.3 66.9 22.2 58.0 67.0 49.3 43.5 60.4 

9. % Cost Burden 

>50%  
41.2 14.9 0.0 25.5 18.3 10.3 31.9 45.5 43.5 26.4 20.6 

10. Household 

Income >50 to <=80% 
75 1,244 145 744 2,208 299 389 194 99 981 3,189 
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MFI 

11.% with any 

housing problems 
66.7 27.7 79.3 31.5 33.7 9.7 60.2 66.5 69.7 47.0 37.8 

12.% Cost Burden 

>30% 
66.7 17.2 27.6 20.0 20.5 9.7 55.3 43.3 69.7 40.5 26.7 

13. % Cost Burden 

>50%  
46.7 0.0 0.0 6.0 3.6 9.7 10.3 5.2 19.2 10.0 5.6 

14. Household 

Income >80% MFI 
100 1,169 200 1,095 2,564 805 2,124 923 459 4,311 6,875 

15.% with any 

housing problems 
0.0 9.8 37.5 16.4 14.4 4.3 12.4 14.4 15.0 11.6 12.7 

16.% Cost Burden 

>30% 
0.0 1.6 0.0 4.6 2.7 4.3 11.5 6.4 15.0 9.5 6.9 

17. % Cost Burden 

>50% 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.4 5.4 1.4 0.9 

18. Total Households 283 3,769 559 3,167 7,778 1,467 2,794 1,225 666 6,152 13,930 

19. % with any 

housing problems 
36.4 42.6 64.2 43.6 44.3 13.5 25.1 29.0 29.6 23.6 35.2 

20. % Cost Burden 

>30 
36.4 35.3 34.0 34.7 35.0 13.5 23.6 18.1 29.6 20.7 28.7 

21. % Cost Burden 

>50 
24.4 15.0 13.4 20.8 17.6 7.1 7.2 6.0 14.9 7.8 13.3 
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IV. ECONOMIC BASELINE 

 

This section examines the economic base of Cache County and Logan City.  Logan is the commercial center 
of the county with nearly 80 percent of countywide employment and 61 percent of retail sales.  In terms of 
population Logan has 43 percent of the population of the county. 

The rate of employment growth in Logan is double the state average.  Between 2000 and 2007 the average 
annual growth rate for employment in Logan was 3.92 percent compared to 1.94 percent statewide Table 36.  
Countywide employment has grown at slower pace, 2.56 percent annually.  The rate of retail sales growth in 
Logan has been slower than either the state or Cache County by about 2 percent annually.  And housing 
prices for both Cache County and Logan have not experienced the high growth rate reported for the state.   

Table 36 

Comparative Growth Rates 

 

 2000 2007 AAGR 

Logan    

   Population 42,670 48,500* 1.61% 

   Employment 29,759 38,972 3.92% 

   Average Annual Wage $21,984 $26,712 2.82% 

   Retail Sales (millions) $379.8 $519.5 4.57% 

   Average Sales Price of Home $127,102 $171,759* 3.84% 

Cache County    

   Population 91,897 111,841* 2.49% 

   Employment 41,841 49,936 2.56% 

   Average Annual Wage $21,684 $27,000 3.18% 

   Retail Sales (millions) $559.4 $845.3 6.07% 

   Average Sales Price of Home $178,925 $198,649* 1.31% 

State    

   Population 2,246,553 2,757,779* 2.59% 

   Employment 1,074,879 1,253,900* 1.94% 

   Average Annual Wage $28,812 $36,516 3.44% 

   Retail Sales (billions) $17.3 $26.5 6.28% 

   Average Sales Price of Home 
(OFHEO Index) 238.5 383.6* 6.12% 

AAGR – average annual growth rate 

*2008 data 

Sources: Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget, Utah Department of 
Workforce Services, Utah State Tax Commission, Wasatch Front Regional 
Multiple Listing Service and OFHEO. 

 

Table 37 provides a detailed economic and demographic profile of Cache County and Logan.
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Table 37 

Demographic and Economic Profile  

of Logan City and Cache County 

 

 Cache Logan 

Population   

Residential Population (2008) 112,141 49,750 

Median Age (2000) 23.9 23.5 

Households (2008) 35,000 15,200 

Average Household Income (2008) $60,530 $50,239 

Employment   

Employer Firms (2007) 3,206 2,087 

Average Employment (2007) 49,950 38,972 

Average Annual Wage (2007) $27,000 $26,712 

Major Employment Sectors (2007)   

   Government Employment 11,382 9,917 

   Manufacturing Employment 10,730 6,857 

   Retail Employment 5,642 4,700 

Retail Sales   

Taxable 2008 Retail Sales (millions) $835.1 $508.1 

Major Retail Categories (millions)   

   Building and Garden $84.8 $71.4 

   Food Stores $152.0 $82.2 

   General Merchandise $204.9 $79.6 

   Automobile Sales $104.7 $54.4 

Per Capita Retail Sales $7,447 $10,711 

Retail Expenditures per Household $23,860 $33,427 

Housing, New Construction and Real Estate   

Value of New Residential Construction, 1998 – 2008 (billions) $1.18 $.304 

Sales of Existing Residential Real Estate, 1998 – 2008 (billions) $1.49 $.544 

Median Sales Price of New Listings – Single Family (2008) $178,950 $160,000 

Average Days on Market (2008) 78 72 

Number of Sales of Single Family (2008) 951 383 

Number of Listings of Single Family (2008) 2,230 NA 

Total Dwelling Units (2008) 17,200 36,600 

Owner Occupied Units 8,068 24,250 

Renter-occupied 8,111 10,850 

Total Occupied Dwelling Units 16,176 35,100 

Nonresidential Construction   

Value of New Nonresidential Construction, 1998 – 2008 (millions) $416.3 $227.2 

Value of Nonres. Additions and Alterations, 1998 – 2008 (millions) $192.0 $172.5 

Total Nonresidential Construction Value, 1998 – 2008 (millions) $608.3 $399.7 
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Logan’s share of the Cache County employment has remained nearly constant over the past 17 years.  In 1990 
Logan had 76.3 percent of the employment in the county nearly equivalent to the 78 percent in 2007 Table 38. 
 

Table 38 

Logan Employment as Share of Cache County Employment 
 

 Logan Cache 

Logan 
Percent 
Share 

1990 21,487 28,179 76.3% 

1995 27,994 36,234 77.3% 

2000 32,425 41,841 77.5% 

2001 33,063 42,537 77.7% 

2002 33,241 43,007 77.3% 

2003 34,321 44,236 77.6% 

2004 35,440 45,874 77.3% 

2005 36,409 46,886 77.7% 

2006 37,613 48,116 78.2% 

2007 38,972 49,936 78.0% 

Source: Utah Department of Workforce 
Services. 

 

Nonagricultural employment in Logan in 2007 was 38,972.  The average monthly wage was $2,226 or $26,712 
annually Table 39. The manufacturing sector had the highest average monthly wage at 3,042 a month.  Since 
Logan accounts for nearly 80 percent of the employment in the county the Cache County numbers in Table 
40.  Two exceptions are the construction and the manufacturing sectors.  In these two cases the data show 
that a substantial number of the firms, employment and wages paid are outside Logan. 

Table 39 

Nonagricultural Employment by Sector – Logan 2007 
 

 
Number 
Firms 

Nonagricultural 
Employment Wages 

Monthly 
Wage 

Mining 0 0 $0 $0 

Construction 233 1,314 $37,502,902 $2,378 

Manufacturing 136 6,857 $250,265,689 $3,042 

Trade, Trans. Utilities 448 5,869 $121,169,770 $1,721 

Information 41 1,026 $25,519,826 $2,073 

Financial Activities 300 1,284 $39,152,703 $2,541 

Prof. & Bus. Services 341 4,365 $115,726,228 $2,209 

Health Care & Private Education 266 4,610 $116,921,675 $2,114 

Leisure & Hospitality 131 2,970 $32,143,567 $902 

Other Services 109 761 $18,359,687 $2,010 

Government 82 9,917 $284,354,757 $2,389 

Total 2,087 38,972 $1,041,116,804 $2,226 

Source: Utah Department of Workforce Services. 
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Table 40 

Nonagricultural Employment by Sector – Cache County 2007 
 

 
Number 
Firms 

Nonagricultural 
Employment Wages 

Monthly 
Wage 

Mining 4 9 $178,805 $1,626 

Construction 599 3,026 $80,421,019 $2,215 

Manufacturing 225 10,730 $382,755,050 $2,973 

Trade, Trans. Utilities 631 7,528 $165,342,599 $1,830 

Information 46 1,103 $26,040,363 $1,967 

Financial Activities 376 1,478 $44,190,454 $2,492 

Prof. & Bus. Services 490 5,045 $136,250,436 $2,251 

Health Care & Private Education 319 4,958 $124,782,286 $2,097 

Leisure & Hospitality 180 3,566 $38,457,481 $899 

Other Services 171 1,111 $25,065,495 $1,880 

Government 167 11,382 $325,044,499 $2,380 

Total 3,208 49,936 $1,348,528,487 $2,250 

Source: Utah Department of Workforce Services. 

 
The most distinctive features of the Logan and Cache County employment base are the relative importance 
of government and manufacturing.  Government accounts for 25 percent of the employment in Logan City 
and nearly 23 percent for the county Tables 41-42.  Sixty percent or 6,500 jobs in the government sector is 
state government employment comprised almost entirely of employees at Utah State University.  Statewide 
government accounts for 16.5 percent of all nonagricultural employment, well below its share in Cache 
County.   
 
Manufacturing employment in Cache County totals 10,730 jobs; two-thirds are located in Logan.  At the state 
level manufacturing accounts for 10.2 percent of all jobs but in Logan and Cache County manufacturing jobs 
comprise a much higher percentage of the workforce.  In Logan 17.6 percent of all jobs are in manufacturing 
and countywide manufacturing employment accounts for 21.5 percent of jobs.  Of Utah’s 29 counties only 
Box Elder County has a higher share of its employment base in manufacturing.   
 
Nearly one-third of all manufacturing in Cache County is in food processing.  The two principal activities are 
meat packing and cheese production.  Two of the largest employers in the county are Swift Beef Company 
and Schreiber Foods Table 43.  Another significant manufacturing sector is miscellaneous manufacturing, 
which represents about one-quarter of manufacturing employment in the county.  The largest firm in this 
category is Icon, a manufacturer of fitness equipment (treadmills, exercise bikes and ellipticals).  Icon employs 
about 2,700 people in Cache County at their main plant in Logan and facility in Smithfield.  Chemical 
equipment is another important manufacturing sector led by Hyclone Laboratories with several hundred 
employees.  Computer and electronics manufacturing is also an important sector with over 1,100 employees. 
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Table 41 

Percent Share of Nonagricultural Employment  

by Sector - 2007 
 

 Logan Cache State 

Mining 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 

Construction 3.4% 6.1% 8.3% 

Manufacturing 17.6% 21.5% 10.2% 

Trade, Trans. Util. 15.1% 15.1% 19.6% 

Information 2.6% 2.2% 2.6% 

Financial Activity 3.3% 3.0% 6.0% 

Professional and Bus. 11.2% 10.1% 12.9% 

Health Care and Ed. 11.8% 9.9% 11.2% 

Leisure and Hospitality 7.6% 7.1% 9.0% 

Other Services 2.0% 2.2% 2.9% 

Government 25.4% 22.8% 16.5% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Source: Utah Department of Workforce Services. 

 

Table 42 

Nonagricultural Employment by Sector - 2007 
 

 Logan Cache State 

Mining 0 9 11,035 

Construction 1,314 3,026 103,449 

Manufacturing 6,857 10,730 127,693 

Trade, Trans. Util. 5,869 7,528 245,669 

Information 1,026 1,103 32,448 

Financial Activity 1,284 1,478 74,743 

Professional and Bus. 4,365 5,045 161,026 

Health Care and Ed. 4,610 4,958 139,994 

Leisure and Hospitality 2,970 3,566 112,825 

Other Services 761 1,111 35,670 

Government 9,917 11,382 206,869 

Total 38,972 49,936 1,251,421 

Source: Utah Department of Workforce Services. 
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Table 43 

Major Employers in Cache County 
 

 Industry Employment 

Utah State University Education 5000-6999 

Icon Main Plant Sports Equipment Manufacture 2000-2999 

Cache School District Public Education 1000-1999 

Logan Regional Hospital Health Care 1000-1999 

Swift Beef Company Meat Packing 500-999 

Convergys Telemarketing 500-999 

Logan City Government 500-999 

Logan School District Public Education 500-999 

Qwest Communications 500-999 

Schreiber Foods Cheese Manufacturing 500-999 

Wal-Mart General Merchandise 500-999 

Source: Utah Department of Workforce Services. 

 
Historically  Cache County have been a low wage economy.  In 1990 the average wage in Cache County was 
$15,469, which was 78.4 percent of the state’s average wage.  By 2008 the average wage had increased to 
$28,560 but as a percent of the state average wage the wage in Cache County has dropped 76.2 percent Table 
44 and Figure 5.  
 

Table 44 

Average Annual Wage Rate in Cache County and Logan 

 

 Cache Logan 

Logan Wage 
as % of 

Cache Wage 

1990 $15,469 $15,372 99.4% 

1991 $16,021 $15,924 99.4% 

1992 $16,730 $16,620 99.3% 

1993 $17,098 $17,016 99.5% 

1994 $17,910 $17,832 99.6% 

1995 $18,185 $18,144 99.8% 

1996 $19,025 $18,984 99.8% 

1997 $19,803 $19,560 98.8% 

1998 $20,319 $20,052 98.7% 

1999 $21,375 $20,928 97.9% 

2000 $21,686 $21,984 101.4% 

2001 $22,340 $22,272 99.7% 

2002 $23,191 $23,364 100.7% 

2003 $23,760 $23,748 99.9% 

2004 $24,528 $24,552 100.1% 

2005 $24,948 $24,708 99.0% 

2006 $25,944 $25,692 99.0% 

2007 $27,000 $26,712 98.9% 

2008 $28,560 NA NA 

AAGR 3.5% 3.3% --- 

Source: Utah Department of Workforce Services. 
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Figure 5 

Cache County Average Wage Rate as  

Percent of State Average Wage 
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 Source: Utah Department of Workforce Services. 

 
 

In terms of wages paid manufacturing and government account for over 50 percent of all wages paid in the 
county.  In 2007 manufacturing wages in the county were $382.8 million or 28.4 percent of wages paid in the 
county Table 45.  Government wages total $325 million. 

 
Table 45 

Total Wages Paid by Sector in Cache County - 2007 
 

 

Total 
Wages 
(Mil) 

% 
Share 

Manufacturing $382.8 28.4% 

Government $325.0 24.1% 

Retail & Wholesale Trade $165.3 12.3% 

Professional and Business Services $136.3 10.1% 

Educational & Health Services $124.8 9.3% 

Construction $80.4 6.0% 

Financial Activities $44.2 3.3% 

Leisure and Hospitality $38.5 2.9% 

Information $26.0 1.9% 

Other Services $25.1 1.9% 

Mining $0.2 0.0% 

Total $1,348.5 100.0% 

Source: Utah Department of Workforce Services. 
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As the sixth largest county economy in Utah, Cache County also ranks sixth in personal income.  The U.S. 
Bureau of Economic Analysis provides personal income data by county.  Personal income measure the 
income of the residents of the county, regardless of where they work.  In 2006 residents of Cache County had 
total personal income of $2.4 billion Table 46.  Estimates for Logan City were calculated and show that in 
2006 the total personal income for residents of Logan City was $1.08 billion Table 47.  Of this 1.08 billion, 
$763 million was derived from wages, $137 million from transfer payments (Social Security, Military 
retirement, etc.) and $185 million from dividends. 
 

Table 46 

Top Ten Counties Ranked by Personal Income - 2006 
 

 

Personal 
Income 
(000) 

Salt Lake $34,619,539 

Utah $10,465,064 

Davis $8,495,312 

Weber $6,222,840 

Washington $3,087,076 

Cache $2,407,195 

Summit $2,019,108 

Tooele $1,244,622 

Box Elder $1,159,117 

Iron $894,634 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic 
Analysis. 

 
Table 47 

Personal Income in Cache County and Logan 
(Estimated 2006) 

 

 
Cache 
(000) 

Logan 
(000) 

Personal Income $2,407,195 $1,085,952 

   Net Earnings $1,692,263 $763,440 

   Transfers $304,504 $137,376 

   Dividends $410,428 $185,136 

Source: Estimated by James Wood from Bureau 
of Economic Analysis data for 2006. 

 
Nonresidential construction in Logan and Cache County hit all-time records in 2007.  In inflation adjusted 
dollars Logan had $45.9 million in nonresidential construction in 2007 and Cache County, including Logan, 
had a total of $74.5 million in new construction Table 48 and Figure 6.  Logan typically accounts for about half 
of all new nonresidential construction in the county.  With the onset of the recession in 2008 nonresidential 
construction in both Cache County and Logan have dropped by over 50 percent in 2008.   
 
Retail construction has been by far the most important sector, in terms of new construction, with $60 million 
in activity since 2000.  Thirty percent of all new nonresidential construction has been for retail buildings.  
New office building construction ranks second with $31.4 million in new construction Table 49. 
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Table 48 

Value of Nonresidential Construction  

in Logan and Cache County 
(Constant Dollars – 2008) 

 

 
Logan 
($Mil) 

Cache 
($Mil) % Share 

1994 $23.9 $48.7 49.0% 

1995 $26.1 $53.0 49.3% 

1996 $24.2 $47.3 51.1% 

1997 $30.5 $66.4 46.0% 

1998 $19.6 $53.9 36.4% 

1999 $33.0 $58.3 56.7% 

2000 $30.4 $61.9 49.1% 

2001 $27.9 $58.6 47.6% 

2002 $34.9 $56.6 61.8% 

2003 $42.1 $68.8 61.2% 

2004 $24.0 $58.3 41.2% 

2005 $15.7 $47.1 33.2% 

2006 $12.7 $50.8 24.9% 

2007 $45.9 $74.5 61.6% 

2008 $18.6 $37.0 50.3% 

Total $409.6 $841.1 48.7% 

Source: Bureau of Economic and Business 
Research, University of Utah. 

 
 

Figure 6 

Value of Nonresidential Construction – Constant Dollars 2008 
(Millions) 
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Table 49 

Value of Nonresidential Construction in Logan City - Thousands 
(Major Sectors Denoted by Shaded Area) 

 

 2000 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Total 

2000-2008 
% 

Share 

Residential Garages/Carports  $202.30 $181.80 $121.40 $256.30 $485.50 $158.00 $197.90 $150.00 $1,999.60 1.0% 

Hotels & Motels  $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $4,396.70 $0.00 $4,396.70 2.3% 

Amusement & Recreation Bldgs.  $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $100.00 $893.60 $135.80 $2,550.00 $160.60 $4,204.10 2.2% 
Churches & other Religious 
Bldgs.  $1,632.50 $15.50 $3,300.00 $2,336.40 $0.00 $2,400.00 $0.00 $0.00 $9,684.40 5.0% 
Industrial/Warehouse/Manuf. 
Bldgs  $3,454.10 $250.00 $600.00 $4,043.90 $450.00 $294.00 $11,965.80 $645.00 $22,884.80 11.8% 

Parking Structures  $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $2,981.50 $0.00 $2,981.50 1.5% 

Service Station/Repair Garages  $0.00 $327.60 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $437.00 0.2% 

Hospital & Institutional Bldgs.  $357.70 $4,000.00 $600.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $4,957.70 2.5% 

Office, Bank, Professional Bldgs.  $2,518.90 $1,970.00 $2,900.00 $700.00 $305.00 $5,500.00 $10,495.00 $3,911.40 $31,450.30 16.2% 

Public Utility Bldgs.   $0.00 $0.00 $65.00 $1,256.10 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,321.10 0.7% 

School & Educational Bldgs.  $0.00 $2,200.00 $86.60 $954.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3,240.60 1.7% 

Retail, Mercantile, Restaurant  $2,274.00 $7,325.50 $7,090.50 $3,020.50 $9,710.30 $2,100.00 $3,504.60 $12,895.00 $60,006.10 30.9% 

Agricultural Bldg. & Sheds  $27.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.00 $28.00 0.0% 

Other Nonresidential Bldgs.  $167.70 $699.60 $262.60 $1,165.60 $297.80 $110.50 $524.70 $486.00 $3,968.90 2.0% 

Structures other than Bldgs.  $5.70 $81.80 $266.30 $77.30 $223.90 $226.70 $535.20 $346.30 $1,880.80 1.0% 

Public Buildings & Projects  $9,369.40 $6,836.90 $13,600.00 $3,480.00 $0.00 $155.00 $6,200.00 $0.00 $41,034.80 21.1% 

Total $20,009.30 $23,888.70 $28,892.40 $17,390.10 $12,366.10 $11,080.00 $43,351.40 $18,595.30 $194,476.40 100.0% 

Source: Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah. 
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In 2008 retail sales in Logan were $508.1 million, which was nearly 61 percent of the retail sales in Cache 
County.  Countywide retail sales totaled $835.1 million in 2008.  In inflation adjusted dollars retail sales in 
Cache County have been growing at a slightly faster pace than in Logan City, Table 50.  Since 1995 the average 
annual growth rate for retail sales, in inflation adjusted dollars has been 1.8 percent for Logan and 2.8 percent 
for Cache County. 
 

Table 50 

Comparison of Logan and Cache Retail Sales  
(Constant Dollars – 2008) 

 

 Logan Cache 

Logan as 
Share 
of Cache 

1995 $404,066,956 $581,571,599 69.5% 

2000 $474,697,410 $699,332,269 67.9% 

2004 $515,537,247 $783,715,697 65.8% 

2005 $520,082,585 $798,277,505 65.2% 

2006 $531,834,407 $831,328,141 64.0% 

2007 $539,528,565 $877,798,325 61.5% 

2008 $508,102,996 $835,139,264 60.8% 

AAGR 1.8% 2.8% --- 

Source: Utah State Tax Commission. 

 
 
Cache County captures significantly higher levels of general merchandise, food and motor vehicles sales due 
to the location of a Super Wal-Mart, Albertson’s and several automobile dealerships in North Logan Table 51.   
 

Table 51 

Comparison of Logan and Cache Retail Sales in 2008 
(Shaded Area Denotes Sectors with Retail Leakage to Other Cities) 

 

 Logan Cache 

Logan’s 
% 

Share 

Building and Garden $71,442,240 $84,816,344 84.2% 

General Merchandise $79,605,339 $204,952,873 38.8% 

Food Stores $82,228,441 $152,021,327 54.1% 

Motor Vehicles $54,480,301 $104,734,887 52.0% 

Apparel & Accessories $35,390,499 $37,694,773 93.9% 

Furniture $37,526,227 $59,340,576 63.2% 

Eating and Drinking $71,531,053 $90,721,684 78.8% 

Miscellaneous  $75,898,895 $100,856,796 75.3% 

Total $508,102,996 $835,139,264 60.8% 

Source: Utah State Tax Commission. 

 
Retail sales data by sector since 1995 are shown for Logan City and Cache County in Tables 52 and 53. 
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Table 52 

Retail Sales in Logan City 
(Constant Dollars – 2008) 

 

 1995 2000 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Building and Garden $34,257,984  $27,908,158 $67,535,222  $73,199,389.20  $80,025,512  $91,673,452  $71,442,240 

General Merchandise $69,155,614  $49,206,096 $93,112,066  $80,656,186.33  $80,166,861  $82,490,017  $79,605,339 

Food Stores $108,599,028  $147,303,329 $102,444,673  $108,113,284.45  $111,953,296  $85,371,452  $82,228,441 

Motor Vehicles $50,218,530  $80,134,611 $64,451,173  $63,068,536.93  $58,089,919  $64,423,067  $54,480,301 

Apparel & Accessories $19,604,915  $31,230,789 $33,645,539  $34,199,132.30  $34,142,940  $36,829,931  $35,390,499 

Furniture $28,609,364  $36,566,881 $28,984,230  $36,012,194.05  $36,575,506  $41,350,280  $37,526,227 

Eating and Drinking $46,628,528  $54,895,294 $62,775,975  $63,100,605.29  $68,821,347  $70,880,477  $71,531,053 

Miscellaneous  $46,992,992  $47,452,253 $62,588,368  $61,733,256.89  $62,059,026  $66,509,889  $75,898,895 

Total $404,066,956  $474,697,410 $515,537,247  $520,082,585.45  $531,834,407  $539,528,565  $508,102,996 

Source: Utah State Tax Commission. 

 
 

Table 53 

Retail Sales in Cache County 
(Constant Dollars – 2008) 

 

 1995 2000 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Building and Garden $65,746,340  $65,541,683 $93,587,619  $99,216,918.41  $103,363,892  $107,137,183  $84,816,344 

General Merchandise $125,486,664  $124,883,596 $205,014,132  $196,340,482.91  $202,846,756  $207,434,609  $204,952,873 

Food Stores $137,128,638  $179,289,673 $132,423,969  $138,847,944.87  $143,641,526  $149,998,714  $152,021,327 

Motor Vehicles $82,347,020  $103,389,706 $106,179,540  $103,646,015.44  $109,559,446  $122,766,710  $104,734,887 

Apparel & Accessories $19,886,898  $32,874,843 $34,964,249  $36,052,455.35  $36,517,404  $39,876,103  $37,694,773 

Furniture $38,294,124  $57,843,625 $51,628,834  $61,595,024.26  $62,596,121  $68,159,143  $59,340,576 

Eating and Drinking $55,597,100  $69,862,280 $77,764,945  $78,388,674.75  $83,182,666  $88,359,613  $90,721,684 

Miscellaneous  $57,084,814  $65,646,864 $82,152,408  $84,189,988.97  $89,620,331  $94,066,250  $100,856,796 

Total $581,571,599  $699,332,269 $783,715,697  $798,277,504.96  $831,328,141  $877,798,325  $835,139,264 

Source: Utah State Tax Commission. 
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Appendix Table 1 

Calculations to Determine Affordable  
Housing Prices by Income Group 

 

2000 Median 80% AMI 50% AMI 30% AMI 

Median Income $46,300 $37,040 $23,150 $13,890 

Income Available for Housing  $13,890 $11,112 $6,945 $4,167 

Income Available Monthly $1,158 $926 $579 $347 

    After Taxes, Ins. Mort. taxes $1,007 $806 $504 $302 

Prevailing Mort. Interest Rate 8.05 8.05 8.05 8.05 

Loan Financed $137,633 $110,161 $68,885 $41,276 

Down Payment  $4,257 $3,407 $2,130 $1,277 

Maximum Home Price Financed $141,890 $113,568 $71,015 $42,553 

     

2001 Median 80% AMI 50% AMI 30% AMI 

Median Income $47,100 $37,680 $23,550 $14,130 

Income Available for Housing $14,130 $11,304 $7,065 $4,239 

Income Available Monthly $1,178 $942 $589 $353 

    After Taxes, Ins. M. taxes $1,024 $820 $512 $307 

Prevailing Mtg. Interest Rate 6.97 6.97 6.97 6.97 

Loan Financed $155,434 $124,469 $77,717 $46,600 

Down payment   $4,807 $3,850 $2,404 $1,441 

Maximum Home Price Financed $160,241 $128,319 $80,121 $48,041 

     

2002 Median 80% AMI 50% AMI 30% AMI 

Median Income $47,500 $38,000 $23,750 $14,250 

Income Available for Housing $14,250 $11,400 $7,125 $4,275 

Income Available Monthly $1,188 $950 $594 $356 

    After Taxes, Ins. M. taxes $1,033 $827 $517 $310 

Prevailing Mtg. Interest Rate 6.54 6.54 6.54 6.54 

Loan Financed $164,656 $131,007 $81,899 $49,412 

Down payment  $5,092 $4,052 $2,533 $1,528 

Maximum Home Price Financed $169,748 $135,059 $84,432 $50,940 

     

2003 Median 80% AMI 50% AMI 30% AMI 

Median Income $47,900 $38,320 $23,950 $14,370 

Income Available for Housing  $14,370 $11,496 $7,185 $4,311 

Income Available Monthly $1,198 $958 $599 $359 

    After Taxes, Ins. M. taxes $1,042 $833 $521 $313 

Prevailing Mtg. Interest Rate 5.83 5.83 5.83 5.83 

Loan Financed $178,062 $142,347 $89,031 $53,486 

Down payment $5,507 $4,402 $2,754 $1,654 

Maximum Home Price Financed $183,569 $146,749 $91,785 $55,140 
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2004 Median 80% AMI 50% AMI 30% AMI 

Median Income $47,900 $38,320 $23,950 $14,370 

Income Available for Housing  $14,370 $11,496 $7,185 $4,311 

Income Available Monthly $1,198 $958 $599 $359 

    After Taxes, Ins. M. taxes $1,042 $833 $521 $313 

Prevailing Mtg. Interest Rate 5.83 5.83 5.83 5.83 

Loan Financed $178,062 $142,347 $89,031 $53,486 

Down Payment  $5,507 $4,402 $2,754 $1,654 

Maximum Home Price Financed $183,569 $146,749 $91,785 $55,140 

     

2005 Median 80% AMI 50% AMI 30% AMI 

Median Income $49,950 $39,960 $24,975 $14,985 

Income Available for Housing  $14,985 $11,988 $7,493 $4,496 

Income Available Monthly $1,249 $999 $624 $375 

    After Taxes, Ins. M. taxes $1,086 $869 $543 $326 

Prevailing Mtg. Interest Rate 5.87 5.87 5.87 5.87 

Loan Financed $184,389 $147,545 $92,194 $55,350 

Down Payment 3% $5,703 $4,563 $2,851 $1,712 

Maximum Home Price Financed $190,092 $152,108 $95,045 $57,062 

     

2006 Median 80% AMI 50% AMI 30% AMI 

Median Income $49,200 $39,360 $24,600 $14,760 

Income Available for Housing  $14,760 $11,808 $7,380 $4,428 

Income Available Monthly $1,230 $984 $615 $369 

    After Taxes, Ins. M. taxes $1,070 $856 $535 $321 

Prevailing Mtg. Interest Rate 6.41 6.41 6.41 6.41 

Loan Financed $172,690 $138,152 $86,345 $51,807 

Down Payment  $5,341 $4,273 $2,670 $1,602 

Maximum Home Price Financed $178,031 $142,425 $89,015 $53,409 

     

2007 Median 80% AMI 50% AMI 30% AMI 

Median Income $50,000 $40,000 $25,000 $15,000 

Income Available for Housing  $15,000 $12,000 $7,500 $4,500 

Income Available Monthly $1,250 $1,000 $625 $375 

    After Taxes, Ins. M. taxes $1,088 $870 $544 $326 

Prevailing Mtg. Interest Rate 6.43 6.43 6.43 6.43 

Loan Financed $173,423 $138,675 $86,711 $51,963 

Down Payment $5,364 $4,289 $2,682 $1,607 

Maximum Home Price Financed $178,787 $142,964 $89,393 $53,570 
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2008 Median 80% AMI 50% AMI 30% AMI 

Median Income $55,500 $44,400 $27,750 $16,650 

Income Available for Housing  $16,650 $13,320 $8,325 $4,995 

Income Available Monthly $1,388 $1,110 $694 $416 

    After Taxes, Ins. M. taxes $1,207 $966 $604 $362 

Prevailing Mtg. Interest Rate 6.03 6.03 6.03 6.03 

Loan Financed $201,679 $161,410 $100,923 $60,487 

Down payment  $6,237 $4,992 $3,121 $1,871 

Maximum Home Price Financed $207,916 $166,402 $104,044 $62,358 

 
 
Assumptions and Sources 
 (1) Median income from HUD income limits for tax credit program.  Median income for    
 family of four in Cache County.  
 (2) 30 percent of household income available for housing costs. 
 (3) 87 percent of the income available for housing cost used to pay principal and interest.     
 The remaining 13 percent allocated to property taxes, insurance and mortgage    
 insurance. 
 (3) Average annual mortgage interest rate as reported by Freddie Mac. 
 (4) Down payment of 3 percent. 
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A Study of the Economic Potential of the Great Salt Lake State Park.  Bureau of Economic and Business Research, 
University of Utah, September 1976.  Coauthored with John Brereton and Janet Kiholm.  Report prepared 
for Division of Parks and Recreation, Department of Natural Resources, State of Utah, 1976. 
 
Married Student Housing Survey.  Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah, August 1976.  
Report prepared for Housing Management, University of Utah, 1976. 
 
"The Changing Composition of the State Budget," Utah Economic and Business Review, Volume 36, 
Numbers 4 and 5, April/May 1976.  Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah, 1976. 
 
"Utah Building Activity 1970-1975."  Real Estate Activities in Salt Lake, Davis, Weber, Utah and Cache 
Counties, Fall 1975.  Coauthored with Kathy Watanabe.  Utah Real Estate Research Committee and the 
Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah, 1975. 
 
"Condominium Developments in Utah," Utah Economic and Business Review, Volume 34, Number 9, 
September 1974.  Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah, 1974. 
 
Electronics Industry: Location Potential in Utah.  Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah, 
June 1973.  Coauthored with Jean H. Hanssen.  Report prepared for the Division of Industrial Development, 
Department of Development Services, State of Utah, 1973.  
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8.2 Utah Work Force Housing Model Data 

 

HUD Median Income      

HUD User       
Geography     Cache  

Data Year     2009  

Median Income     $55,500   

        

Mortgage and Shelter Cost Assumptions    

Local Research       
Homeowners Insurance per Month   $80.00   

Real Estate Tax Rate (% of market 
value) 

  0.75%  

Mortgage Ins (% of principal)    0.66%  

Condo Fee (per month)    $200   

Down Payment     10%  

Mortgage Rate     5.99%  

Mortgage Term (years)    30   

Shelter Cost % of Gross income   30%  

        

Number of Jobs per Worker      
LED On The Map       
Geography     Cache  
Data Year     2006  

All Jobs      23,416   

All Primary Jobs     21,344   

Jobs per Worker     1.10   
        

Workers per Household      
2000 Census - Summary File 3     
Geography     Cache  
Workers 16+    sf3 - p47 30,807   

Adjustment - % Workers 21+    91%  
Workers 21+     28,153   
Number of Households   sf3 - p48 30,902   

Workers per Household    0.91   
Jobs per Household     1.00   
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Estimated Workers 21+      

2000 Census - Summary File 3     

Geography     Cache  

Population     47,158   

Population by Age   Male Female Total  

16     227  211  438   

17     239  230  469   

18     572  794  1,366   

19     530  1,404  1,934   

20     597  1,414  2,011   

Total (16 to 20)     6,218   

Share (16 to 20) of Total    13%  

Workers 16+ % of Total    65%  

Estimated Workers 16 to 20    9%  

Estimated Workers 21+ - Share of Total Workers  91%  

        

Non-primary Job - Earnings (per month per job)    

QWI Online       

Relative Earnings per Worker      

Geography     Cache  

Data Year/Q     2008/3  

Male - Average Monthly Earnings   $3,332   

Female - Average Monthly Earnings   $1,752   

        

Estimated Household "Other" Income     

Local Research       

Disposable income in addition to0 wages   2.00%  

        

Number of Households (2009, or as available)    

Geography     Cache  

Household Size (persons per DU)  3.1   

Geography (study area)    Logan City  

Population (number of persons)  47,660   

Geography (study area)    Logan City  

# Households     15,374   

        
 
Future Number of Households (+5 and +10 years)    

Governor's Office of Planning and Budget, "Household projections by area"  

Geography     Cache  

Number of Households - 2009    35,819   

Number of Households - 2014(and AARC)  3.1% 41,732   

Number of Households - 2019 (and AARC) 2.8% 47,822   
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Number of Households by Income     

Utah State Tax Commission Data Summary    

Geography     Logan City  

Data Year     2006  

Number of Households by Income Group     

Up to $16,650     3,799   

Between $16,650 and $27,750   2,997   

Between $27,750 and $33,300   1,165   

Between $33,300 and $44,400   1,843   

Between $44,400 and $55,500 (median)   1,265   

Between $55,500 and $66,600   941   

More than $66,600    3,145   
        

HUD Median Rent (includes utilities)     

HUD User       

Geography     Cache  

Data Year     2009  

Median Rent (50th percentile)    $659   

# bedrooms     2  
        

Median Unit Price - Single and Multi Family    

Single Family Price    $160,000   

Number of Bedrooms    2   

Web Data Acquisition Date       

Multi Family     $113,000   

Number of Bedrooms    2   

Web Data Acquisition Date       

Trend in Rent - Cache -  HUD 50th percentile - 2 bedroom   

HUD User       

Geography     Cache  

     Year Rent  

     2001 $544   

     2002 $563   

     2003 $580   

     2004 $587   

     2005 $600   

     2006 $617   

     2007 $639   

     2008 $636   

     2009 $659   

     2010    
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Trend in Vacancy and Home Ownership Rate, and Personal Income 

St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank    

Geography State     

  

  

  

Year Home Vacancy Rate Rental Vacancy Rate Home Own Rate Per Capita Personal Income 

  1990 2% 15% 71% $15,000 

  1991 2% 15% 70% $15,500 

  1992 1% 15% 69% $16,000 

  1993 1% 16% 69% $16,500 

  1994 1% 8% 69% $17,000 

  1995 1% 12% 72% $18,000 

  1996 1% 14% 72% $19,800 

  1997 2% 14% 73% $21,500 

  1998 2% 15% 74% $22,500 

  1999 2% 9% 75% $22,500 

  2000 2% 8% 73% $23,750 

  2001 2% 7% 72% $24,800 

  2002 2% 7% 73% $25,000 

  2003 3% 8% 73% $25,000 

  2004 2% 9% 75% $25,800 

  2005 2% 7% 74% $27,500 

  2006 2% 6% 74% $29,000 

  2007 2% 6% 75% $30,300   
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Housing Stock - Number of Dwelling Units by Value 

 County Assessor   

 Geography  Logan City  

 Data Year  2007  

     

 

 

Housing Stock (2009) # Dwelling 
Units 

Data Source 

 Single Family (market value) 

1  $52,000   0 

2  $94,000   53 

3  $116,000   254 

4  $158,000   1,535 

5  $201,000   2,515 

6  $243,000   1,342 

7  Greater than $243,000 1,437 

  
Multi Family (market value) 

 

Assessor's 
Office 

1  $15,000  0 

2  $57,000   60 

3  $78,000   22 

4  $121,000   727 

5  $164,000   490 

6  $206,000   261 

7  Greater than 
$206,000 

 13 

 
Assessor’s Office 

 Rental Units Market Subsidized 

  7,275  725  

Local 
Research 
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8.3 Stakeholder Feedback 

List of Interviewees and Focus Group Attendees: 

BRAG group interview:  Roger Jones, Brian Carver, Jeff Kerl, Cindy Bilskie, and Debra Crowther 

Focus Group One – Developers, Builders:  Justin, Steven, & Melody Taylor of Century 21; John Bostock of 

Visionary Homes; Duane Smith of Habitat for Humanity; Dave Schuster of Neighborhood Nonprofit 

Housing Corp; and Kent Watson of B.R.A.G 

Focus Group Two – Employers:  Dwight Davis of U.S.U.; Brandon McBride of Logan Regional Hospital; 

and Roger Jones of B.R.A.G. 

Focus Group Three – Community, Social Service & Special Needs groups:  Steven Jenson of U.S.U 

Student Housing; Tom Hogan of Cache Senior Citizen Center; Cheryl Atwood of Option for 

Independence; Marie B. Holst of Cache Employment & Training Center; Leo Bravo of Cache Community 

Hispanic Center; Yolanda Bates who works with Latino students within Logan City School District; and 

Alan Hinckley representing a coalition of Neighborhood Councils. 

Observations: 

� B.R.A.G. programs include weatherization and rehab – strong programs that have met many 

needs – however, their resources are focused in the outlying counties and not in Logan City. 

� B.R.A.G is also getting a significant stimulus grant that will enhance their programs. 

� Rural Development Center at U.S.U is worth replicating. 

� Logan City has done the right thing in down zoning over the years. 

� Logan City has a low homeownership rate as compared to other communities – likely due to the 

high rate of student housing within city neighborhoods. 

� Developers are providing plenty of homeownership options in sales area of $160,000 – 

foreclosures are happening, but primarily in the above $300,000 price range. 

� Employers did not feel that lack of affordable housing was impacting their hiring ability – in 

other words – affordable housing is not an issue?  After returning to their offices and checking 

with their HR departments, they re-stated this. 

� Student housing on and adjacent to USU campus is consistently at 80% occupancy. 

 

Critical Issues as they Pertain to Affordable Housing in Logan City: 

� Need for more homeowners to conduct home repairs and rehabilitation on dilapidated homes – 

many older homeowners do not want to take out loans – even when they have good credit. 

� Need for additional senior housing and assisted living facilities current waiting lists and 

occupancies up for subsidized units, but down in high end private pay assisted living / 

retirement community settings. 

� Need for additional weatherization grants – support for low and moderate-income households – 

especially senior citizens. 

� Still need to do more down-zoning to allow for greater density in future development—perhaps 

consider allowing zero lot lines. 

� City needs to enforce ordinances – parking, etc. 
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� Strategies to allow for in-fill construction:  infrastructure lien forgiveness and reduced or 

subsidized land costs. 

� Rehab building codes might need review – make it easier to upgrade dilapidated homes. 

 

Top priorities for Logan City to focus on in the next five years: 

� Downtown’s historic district – bring full-time residents back into the downtown area. 

� Concentration in neighborhoods over dispersion of funds. 

� Provision of incentives for landlords to rehab and maintain their homes (create a “good 

landlord” program – as well as enforcing codes more consistently. 

� Provide incentives and assistance for homeowners to rehab existing housing stock with a special 

focus on adapting or modifying homes to allow for aging in place. 

� Need in-fill land options – land for new construction is a rarity within City limits. 

� Need to review code requirements – are they excessive for in-fill construction. 

� Need also to review impact fees and infrastructure costs – can city reduce or assist in subsidizing 

these? 

� Nonprofits also need assistance with administrative costs to compensate for all the services 

provided. 

� Work with University on student living policies – illegal use of houses in neighborhoods adjacent 

to the University. 

� Trainings and provision of resource materials in Spanish to  promote resident  fair-housing rights 

� Establish programs to assist Latino renters to become homebuyers. 
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8.4 Housing Program Descriptions and Proformas 

Model 1 
Single Family Rehabilitation – 

Standard and Basement Window Egress 

Model 2 Practical Home Modification for Safety and Independence 

Model 3 Urban Self Help 

Model 4 Multi-Family New Construction with LIHTC – Small 

Model 5 Multi-Family New Construction with LIHTC – Large 

Model 6 Small Senior HUD 202 

Model 7 Small Disability/Special Needs HUD 811 

Model 8 
Non Medical Congregate Proforma 

(Turn Community Services) 

Model 9 Veteran’s Housing 

Model 10 Community Abuse Protection Services Agency (CAPSA) 

Model 11 Home Choice 

Model 12 Welcome Home - Own in Logan 
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Model 1:   

Single Family Rehabilitation –  

Standard and Basement Window Egress 
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Model 1:  Single Family Rehabilitation – Standard and Basement Window Egress 

 

This single-family rehabilitation program would focus its emphasis in targeted neighborhoods to 

promote conversion of non-conforming uses back to homeowner occupied housing stock.  Two cost 

scenarios are presented below.  Each scenario has been based on historical programming costs provided 

by Neighborhood Nonprofit Housing Corporation and other like providers state wide. 

 

Cost Scenario #1 Duplex $15,000 - $20,000 Rehab Subsidy; plus $5,000 - $8,000 egress windows. 

 

Cost Scenario #2 Triplex $25,000 - $30,000 Rehab Subsidy; plus $8,000 -  $10,000 egress     

   windows. 

 

Additional funding may be needed to supplement soft second mortgages at an interest rate of 1-3% up 

to 30% of the sales price.  It is recommended that these funds be utilized with deed restrictions on 

affordability and be recaptured at refinance, sale or death. 

 

It is recommended that the City continue to work with NNHC to convert 3 homes per year and strive to 

increase its capacity to 10 homes per year as additional resources become available through the RDA 

housing allocation set-asides. 
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Model 2:   

Practical Home Modification for Safety and Independence  
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Model 2: Practical Home Modification for Safety and Independence 

“Give-A-Hand”  

“Give-A-Hand” would be a theoretical program that would provide architectural design, community 

planning and development assistance to non-profit and community groups, and housing and 

accessibility design assistance to low income households or persons with disabilities. 

“Give-A-Hand” would operate an Emergency Home Repair (EHR) program and would provide 

Accessibility Design Assistance in Logan City.  In Logan City, “Give-A-Hand” could potentially provide 

financial assistance for low income families to make needed modifications under a joint municipal 

funding partnership.  The repair work provided on citizen’s homes would be performed by local qualified 

licensed contractors. 

Practical Home Modifications  

 

“Give-A-Hand” would provide home assessment and design services at no cost to evaluate safety and 

accessibility needs in peoples’ homes. A practical approach is taken to tailor the alterations to the needs 

and desires of each person or household.   

 

Plan Review for New Housing 

 

“Give-A-Hand” would provide design assistance to incorporate safety and accessibility features in new 

housing.  Recommendations usually include a range of accessibility features starting with the three 

essential "visitable" features (a no-step entry somewhere, adequate doorways and a usable ground floor 

bathroom), to the "usable" features that increase safety and independence for all, to "fully accessible" 

features for persons using wheelchairs.  

 

Accessible Community Buildings  

 

“Give-A-Hand” would provide assessment and design services to nonprofit and community groups to 

make their buildings accessible to persons with disabilities. Architectural drawings and construction bid 

assistance can be provided for funding proposals and self help projects.  
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Budgetary Proposal:  $45,000 annually (average HH cost = $3,000 x 15 per year). 

Services:  Generally includes design, labor and installation for practical home modification for the 

purposes of promoting safety and independence. 

• Steps or Ramps 

o Steps changed over from high rise to 4-7 inches only with a 24 inch deep tread to 

accommodate walkers; costs between $1,500 - $2,000. 

o Ramp costs average between $2,000-4,000; dependent on number of steps and 

platform turns, i.e. 1-2 with platform or 3-5 with platform and necessary rise/run ADA 

requirements. 

• Bathrooms 

o Grab bars only $300-$500. 

o Tub cuts $1,500. 

o Tub removal and new no barrier shower installation $5,000 - $6,000. 

• Kitchens 

o Counter and cook top roll under retrofits $500 - $1,500. 

• General Accessibility 

o Door widening $300-$400. 

o Clear swing hinge installations (doors 30 inches or more) $100 each. 

 

Additional Recommendations:   Create an inventory of accessible housing and map them, including new 

subdivisions that built to visitability standards.  Bowling Brook, Illinois has created a best practice 

“Visitability Code Standard” which could be readily modified and implemented. 
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Model 3:   

Urban Self Help  
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Model 3:  Urban Self Help 
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The Urban Self-Help program being designed is similar to the program described 

below: 

 

Mutual Self-Help Housing Program 

 

What is Mutual Self-Help? 
It is a USDA/Rural Development program administered by NNHC that makes 
housing affordable through "sweat equity." Families work together as a group to build approximately 
65% of their homes. This labor not only acts as the down payment, but can substantially reduce the price 
of the home. 

There may be additional assistance available for qualified families, such as a mortgage with a reduced 
interest rate, and other grants that keep monthly house payments affordable. 

Knowledge of construction is not required. However, it is hard work and it does require commitment. 
Households work together, with each family contributing a minimum of 35 hours of labor per week for 
approximately 8 to 10 months. The homes are built simultaneously; no one moves in until all the homes 
are completed. 

 

What are the benefits of the program? 
There is no down payment required, and you can save substantially on the price of the home! 

In addition, you will learn skills that will be useful in the future. You will gain not only construction and 
home maintenance skills, but also learn budgeting techniques, financial management skills, and the 
responsibilities of home ownership. 

Working together to build each other's homes provides a great opportunity to create a strong sense of 
"neighborhood." You will forge bonds of support and understanding with your neighbors, and you will 
share a sense of pride in your community. 
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Model 4:  Multi-Family New Construction with LIHTC – Small  
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Model 4:  Multi-Family New Construction with LIHTC – Small 
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Model 5: 

Multi-Family New Construction with LIHTC – Large  
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Model 5:  Multi-Family New Construction with LIHTC – Large 
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Model 6: 

Small Senior HUD 202 
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Model 6:  Small Senior HUD 202 
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Model 7:   

Small Disability/Special Needs HUD 811 
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Model 7:  Small Disability/Special Needs HUD 811 

 

The HUD 811 model presented here, like that of a HUD 202, reflects costs on a recent application that 

was awarded.  It should be noted that the U.S. Department of HUD changes the program guidelines each 

year as part of the Super NOFA funding notice.  Applicants must put together competitive proposals and 

compete regionally for the funding.  Historically both HUD 811 and 202 project awards have had land 

cost contributions made by the municipal co-sponsor. 
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Model 8: 

 Non Medical Congregate Proforma  
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Model 8: Non Medical Congregate Proforma (Turn Community Services) 

 

Location:  Near shopping, medical and social services most used by disabled tenants, and are within 

public transportation corridors where available. 

 

Demographics: Persons with mental disabilities and often a secondary physical problem such as 

Cerebral Palsy, some of whom are in need of twenty four hour daily care.  Facilities are chosen or built 

for accommodation of wheelchairs, walkers, and items like oxygen canisters so tenants may age in place. 

 

Operational Program Budget:  Between $250,000 and $400,000 per year.  Each individual is funded by 

the Division of Services for Persons with Disabilities (DSPD) at a rate deemed necessary to cover their 

support.  Social Security Supplemental and Disability payments cover the room, board and personal 

needs of the individuals who pay rent to live within the home.  The rents are established annually by 

HUD and fall within the low- to moderate-income levels as per the AMI of the individual tenants.  

Section 8 housing vouchers may make up some of the rent for eligible tenants in this housing setting. 

Rental income goes toward the physical upkeep, mortgage and repairs of the building.  Program income 

pays staff, vehicles, and some of the repairs.   

 

Personnel:  The home is under the direct supervision of a coordinator who reports to a director.  The 

coordinator has an assistant so between the two of them, all hours for any emergency are covered.  

Instructors are the hands on staff who work directly with the tenants assisting them will all functions of 

daily living, personal funds management, home care, community participation and transportation.  

Staffing is established according to the DSPD contract based on a needs assessment at the following 

ratios:  (1) two to one assist if necessary, but (2) are generally one to one or three tenants.  Bathing and 

personal care activities are staffed at the highest level; recreation and overnight supervised 

environments generally have reduced staffing patterns. 

 

Staff must undergo background and driving record screening, and submit medical information prior to 

hire.  After hire, extensive training is required in behavioral management, first aid, CPR, policies and 

procedures, among others.  Coordinators review the work of the staff, create documentation and follow 

up with compliance statements from programmatic audits. 

 

Transportation:  In homes that are located in communities without public transportation, staff is 

required to assist the tenants in getting to and from their critical support networks and critical 

appointments.  Vehicles and drivers are subject to additional standards.   
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Funding:  As a nonprofit entity, they seek community funding to purchase homes that can be used as 

congregate residential facilities for the disabled.  Local community and industrial banks have embraced 

the cause and been generous in financing several homes around the State; they would be sought to 

partner in future Logan City projects.  Municipal resources including Community Development Block 

Grants and low-interest funding from the Olene Walker Housing Loan Fund have also been essential in 

acquiring buildings, retrofitting for accessibility and adaptive re-use, as well as renovating them for 

energy efficiency. 

 

Historical Development Proforma(s): 

 

In-fill / Re-Use 

  

$188,102  Acquisition, demolition of deteriorated home, enabling new in-fill 

$     6,804 Asbestos removal, Air Testing 

$     2,628 Survey, Soils Testing 

$   11,324 Architectural plans and approvals 

$     9,632 Engineer 

$414, 960  Development for 8 bed facility, fire suppression system, E-star, ADA 

$     8,145 Municipal fees for water, sewer, update of fire hydrant 

 

$640,875 Total Uses 

 

$442,000 Utah Community Reinvestment Corporation & OWHLF Mortgages 

$  81,500 Community Development Block Grant funding 

$117,375 Matched Funded Grants from local financial institutions and corporations 

 

$640,875 Total Sources 
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Model 9: 

Veteran’s Housing 
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Model 9: Veteran’s Housing 
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Model 10:   

Community Abuse Protection Services Agency (CAPSA)
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Model 10:  Community Abuse Protection Services Agency (CAPSA) 

Community Abuse Protection Services Agency (CAPSA) is presently constructing affordable housing units 

within the Logan City limits and has additional plans to develop in other areas of Cache County.  An 

updated proforma review is recommended to assist in determining what gap financing, if any is still 

needed to bring the units on line. 
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Model 11:   

Home Choice  
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Model 11:  Home Choice 

 

Home Choice is presently funded through financial institution grants and low-interest second mortgages 

offered by the Olene Walker Housing Loan Fund.  Additional administrative support might be needed in 

the future to assist in delivery of educational programming to Logan City residents as current surveys 

indicate a 30% decline in available technical assistance monies state wide over the last three years.  The 

program has been very successful to date in moving people from rental housing into homeownership. 
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Model 12:   

Welcome Home – Own in Logan  
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Model 12:  Welcome Home – Own in Logan 

 

This is a successful program now being offered by Logan City through Neighborhood Nonprofit 

Housing Corporation.  It is recommended that this program be continued and that additional 

resources be utilized to expand the program to encompass non-conforming use conversions in 

targeted neighborhoods and for urban self-help in-fill homeownership projects. 
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Applicant must provide $500 in personal funds toward the down payment or closing 
costs, verified per the settlement statement. Gifts are eligible to meet this requirement. 

Allowable Homes 
Home must be within the Logan City limits. 

Existing single family detached homes are eligible. Condos, townhomes, twin homes 
and new construction are excluded. 

Homes built before 1978 must pass a Lead-Based Paint inspection. The cost of this 
inspection is not charged to the buyer. Please refer to the pamphlet "Protect Your 
Family From Lead In Your Home" from the Environmental Protection Agency for 
more information on Lead. 

Subsidy Repayment 
The $7,500 subsidy turns into a grant (is fully forgiven) if the home remains owner-
occupied after ten years. 

If the home is sold during the first ten years, the subsidy can be transferred to the new 
buyer if the Welcome Home-Own in Logan conditions are met. 
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The subsidy must be repaid within the first ten years if the owner sells, refinances or 
rents out the home (See Notice to Mortgage Lenders, Realtors, and Title Companies 
paragraph #1 for more information). 
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Model 13: 

Education
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Model 13:  Education 
Further discussions with Logan City should occur before finalizing this program recommendation.  

Research needs to be conducted to produce a resource inventory list.  Then, a strategy to convert 

essential literature not covered in Spanish could then be put out for bid. 
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8.6 Mapping Tools 

 

8.6.1 Median Income Map 
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8.6.2 Persons Over 65 Map 
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8.6.3 Poverty Map 
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8.6.4 Qualified Census Tract Map 
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8.6.5 Residential Structures Map 
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8.6.6 Single Family Residential Map 
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8.6.7 Rentals Map 
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8.6.8 Homeownership Map 
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8.6.9 Vacant and Undeveloped Land Map 
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8.6.10 Zoning Map 
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8.7 Resources: Local Lenders, Banks and Credit Unions 

 

Bank of Utah 

5 E 1400 N, Logan, UT 

(435) 752-7102 

America First Credit Union 

518 W 100 N, Providence, UT 

(435) 752-1355 

Cache Valley Bank 

101 N Main St, Logan, UT 

(435) 753-3020 

Lewiston State Bank 

2190 N Main St, Logan, UT 

(435) 750-6700 

Logan City Employees Credit 

Union 

550 N Main St Ste 213, Logan, UT 

(435) 752-2102 

Washington Mutual 

750 N Main St, Logan, UT 

(435) 750-0303 

Washington Mutual 

555 E 1400 N, Logan, UT 

(435) 787-9119 

Wells Fargo Bank 

49 E 400 N, Logan, UT 

(435) 713-4459 

Wells Fargo Bank 

5 S Main St, Logan, UT 

(435) 792-7000 

Wells Fargo Bank 

889 S Main St, Logan, UT 

(435) 755-0977 

Key Bank 

280 N Main St, Logan, UT 

(435) 753-5000 

Mountain America Credit Union 

1425 N 200 E, Logan, UT 

(435) 752-3666 

 

Deseret First Credit Union 

1610 N Main St, Logan, UT 

(435) 787-0991 

 

Logan Cache Rich Credit Union 

20 W Center St, Smithfield, UT 

(435) 563-6882 

 

Employees First Credit Union 

885 N 600 W, Logan, UT 

 

Mountain American Credit Union 

1425 N 200 E, Logan, UT 

(435) 752-3666 

 

Members First Credit Union 

120 E 1000 S, Brigham City, UT 

(435) 723-5231 

 

Members First Credit Union 

260 N Main St, Brigham City, UT 

(435) 723-6884 

 

Members First Credit Union 

300 E Main St, Tremonton, UT 

(435) 257-2055 

 

Members First Credit Union 

707 N Main St, Brigham City, UT 

(435) 723-5231 

 

USU Community Credit Union 

198 N Main St, Logan, UT 

(435) 713-1923 

 

USU Community Credit Union 

695 E 1000 N, Logan, UT 

(435) 753-4080 

 

USU Charter Credit Union 

198 N Main St, Logan, UT 

(435) 753-4080 

 

USU Charter Credit Union 

695 E 1000 N, Logan, UT 

(435) 753-4080 

 

USU Community Credit Union 

890 S Main St, Smithfield, UT 

(435) 713-1923 

 

 

Box Elder County Credit Union 

1300 S Main St, Garland, UT 

(435) 257-1684 

 

   

Utah League of Credit Unions 

1805 S. Redwood Rd., Salt Lake 

City, UT  84101 

(801)972-3400) 

 

Utah Bankers Association 

175 S. Main St., Suite 1420, Salt 

Lake City, UT  84111 

(801) 364-4303 
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8.8 Footnotes 
*
Study dated November 30, 2007 completed by BRAG:  Plan to End Chronic Homelessness in BRAG Area by 2014. 

1While every effort has been made to accumulate the latest data, numbers reflected vary depending 

upon source and year of origin.  We have used several sources, including the Utah Governor’s Office of 

Planning & Budget, the US Census, and the City of Logan data.  Official population estimates for the 

State of Utah are generated by the Utah Population Estimates Committee.  The committee provides 

annual state and county population estimates.  The committee relies on the US Census Bureau for sub-

county estimates.  The Census Bureau recently released July 1, 2008 sub-county estimates for Utah, 

which are used in this analysis.  An alternative to the use of Census Bureau data is to use internally 

generated population estimates, such as might be available from a master planning process.  Another 

alternative, with respect to all demographic variables required for this analysis, is to use PUMS data 

(Public Use Microdata Sample) which allows for a much finer, and often more revealing level of detail.  

PUMS data was not used here because the most recent data set is from the 2000 census (1999 

enumeration). 

There are multiple alternatives to each of the variables and estimating assumptions used in this analysis.  

Detailed review of the merits of each, in some cases may be useful.  An equally helpful approach may be 

to evaluate the effect on the overall quantitative conclusions of the model, of potential maximum and 

minimum values for a given variable.  Some variables have big effect on the outcome of the analysis, 

some have smaller effect. 

2As previously mentioned numbers reflected vary depending on source and year of origin.  This analysis 

provides a means to compare number of households and number of affordable housing units, for 

various income groups of interest (i.e. number of for-sale and rental units in the local housing stock, that 

are affordable to households earning 30%, 50% 80% or 120% of median income).  That comparison 

provides a way to estimate the affordable housing deficit or excess.  Two components are needed to 

quantify the household earnings side of the comparison; 1) What average annual income will be used to 

characterize each group – i.e. what are average earnings for a 30% or 50% household; and  2), how 

many households fall within each income group.  The “industry standard” benchmark used to quantify 

income by group, is % of HUD median income (e.g. average earnings for the 30% group, is 30% of HUD 

area median income).  HUD median income varies by county and is updated every year.  With respect to 

the number of households that fall within each income group – this is quantified in a unique way that is 

specific to each city, town and county in Utah.  Households by income group is quantified based on 

analysis by the by the Utah state tax commission, using current income tax data.  (There is typically a 

one or two year lag in the results, needed in order to aggregate the data and produce the analysis.)  

3The number of workers per household and number of jobs per household is used to estimate average 

income.  The typical calculation used for analyses elsewhere in the state may produce misleading results 

in Logan, given the significant student population there.  This analysis uses Salt Lake City data, to define 

the subject variables.  There is ample data from other areas of the state to provide alternate estimates, 

if desired.  

4”Jobs per Worker” data:  In keeping with ‘real’ circumstances, 2007 numbers have been used instead of 

2008. 

5Although we have seen a decrease in personal incomes, due to market conditions in 2008, data from 

2007 has been utilized as an accurate reflection of true market conditions. 
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6Utah State University Housing Division and Enrollment Office. 

7Kent Watson, Bear River Association of Government Housing Authority. 

8Lloyd Pendleton, director, Homeless Prevention, Division of Housing and Community Development and 

Jill Anderson, Executive Director, Community Abuse Prevention Services Agency (CAPSA). 

9Chris Nugyen, Utah Department of Services for Persons with Disabilities. 

10Division of Child and Family Services, Utah Department of Human Services. 

11Urban Self-Help Housing is similar in design to the USDA Rural Housing Services program. 

12Crown Rent-to-Own is a program offered by Utah Housing Corporation and utilizes Low Income 

Housing Tax Credits over a fifteen-year period. 

 

 

 

 


